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In keeping with the keen desire of the people of the State of
Maine for security at home as well as abroad, I am proclaiming the
month of June “Highway Safety Month,” and I earnestly request
that the citizens of this State and our visitors make every effort
to school themselves in the principles which will promote the
safety of life and property in our daily travel.
Advances in the science of engineering and education cannot
reduce the damages to life and limb and property unless the spirit
of our motorists and our pedestrians is turned in full measure
into the drive for greater security.
At this time when our National Defense effort is being directed
to maintain the security of Democracy in a threatening world situ
ation, it is particularly important that our resources be conserved
and that lieedlessnesw be eliminated from the use of our highways
and streets.
Every accident represents not only an impairment of a person
or property, but also a lessening of the tremendous power of our
Nation. Our full strength ls needed for the defense of the form of
government under which we live.
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Tom Sweeney Calls On the

Troop—Spring Dance a
Great Success
The Sea Scouts had a welcome
su prise in the person of their for
mer skipper, Tom Sweeney at
their last regular meeting. In
stead of the program planned for
the even.ng, Mr. Sweeney gave
s .me sea yarns and told some of
his exper.ences while at sea.
It is re-registration night next
Wednesday when all members
must state their intention. Several
recruits are planning on register
ing at this t me. It was decided
to accept thp invitation of the Le
gion to march Memorial Day. This
will be tlve first time this Ship
lias marched in a local parade
The annual Spring dance was

ST. BERNARD’S CHURCH
he Shortwavers
Will Hold Their Annual
Summer Outing At Oak

land Park July 6

The 1941 annual Summer outing
I
. Kin"; Ocunty iadio a:na|
IH
Hi Id at (i.iklanri Park.
In the town of Rockport, all day
Sunday Ju’v 6 All radio men and
their families and friends are in
cited. Take ycur own lunch. No
harge for parking and plenty of
|rr'i>m.

No pre gram has been planned
|i)i, ti.rrc w.ll iir no idle moment.'
|A large ptvflton It available in
case of showers.
On Route 1 between Glen Cove
m i Rcckport. and the gate will be
|
, you can’t miss it.
Por further particulars communlIcate With WIRU iRalph W. Tyler),
s nth Thomaston, Me.

PUBLIC SUPPER
Tuesday, May 27
At 5.30 P. M.

33 CENTS
Sponsored by
Catholic Women's Club
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BENEFIT

TAG DAY
FOR

SONS AMERICAN LEGION

DRUM CORPS
EQUIPMENT FUND

Saturday, May 31
Buy One or More Tags and Help
tho Drum Corps
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Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
olidated
March 17. 1897.
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[EDITORIAL]
WHAT WILL ROOSEVELT SAY?

Friday

AN AGGRAVATING ERROR

A slip of the pen led this newspaper into an exasperating
•error Saturday, when in reporting the sheriffs’ convention it
quoted Secretary Robie as saying that confidential character
references would be asked from deputies who sought to have
their licenses renewed after they had been revoked on account
of drunken driving. The statement was obviously intended to
refer to applicants whose licenses had been revoked, but the
article didn’t read that way, and good natured hecklers are
having the inning to which they are entitled. It is hardly
necessary to add that no reader, familiar with Sheriff Ludwick’s deputies would ever believe that the reference was meant
for them. The high standard of his staff precludes that
thought.

ratio Cowan for his contribution
of ice cream, to Granite Rock Bottl.ng Co. for soda, to Maine Music

Co. for R.C-A. Record Player; and
to M. R. Sawyer for the use of
records.
DIVIDENDS DECLARED

The directors of Central Maine
Power Company have declared the
regular quarterly dividends on the
company’s preferred stocks, pay
able July 1, 1941, to holders of
record of June 10, 1941. The divid
ends declared amount to $1 75 per
share on the 7 percent Preferred
Stock. $1.50 per share on the 6 per
cent Preferred Stock, $1.50 per
share on the Preferred Stock, $6
Dividend Series, and 62Va cents
per share on the $50 Preferred
Stock 5 percent Dividend Series.

THAT MAN AGAIN

6am Conner’s political letter in the Lewiston Journal says
that Fulton J. Redman is planning to run for Governor again
next year, undismayed by the fact that Gov. Sewall swamped
him by 90.000 votes. It’s hard for a man to break away from
lifelong habits, and that’s what Fulton J. Redman would be
doing if he didn’t run for something in 1942.
COUNTRY WANTS ACTION
(Herald Tribune)

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

*

A clear majority of the country now wants action today.
An overwhelming majority has recorded its desire for action
whenever the peril to Great Britain becomes grave. It is
plainly in the President’s power to unite the nation behind a
policy of action. In view of the crisis that lies close ahead,
we are confident that Mr. Roosevelt cannot longer hesitate
to give the nation the leadership it needs. He has acted force
fully and swiftly in a series of minor steps. The time has come
in our judgment for a series of major decisions.
Those decisions must be military ones and must rest upon
the judgment of our best military minds. This newspaper is
convinced that action should be taken forthwith in both the
Pacific and the Atlantic. To save the Battle of the Atlantic
there should be, in some form, convoy. To prevent, or at any
rate delay, a battle for the Pacific, there should be an Ameri
can fleet at Bingapore. The neutrality act should be repealed
and the freedom of the seas—in the Red Sea and everywhere
—reasserted with whatever force the piracy of Nazidom makes
necessary.
Such bold actions may or may not increase the risk of
war; they will beyond question strengthen the defenses of
America. They will be war whenever Hitler so chooses to
regard them—precisely as in the case of our earlier steps to
strengthen our first line of defense in and around the British
Isles In the complete scorn of international law which has
governed Nazi strategy, it is impossible to predict this future.
It has long been plain that we shall find Hitler at war with
us the instant such warfare aids his cause—and not before.
The real decision lies beyond our influence or control.
We hope and pray that the President places the facts
before the country and then, making it clear that war must be
faced as a possibility in the near future if the defenses of the
nation are to be maintained, proceeds to action.

SPRUCE HEAD

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At The

COMMUNITY CLUB
MAY 31
Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
63-64

SPECIAL HOLIDAY ATTRACTION

PARK STREET ARENA, MAY 30
Admission; Ladies, Men, 65c; Reserved, $1.10; Children, 30c
Referee, Bud Fisher
Double Main Event—Six Rounds
VS.
TOMMY REGAN
BILLY LANCASTER
New Hampshire, 152 Lbs.
Pcrtland. 154 Lbs.
VS.
JIMMY COOK
K. O. BRIERLY
Rumford, 134 Lbs.

Three other bouts will wind up the card. First bout at 9 sharp.
Sport fane, spend yeur holiday at Park Street Arena
Friday Evening, May 30

PLENTY

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

—TO DO
—AND SEE
In BOSTON

All broadcasting stations this morning carried the news
Great Britain had been so eagerly awaiting----- the sinking of
the German battleship Bismark, destroyer of the battle cruiser
Hood. In a previous broadcast the German High Command
had admitted the Bismark was “engaged by superior enemy
forces.”
The Germans claim.to have sunk ten British vessels off the
African coast the past two days, and declare that the British
Mediterranean fleet “may be considered destroyed.”
The Germans have the advantage in Crete, but are said
to have lost 300 planes.
The President has approved the construction of 200

Over MEMORIAL DAY
FUN—For You
And the Children
Only $5.50 Round Trip Coach Fare
From ROCKLAND

,Usf as it,s
sAtes

*nu>

(Children under 12—half fare
Under 5----- FREE)
Comparable Low Fares from all other stations

SEE—Big League Baseball
ENJOY—Horse Racing at Suffolk Downs
TAKE IN—Popular Shows
Night Clubs
Revere and Nantasket Beaches
Sail Around Boston Harbor

GO: MAY 29 or MAY 30
RETURNING; Leave Boston not later than 4.50 P. M.
(Daylight Time)

dwellings in the Bath area.

W. A. Gage, who has been assist
ant manager in F. W. Woolworth
Co. during the past year, has been
transferred to Boston, where he will
bee joined soon by Mrs. Gage and
son. Mr. Gage is succeeded by S.
P. Cameron, transferred from Houl
ton.

Pvt. Ernest Nord has returned to
Fort Williams, after spending the
weekend at his home.

Miss Ruth Anderson goes Thurs
day to Ocean Point for ten days'
vacation from her duties as chief
operator at the telephone office.

MONDAY JUNE 2
Tickets Good in Coaches
(Any Train except Nos. 15 and 16)
GO BY TRAIN—Have a Good Time and BE SAFE

\EITSFINESTI

ROCKLEDGE INN
SPRUCE HEAD, ME.

THOMASTON, ME.

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 30

KER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

ALSO SPECIAL 50c AND 65c DINNERS
TELEPHONE 853-3

THE BIVOUAC OF THE DEAD
The muffled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tattoo:
No more on Life's parade shall meet
That brave and fallen few.
On Fame's eternal camping-ground
Their silent tents are spread.
And Glory guards, with solemn round.
The bivouac of the dead.

Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead!
Dear as th- blood ve stave
No impious footstep here shall tread
The nerbage ol your gra\e;
Nor shall your story be forgot.
While Fame her re^oM
Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps.
- Theodore O’Hara

• • • •
Next Friday is Memorial Day,
and under the direction of An
derson Camp, Sons of Union Vet
erans of the Civil War, the cus
tomary exercises will be held in
Rockland. The-parade takes place
at 1.30 p. m., followed immediately
by memorial exercises on the
Grand Army lawn—or in the
Methodist Church if the afternoon
is stormy.*
The following Memorial Day or
ders have beep issued for Friday's
observance.
It is hereby ordered that all or
ganizations participating in the pa
rade report at GAjR. hall, Lime
rock street at 1 o’clock daylight,
Friday.
Parade will start at 1.30 p. m.
right of line forming on Union
street, opposite Methodist Church,
extending over Union and down
Limerock street. Second Division
to form on School and Spring
streets.
•Line of march: Over Union to
Park, down Park, up Main, halting
in front of Elks Home, while flowers
are strewn on the water, volley

Girl Scouts.

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 63.

OLD KATY” IN HER GLORY
Rockland Travelers See a Wonderful
Picture and Are Intrigued by Strange House
(By The Roving Reporter)

School children.
Fire Department.
At the conclusion of the parade
the following exercises will be held
on the Grand Army premises:
Music,

Rockland Band
Prayer.
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh
Gen. Logan's Order,
Albert W. Thomas
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
Roger Conant
Necrology of Edwin Libby Post. G.A.R.,
I. Leslie Cross
Necrology of Ralph Ulmer Camp,
S W V..
Commaader, George I. Cross
Music,
Rockland Band
Necrology of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
A. L..
Comander Gilman Seabury
Necrology of Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W..
Commander Albert Brlckley
Flanders Fields.
Nancy Howard
History of the Flag.
Edwin S. Mullen
Music,
Rockland Band
Address.
Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens
Decoration of Monument.
Dirge, followed by taps.
Rockland Band
“Star Spangled Banner."
Rockland Baud
Benediction.
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh

The average person doesn’t ride
150 miles for the mere sake of see
ing a house, but Bob and I did last
Sunday. This particular structure
was the circular residence in Milli
nocket, soon to become the home
of an official of tlie Great Northern
Paper Comany.
Railroads have
round houses, but I know of no
other instance in Maine where one
has been constructed as a family
residence.
Of course this wasn’t the sole
purpose of our trip; we went be
cause it was an ideal day for mo
toring and we figured that tlie
apple orchards would be in tlie
height of their bloom. And we
Pleasant Valley Grange
went to see what else the day might
offer, little realizing that it wotild
and Public Expect Mirth
provide tlie finest outdoor spectacle
and Music
that we have seen in our travels.
An excellent entertainment has What was that? Have patience for
been planned for the minstrel a moment.
si low to be presented Wednesday Ports Of Missing Men
night at 8 o’clock, at Pleasant
When one pulls out of Rockland
Valley Grange hall. The show is
before the clock has struck 7 Sun
for the benefit of the National
day morning he doesn't see many
Grange Founders’ Memorial Build
other signs of activity, as I have
ing in Washington, D. C.
intimated. It was a wonderful day
The program will include these
and taps for the Nation’s dead numbers: opening, “Star Spangled for motoring, or fishing, or what
have you, but between Rockland
buried at sea.
Banner,” chorus; song, “Egyptian
The parade will then continue L-ove Song,” Betty Simpson and and Rockport we met a solitary car
up Main street to Ralph Ulmer guitar; “Strawberry Blonde”, Bev and that was a Bay Stater driven
Park where services will be con erly Cogan; “Easter Parade,” My by a man who possibly wished to
ducted by the Spanish War Vet ron Young and chorus; "Alexan avoid the traffic congestion.
This time our route took us out of
erans and Auxiliary which will der’s Ragtime Band,” Elizabeth
there dedicate the new bronze Passon and chorus; medley of tlie city via Camden street. I had
memorial. The parade will then songs on accordians, Charles Lun- expected to see the Conantville
proceed up Cottage street to North dell and Oliver Niemi; ‘Manda magnate busy with his poultry
Main, down Main to Limerock, up lay,’’ Raymond Anderfeen; sfister flocks or preparing the corn patch
Limerock to Grand Army hall, duo, Polly Havener and Dorothy from which I am later to share, but
no Ralph; he may have been down
where the exercises will be held.
Havener; “Little Liza Jane,” Ken getting the church ready for Par
It is requested that all flags be neth and Bertha Cassens; two ac
displayed Memorial Day half staff cordians and one guitar, Charles son Marstaller’s busy Sunday.
Neither did we see Bob House in
until noon, then full staff.
Lundell, Oliver Niemi and Oliver his eternal tinkering of his attrac
Organizations will form in this Hamlin.
tive lawn and productive vegetable
order:
“Sonny Boy,” Myron Young; garden. I never pass Camden's
Platoon of American Legion Po ccmedy skit, Elizabeth Passon and
handsome post office without re
lice.
Raymond Andersen; “When the calling that eventful night when
Past Commander Austin Brewer Lights in London Burn Again,”
and staff. Adjutant Capt. Lawrence Elsie Norton; skit, Kenneth and the cornerstone was laid, and the
Mansfield, chief of staff. Past De Bertha Cassens; waltz clog, Alan big crowd, watching and listening
partment Commander, H. G. Wilkie; song, Polly Havener at the on that occasion. Missing today
Staples, A. L„ Past Department piano; “Downtown Strutters’ Ball,” would be many lifelong friends
whom I held in highest esteem,
Commander Oliver R. Hamlin, V Raymond Andersen, Florence Ycung
among
them two former postmasF. W., and Commander of Hunt and Betty Simpson; “Sailing Down
ters.Ruel
Robinson and George T.
ley-Hill Post, V.F.W., and Mikel Chesapeake Bay”, entire chorus;
Hodgftian.
Ristaino, chief bugler.
finale. ‘Little Skipper” and “I Am
First Division. Earle J. Alden, de An American,” Jackie Passon and Under Two Flags
partment vice commander of Wins chorus. Mrs. Marguerite Johnson
Camden has a valid claim to
low-Holbrook Post, A. L., com will be pianist.
being called the prettiest town ln
manding.
the State, and as we rode on past
Rockland City Band.
Lincolnville Beach I reaffirmed my
Automobiles containing the com
long conviction that there is one of
mander of the Post, Mayor Edward
the most attractive villages in the
R. Veazie, Col. I. Leslie Cross and
State.
Free For Students and
the speaker Rev. Kenneth H.
Watching for the early worm—
Operated At the South
in this instance the passing motor
Cassens.
Portland Shipyard
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish
ist—lobster and clam merchants
War Veterans.
All men between the ages of 18 were already on the job in the ter
Winslow-Holbrook Past, Ameri and 40, who are American citizens rain beyond Belfast. Live lobsters
can Legion.
and have a High School education selling at 25 and 35 cents a pound,
Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of or its equivalent and are inter wane the product of the clam flats
Foreign Wars.
ested in welding, should contact showed about the usual quotations.
Passing a residence in East Bel
Sons of American Legion.
the Maine State Employment
fast
we saw a flagstaff from which
Anderson Camp, S. of V.
Service office at 57 Exchange street,
the
American and English flags
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Portland, at once, as physical ex
Spanish War Auxiliary.
aminations are to be given in the were proudly floating, and Bob
Ruth Mayhew Tent, DU.V.
near future and as many candi saluted with three toots from the
Pontiac's hoarse-throated siren.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary.
dates as possible are needed.
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign
A free welding school, which is And at the same moment the radio
Wars.
sponsored by the Todd-Bath Ship- in Bob’s car was bringing the dis
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign buiding Corporation and
the consolate echoes of the sinking of
Wars.
Maine Department of Vocational the battle cruiser Hood.
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Vet Education, is operated in South Temperature In the Forties
erans, Red Jacket Troop of Sea Portland on the premises of the
Parked at the very entrance of a
Scouts.
Todd-Bath Shipbuilding Corpora Belfast barn was a small airplane.
Boy Scouts of America.
tion.
“Probably going a-loft” was Bob’s
AU students must pass their atrocious pun upon beholding that
physical examination to be given sight.
A Winterport man was
a chance to attend this school; op nautically minded, for his yard was
erates on a 24-hour-a-day basis— full of skiffs, offered for sale. On
Opens Friday, May 30
three evening classes and three nearby premises was a poultry
Boating, Bathing, Fishing
day classes. Every student that range, where greedy R. I. Reds
Lunches
is accepted for the course attends were tackling cereal dishes.
Free Picnic Grounds
the school four hours a day, six
We paused while I undertook to
TWO COTTAGES FOR RENT
days a week, for a period of 10 pay my respects to Capt. A. E.
WARREN
weeks.
Rawley in Hampden, but the ballant ex-steamboat commander had
not begun to pace the quarterdeck,
and
we rode on, leaving a message
In Stock and For Delivery
with the next-door neighbor. Capt.
Before Memorial Day
Rawley is making gradual recovery
from a long illness.
The day was far from warm, and
listening to the weather report
from WLo^, as we passed that
station, we heard the announce
ment that the thermometer read
ing was 47.
UNIFORM OUTFITTERS

A Minstrel Show

A Welding School

SANDY SHORES

American Legion, V. F. W. and
Auxiliary Uniforms

SHORE AND CHICKEN DINNERS

ROLL’S GARAGE

Usual Parade Friday Afternoon—Rev. K.
H. Cassens To Deliver Memorial Address

• • • •

It is probably no exaggeration to say that people in every
civilized community in the world will be tuning in on the radio
at 9.30 tonight to hear the epochal fireside chat which is to
be given by President Roosevelt. His subject will be the one
which is on everybody's tongue—war! Will it mean the
advocacy of convoys, and the consequent plunge into the world
turmoil, or will it mean a skating over thin ice to say what
everybody has already been told—that we must give more
help to Great Britain—and give it more speedily? Every
body who is disposed to face the situation squarely, and every
body who recognizes its extreme gravity, knows that there can
no longer -be any temporizing. Nobody envies the President
the crucial decision which he must make, but it certainly must
be made if the interests of this country are to be safeguarded.
We are in entire accord with Wendell L. Willkie—the Presi
dent’s erstwhile opponent and critic—when he expresses the
hope that President Roosevelt will give “a forthright, courage
ous and revealing message which will unite Americans, lead
to a composing of the differences among our citizens, unite us
in a common cause, and serve notice to totalitarian rulers
everywhere that America intends to help stop aggressor powers
and totalitarianism. We also agree with Mr. Willkie when he
says that it is no time to quarrel over trivialities when the
world ts on fire. “When I am helping to put out a fire, I am
not going to stand around and quarrel with the fire chief
though I previously was opposed to him,” says Mr. Willkie.

nity to give hearty thanks to Ho

„
____ ...______
_
Belfast.
133 Lbs.

L*7 c‘-»z.r,

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In advance; single copies three
oents.

evening, their ladies, and a few
Invited friends made this event
a merry one.
The dance this year was planned
and given by Crew II for Crew I
as a result of a recent contest In
which Crew I was the winner.
The decorations, planned and car
ried out by Robert Smalley were
very artistic and fitting. The re
freshment committee, headed by
Doug Cooper, served assorted soda,
ice cream, and fancy cookies dur
ing intermission. Mr. and Mrs.
Sweeney and) Mr. and Mrs. Trott
were chaperones for the affair.
The Scouts take this opportu
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VROLETS
WER!

Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-In-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW

held amid festive colors and smooth
music at the Sea Scout headquar

The Sea Scouts

wash day at Port-

tnd Mea vhen Mr. Sterling went.
in the »»6ket to ^hampoo the
wer P O Hilt on the guys and
hide white wasli gees on from the
)uclcet in the bmket more is being
lapped on firm the ground as far
I * . v, the tall man can reach
I
ah, Write washing. but

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

SUMNER SEWALL,
Governor of Maine.

II pay for R?

READY FOR MEMORIAL DAY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SAFETY MONTH PROCLAMATION

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 27,1941

entered as Second Claes Man Matter
By tm
-

Established January, 1846.
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Haskell & Corthell
CAMDEN, ME.

Roads In Ragged Condition

The Bangor fire siren sounded

while I was purchasing a Boston
Sunday newspaper, but the fire was
in another direction and none of
the three persons astir on the
Main street had a chance to see
the motorized apparatus in action.
As we began our Invasion of the
up-6tate region we had occasion
to note that nothing had been done
for the roads, and when we did
encounter a new stretch in Passadumkeag it was a decided relief.
Mattawkeage has almost more
railroad tracks than It knows what
to do with, but we saw only one
train astir the entire day.

Between Medway and East Milli
nocket there has been constructed
since my last visit to that section
a huge darn, which has created be
hind it a lake which Is almost a
second cousin to the one back of
wie Bingham Dam.
Near East Millinocket two motor
cars had been in collision and al
most blocked the narrow highway.
Behind us in the waiting line was
a car containing four members of
the Bangor Woman’s drum corps.
They were well acquainted with
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds of Rockland,
who was formerly drum major for
this drum corps.
Thrilled By Katalulin

We (Bob and I) squeezed past
the scene cf the accident—and then
we saw, looming high in the north
ern sky—Maine’s champion milehigh mountain, Mt. Katahdin.
I have several times seen Mt.
Washington when it was covered
with snow, and Bob and I ate din
ner there when it snowed June 30;
I have seen nature's mast striking
portrait, the Old Man of the
Mountains; I have seen that won
derful cataract which is Niagara
Falls— but I have never experlenceed a greater thrill than I did
Sunday when we beheld the broad
summit of “Old Katy” heavily cov
ered with glistening snow, paling
Into insignificance the modest hills
revealed on the horizon.
Mt. Katahdin is impressive
enough when it wears its Summer
garb, but see it today, while it is
still wearing its Winter garment,
in marked contrast to the green
verdure and the apple blossoms
which everywhere else feature the
landscape.
Millinocket’s New Airport
Clouds obscured the sun where
we were riding, but the summit
of Mt. Katahdin was received
the full benefit of Old Sol, and It
furnished a tableau which needed
a poet’s pen to fittingly describe.
Similar conditions should obtain
for fully a week, and the spectacle
Ls well worth the ride of perhaps
130 miles.
As I paid a farewell glance at
“Old Katy” I marvelled anew at
the experience which that brave
Boy Scout Don Fendler must have
had finding his way back to civili
zation after being marooned there
for nine days.
Entering Millinocket one beholds
the new airport with one of its run
ways well along to completion. A
tremendous project but already
yielding to the mastery of men and
machines. The runway we saw
passes directly across the town's
principal avenue of approach.
Millinocket's welcoming sign is
a large picture of Mt. Katahdin—
and the town can well dfford to
capitalize on it.

A Smart Young Guide
We could see no circular resi
dence and a woman storekeeper of
whom we inquired confessed her
self puzzled to know how to di
rect us.
But there came to our rescue a
(Continued on Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some mualc at
least once a week The loaa ol these
tastes ts a loaa of happiness—Charles
Darwin
LETTERS AND LINES
letters and lines we see are soon de
faced.
Metals do was-te and fret with canker’s
rust,
The diamond shall once consume to
dust.
And freshest colours with foul stains
disgraced;
Paper and Ink can paint but naked
words.
To write with blood of force offends
the sight.
And. if with tears. I find them aU too
light.
And sighs and signs a silly hope
affords;
O sweetest Shadow, how thou eerv'st
my turn!
Which still shalt be, as long as there
ls sun.
Nor, whilst the world is, never shall
be done,
Whilst moon shall shine, or any fire
shall burn:
That everything whence shadow doth
iroceed.
n his shadow my love's story

f

read.

.

—Michael Drayton

Tke Courier-Gazette Holiday Boxing
-T1MKS-A-WHK

And also that every man should
eat and drink, and enjoy the good
of all his labour, it is the gift of
God—^Eccles.

The Memory Man
Tells More About Boyhood
Acquaintances—Choke
Cherries and Milk
(By Iree Member)
Somebody has said that when a
person begins to find pleasure in h’s
memories of the past that he is get
ting old. It has been a habit with
me since I was a very young sprout
and I am still feeling fairly young
for an old .pilgrim some years under
century mark. Be that as it may, I
do find enjoyment in reviewing the
past, recalling incidents in the lives
of my friends as well as in my own.
These memories start with the
present and reach back to the time
I was in short dresses. Pleasant
memories for the most part because
1 have always made it a point to
remember the good and forget or
ignore (when possible) the bad. I
have met very, very few people in
my life who were not nice, and if
by chance I bumped into one of the
other sort I skinned around the cor
ner and lost him in the crowd. Life
will be more pleasant and profit
able if you do. As the faces and
names of people I have known flood
my memory and I write them down
in these sketches I feel sure that
somebody, somewhere, will have
known them even as I have, and
will get a glint of pleasure from my
written recollections of them. I
am likely to start with a memory of
65 years in the past and end up
in the recent past.
I knew Willie Jones 60 years ago.
He was a small, pleasant boy who
lived with John Jones, whom I men.
Honed in another sketch. I believe
he was the son of Ousta Jones, a
young widow. This would make him
a grandson of old John. I wonder
where Willie is now?
’ When we lived in that locality
(Bay Point) (Mr. Jones gave my Dad
an old horse with the understanding
that the horse be treated kindly and
laid to rest when he became of no
use. When Dad got the horse home
and tested him he found that the
poor old nag was already too old to
work. Dad let him loaf for several
weeks and eat all the grass he
could hold and then, according to
contract he took the old fellow’ out
and laid him to rest. That was a
hard Job for Dad. When he came
back he was white faced and shaken.
Said it was the hardest Job he ever
did in his lire. It may sound foolish
but some of the children bawled a
bit. We had learned to like “Old
John,” as we called him. a whole lot.
I have no doubt that many will re
member Mr. Larrabee—I never knew
hls given name—who lived on Cam
den street. Just north of the Bay
Point road. He had a son Orrie. At
least that was the only name I
ever heard him called. I think Mr.
Larrabee kept one or more cows.
He was a very pleasant man. I
think he owned a field that lay Just
back of where we lived.
I knew another Larrabee whom
we called “Knudsie'’ and think he
was also a son of Mr Larrabee.
(Perhaps Mr. Phllbrick can tell us?i
“Knudsie” did me a good turn
once which I will not soon forget.
I was a perky little geezer weighing
only about 60 pounds when 13 years
old. I was learning to box and in
a friendly set-to with Ben Colla
more, who was a large strong man,
I managed to get in a slap to his
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Dramatizing American industry’s
role in the national defense pro
gram and showing in exhibits and
displays a cross-section of impor
tant new materials and discoveries
of scientific research laboratories,
(he General Motors Parade of
Progress, a newly designed, stream
lined, traveling exposition, is now
on nationwide tour.
“New materials, new methods,
new techniques, new ways of doing
things are ever in the process of
development,” Alfred P. Sloan, Jr„
Chairman of General Motors, said
recently in sounding the keynote
of the project. ‘-‘The Parade of
Progress is designed to show how
industrial research and constantly
advancing industrial techniques con
tribute to the vigor and atrength of
the nation.”
Designed under the general super
vision of Charles F. Kettering, Vice
President of General Motors in
charge of research, the Parade of
Progress is an out-of-doors, Circus-

Dramatic and unique is the new General Motors streamlined rirrns.
Parade of Progress, now on nationwide tour. Top, the Aer-O-Dome
poleless tent—silver synthetic canvas suspended from lightweight
metal girders; below (right), the Futurlinera, two of the 22 mam
moth motor transports in which the show travels; below (left),
Charles F. Kettering, G. M. research executive, examines a liquidcooled Allison airplane engine, typical of the exhibits of important
industrial defense contributions.

type spectacle composed of a mam wood for molded airplane wings
moth Aer-O-Dome tent seating 1500 and fuselages;
Synthetic rubber for tires and
persons, and 22 streamlined Futurliner transports and tractor units ofher military usages.
Portable Diesel power plants
arranged for various exhibits and
for military use;
demonstrations.
“Peanut tube" high Intensity,
The Parade of Progress, accord
ing to Mr. Kettering, is exhibiting water-cooled mercury vapor lamps,
and describing a number of new de which are said to have possibili
velopments of Industrial research ties as searchlights for airfields;
High octane fuels using tetra
which are already contributing to
ethyl
lead;
national strength and which give
The tent Itself, which Is pole
promise of future Improvements of
less, constructed of lightweight
an important nature.
metal with synthetic, Impreg
Among these research develop nated canvas, and which may
ments are:
pioneer a type of portable con
Lightweight higher-powered
struction useful for military
electric motors using glass in
purposes.
sulating tape;
J. M. Jerpe, director of the Pa
Lightweight metals, particu rade of» Progress, is In charge ol
larly magnesium, used in aviation the staff of 50 young med who op
engines;
erate It and conduct its scientific
Laminated plastic-treated ply demonstrations.

America’s printing industry an
| mer fish warden here called on his
nually uses about 250 million pounds
way to Criehaven, recently.
George St. Clair of Owl’s Head is
Dr. Earle of Vinalhaven was here of printing and lithographing inks
at the home of Dalton Raynes.
, valued by the factories, in reports
on business Thursdy.
Mrs. John Abbott of Rockland is ' Orris Phiibrook has returned to the Census Bureau, at more than
assisting Mrs. Judson Young with from Portland where he visited hls $43,030,COO.
her housecleaning.
sister, Mrs. Leila Webber.
Two hundred asteroids, cr minor
Clement Hill was In Rcckland
Milton Philbrock of Westbrook
planets were discovered in 1931
was here Saturday and accompan Saturday and Sunday.
ied his mother Mrs. Fred Phllbrcok
to Portland where she entered the
Maine General Hospital for treat
ment.

MATINICUS

Mrs. Weston Ames lias received
word cf the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. Geneva Wentworth cf
Albion.
Leon Young and son Thomas are
in Rockland.
Mr. Dunbar cf Ellswortn, a iu»-
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sumed yesterday h
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office.

Helen Hyde Cat
Consultant, Natioi
ministration, was
Mrs. Bertram C.
over the week-end.
Methodist Church
portunitles for
night in Macliia.)
Mrs Carlson visited
project at Danfort

The
Winslow-1
A. L. A., met last n
Bowlby was initial
lowing officers wci
dent, Amelia Ken
president, Delia I
president, Mildred
tary, Adah Robert'
Hyland; chaplain,
torian, xMinnie Sm
arms, Alice Walkci
Mary Dinmore. 1
executive commits
Evelyn St. Clair, C
Catherine Libby.
State convention
Amelia Kenney,
Delia Day, Mildred
nates, Bernice Stap
wards, Ann Alden,
Mary Dinsmore, pr<
ed Bernice Staph
wards and Catherii
ing committee, A
memorial service w
tne chaplain. Mrs.
assistants. Mrs. I
and Mrs. Alice W
tesses. The instal
place June 9, wit
Jackson, departmen
as installing officer
For dependable
call the Radio She
Main street. Comp
—adv.

His black Scottie led
him to Rockland’s

best values
We hardly know whether or not
to take it without a grain of salt
but one of our customers swears
that his Scottie led him Into our
doorway.
They’re smart . . . the Scotch
. . . and if there’s a drop of it in

your makeup, you’ll have the thne
of your life mixing it with these
values that once seen are hard
to forget.

SPRING SUITS

AND TOPCOATS
$20, $25, $30, $35

CLEAN, SWEET, FRESH, FLUFFVeiOTHES

Visitors in Wa J
can get copier; of 'll
zettc at t>ie Mel
Agency. 603 15th I
West—adv.

"Silsbv’s Pansy
win be ready
through local : tore
Get your pansy be
Imagine tuning "washday” right out of your life
with a flip of your finger! Imagine shortening those
hours of labor to the few minutes it takes to put in dry
soiled clothes, set a dial and take out clean, damp-dry
clothes ready for the line. Laundering a week’s wash
can be as easy as that—with the Bendix doing the work
you used to do!

nw omi

o

DOES ALL THE WORKI

For flying lnstruc
Treat, 68 Orace
adv.

RADIO S
AI.L MAKES—A
Repaired, Adjus
MAINE Ml

o

TEL. 708,

lt<

_____

WASHES Automatically lifts and drops clothes through suds,

scrubbing them gently by a "tumble” action.
RINSES THREE SEPARATE TIMES
Clothes are automatically rinsed 3 times in clean,
fresh water—flushing out all dirt and soap curds
thoroughly.

DAMP-DRIES

SEWED BUNTING FLAGS

DAVID G. HOI
OPTOME
336 MAIN ST.. Ri
TEL.
Office Ilnurs: 9 lo l
Evenings By

Clothes are automatically whirled damp-dry—ready
for the line.
yov can OWN *

BENDIX

Buy Youps Today!
’

for aa little as
$1.75 Monthly
(Small Down Payment)

Come io for a demonstration— see how lit
tle it costs to own a Bendix Home Laundry!

SECURED BY LISTEll iTOCKS'AND'BOXtfs

GREGORY’S

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

COLLATERAL LOANS

Established 1668. Member Federal

Automatic

- \_OT ** \ V* <-»

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
FA zehool
teacher rhoefc'her
m0er' ro vigorously at a
reealeitVorrt pupil that*
zhe dislocated a joint"
and collected under
on accidont- policy •

June 14—Flog Dn
June 14—Umenx
meets with North
June 15—Father ■
June 17—Camden
at Yacht Club
June 24 —Tnoma
Wedding Gowns '
Jut»e 24 Knight.
8t John's Day al I

I

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

'.Ileleazed from joil
after a tbrm for throw
•ing a brick threugh
a large window, a
man returned * hoBee
another brick

,

exercises

be employed at the
this Summer,
Mrs. Emery Philbrock
of Matinicus spent a

WANTED

7.80

RAILROAD

£

3x5—1x6—6x10—8x12

DOVK, N. H. ----------- ------- —.............. W.tO
PORTLAND
______ ___ —......... ...
3.40
WORCESTER
............................... 9.30

Children under 12—fare
I Children under Five—Free

21— 10 percent cf the bill.
i 22—“Hew do ycu do” or repeat
the name of the person being in
troduced.
23— -St. Augustine, Fla.
24— 72.
26—Two.
Here are 25 more questions. The
answers will appear Thursday so
save this clipping:
26. Where is the famous “Wail
ing Wall?”
27. Why should 16C0 Pennsyl
vania Avenue be known to every
American?
28. Where would you be most
likely to see this sentence: “Neither
snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom
of night stays these courriers from
the swift completion of their ap
pointed rounds?”
29. What is the face value of
the highest denomination of U. S.
postage stamps?
30. What is a Pyrrhic victory?
31. What are the Dardenelles?
32. Who is the present chair
man of the local Draft Board?
33. What animal is used by the
cartoonists to stand for England?
34. What bird is valued as a
messenger during warefare?
36. What mountains are called
“the Powder Keg of Europe? ’
36. “What island formerly under
Danish rule is now used as a mili
tary base by the 'British?
37. Fill in the blank: The Big
Four of the 1919 Peace Confer
ence were Orland, Clemenceau,
Lloyd Oeorge and .............................
38. Fill in the blank: .............
is a short name for National So
cialists of Germany.
39. Associate the following with
the country they represent: 1. Von
Ribbentrop. 2. Count Ciano, 3. Hali
fax, 4. Stalin.
40. What island is important to
the British in their control of the
central part of the Mediterranean?
41. Who wrote the following well
known classics? 1. Faust, 2. Oth
ello, 3. Gulliver’s Travels, 4. Don
Quixote, 5. Pilgrim’s Progress?
42. Who heads the Office of Pro
duction Management for Defense?
43. In what state is each of the
following located? 1. Grand Can
yon, 2. Grand Coulee Dam, 3. Carls
bad Caverns, 4. The Everglades, 5.
Bok Singing Tower.
44. Give the line following the
verse below:
1. “Te!l"me not in mournful num
bers,” 2. “The time has come, the
walrus said," 3. “I think that I shall
never see,” 4. "Out of the night
that covers me.”
1
45. What mountain is situated
in Baxter State Park?
46. What New England poets
are associated with the following
places?
1. Haverhill, Mass., 2.
Portland, Me., 3. Concord, Mass.,
4. Cummington, Mass., 5. Boston,
Mass.
47. What living Maine authors
are associated with the following
places: 1. Brunswick. 2. Boothbay
Harbor, 3. Berwick, 4. Searsmont,
5. Kennebunk.
48. What is a common name for
the metal mercury?
49. Who is the only living
American in whose honor a post
age stamp has been produced?
50. How many different classes
of mail are there?

face. This started hls temper a
bit and he slammed me on my bpek i
in Jig time and T felt that I was in
for some real punishment Knudsie
however, promptly rescued the
young face slapper. I don’t know
that Ben would have done more
than frighten me----- which he did—
for we were always good friends,
before and after the incident. Sure,
I learned a real good lesson and
never forgot it. A man should stay
In his class and avoid trouble. Also,
Giant motors for the ships under construction at the Snow Shipyards.
I never blamed Ben a bit. I was a
These
engines are carefuHy shrouded against prying eyes, and are always
presuming young cub.
under watchman’s eyes.
—Photos by Cullen.
Having been away from my home
town for many years I have lost
One other good bout will com Crites, district secretary, Church
track of some of the people I used
plete the evening’s program.
Schools.
to know. Two of my former school
Afternoon service at 1.30: PralAe
The management of Park street
mates were Frank and Fred BlackArena offers these special attrac and prayer. Lloyd Gordon; busi
ington. brothers. The last I knew
tions « for the holiday, and prem- ness, election of officers, presenta
about it Fred lived on the Bay Point
ises a good show for the fans. Re tion of banners, 3; Eastern Naz
road and was a building mov^r.
served seats will be on sale at arene College Rally, speaker, presi
He also handled other important
Walmsley’s drug store, tel. 1204. dent G. B. Williamson; singers, E.
contracts which required skill and
The third man in the ring will be N. C. Quartet.
knowledge in that line. Many
Evening service at 6.30: praise
Bud Fisher, and the first bout will
years ago I was a very interested
service led 'by E. N. C. Quartet;
go on at 9 o’clock.
bystander while Fred moved a heavy
prayer, Rev. M. E. Curry; special
office safe, and the smooth job he
music, quartet; evangelistic mes
did getting that safe down a long UNION
sage,
Dr. G. B. Williamson; bene
Miss Inez Butler was guest Sun
flight of stairs to the sidewalk
diction.
proved that Fred knew how to move day of Mrs. Bertha Bryant.
Those attending may take lunch
Rev. J. W. Ames has moved from
things.
es
or eat in one cf the nearby
Frank was a well groomed young the Moody house to the Fred Lu
restaurants.
Coffee will be served
chap. Always looked like he had cas tenement in Scuth Union.
in the Nazarene Church and
just stepped out of the tailor shop.
Miss Virginia Howe and friend tables will be furnished.
Willie Salisbury is another school from the U. of M. passed the week
mate I have lost track of. We were end with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
MONHEGAN
schoolmates in the “Clam Cove" Charles Howe.
Miss Margaret Bartlett who was
schoolhouse 60 years ago. This
Mrs. Ida Besscy is ill at her
iij
Whitefield for several weeks has
building is now a dwelling and every home here.
returned to the island and will be
time I drive past it memory brings
Mrs. Emma Ryan has returned
back to me many happy hours spent to her home here after spending employed at the Trailing Yew this
Summer.
in and about the building.
the Winter in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Knowlton
Another schoolmate was Joe Kirk
Mrs. Laura Daniels and Mrs.
(not the Rockville Joe Kirk> and he Ross visited Saturday with Mrs. of Manchester, N. H. were here
was a great fellow to eat choke- Ross’ mother Mrs. Kennedy at over the week-end, and opened
their cottage in preparation for
cherries (so was Iree, for that mat Boothbay.
their
return later in the season.
ter). Joe also liked milk. One day
Stephen Kirkpatrick is ill at
when Joe, my brother Al and I re Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley
turned from a choke-cherry eating
Misses Gladys, Josephine z. and and son Alfred were guests the
contest, Joe asked for a drink of Mary Tolman, Evans Tolman of past week of Frank Hallowell of
milk. Dad kept on old brindle cow Rockville and Miss Avis Taylor of Boothbay Harbor.
and we gave Joe all the milk he Glen Cove were recent callers on
Harry Odom spent Saturday and
could drink. After he drank his fill Miss Lillian Messer.
Sunday with his brother Douglas
we told him that we had heard
There was a large gathering at at the Mcnhegan store.
that choke-cherries and milk, taken the Methodist Church Sunday to
George Green has returned to
together, was almost sure to cause listen to the Memorial address by
his studies at Thomaston High
death. Poor Joe! He soon imagined Rev. Leo Ross. Boy Scouts and
after passing a few’ days at home.
that death was hovering near him Girl Scouts, took part in the serv
Capt. Manville Davis and Ever
and lay down and rolled on the ices and the American Legion and
ett
Carter recently returned from
grass and moaned fit to frighten a Auxiliary attended in a body.
Thomaston
in the seiner Njorth,
body. He was pale and really looked
Maine
Zone
Rally
where
the
boat
has been tied up
111. Al and I became alarmed but
at
the
Morse
Shipyard. Capt.
At
Cony
High
School
Building
as time passed and Joe didn’t die,
Davis
and
his
parents
Capt. and
in
Augusta
a
rally
will
be
held
Fri

his courage returned and he was
Mrs.
Ford
Davis
went
Wednesday
soon up and playing like a young day with this program: At 10 30.
colt. Isn’t that Just like a gang of song service. John Poole; registra to New Harbor. Capt and Mrs.
boys? Children are cruel but they tion. special music, district proj Davis will spend two weeks at
don’t know It. Wouldn’t It be nice ects—Rev. J N. Nielson. N. E. dis Pemaquid Point.
Capt.' and Mrs. Raymond Chad
trict superintendent, and Rev. J. A.
to be a kid again?
wick and daughter Phyllis, also
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carter went
to New Harbor recently In the
Phyllis L.
Mrs. Alice Barker of Cleveland,
has opened her cottage for the
season. Spending a few days with
her Is a friend Miss Williams, of
Florida, teacher at Smith college.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Davis,
1 Mrs. Carrie Wincapaw and Lin
wood A. Davis attended the fu
gh« Maryland
neral services last Tuesday for
recently
paid
<
accidentclaim fe
Mrs. Cora Cushman, in Friendship.
□ man bitten by
■ a t^uirrel e
Lewis Day took them to the main
land in his boat.
William Stanley and son Henry
are building an addition on the
Welch cottage. Th.s property was
bought last year by William Mason They will
_ _
wr/oaal injury
Jfl,
claim aroze when an
Island Inn
of Philadelphia.
automobile ifruek and
Mr. and
Mrs.
Annie
Elwell
cf
Loud's
injured the ouTrh-etehed
thumb oZ" a hitch-hiker*
and
friend
Island, and Mrs. Frances Pendexday
here.
ter of Jefferson arrived last week.

EVERY DAY SAMPLE
ROUND TRIP DO ACH PARES
PROM ROCKLAND

BOSTON

wJ

This Was Submitted To
Students of Morse High
Sfchool/Balh

Here are the answers to the 25
The holiday attraction Friday X
questions asked in the Morse High
night at the Park street Arena
general information test, appear
will have a double main feature.
I,ing in Saturday's issue:
*1
Billy Lancaster, one-man revolu
1— Guiding the aircraft by means
tion, will return to the Arena ring
of instruments alone.
to meet one of the toughest boys
2— Copper.
available, In the person of Tommy
3— Lake Michigan.
Regan, who is now fighting out of
4— General.
a New Hampshire stable. These
5— The Hudson River.
boys have met twice and each holds
6— Six.
a decision over the other, and they
7— California.
will meet again in a six-rounder.
8— Danbury, Conn.
Another main feature will be K.
6—They are named for States.
O Brierly of Belfast, who will swap
10—They shall not pass.
blcws with J mmy Cock of Rum
11— On an island in the Bay of
ford. in a six-round bout. The
San Francisco.
main events should be of great
12— With the fingers.
interest to all fans.
The new planer mill at the Snow Shipyards installed to take care of 13— The Navy Department.
The next bout will show the the werk on heavy timbers for the new mine sweepers under con 14— They have no eyelids.
Portland youngster Eddie Butts, struction
15— No.
who appears for the first time
16— Painted designs to designate
against veteran Al Wooster. Al
the ownership of the vessel.
won his last fight and is out to
rw*..,
17— No.
keep in the win column. Another
18— New York.
event will be between one of Cock’s
19— On the curb side of the walk.
J
stablemates, K. O. Oarneau of
20— A note of thanks to the hos
Rumfcrd and Joe Walker, tough
tess for the enjoyable visit ycu
and rugged boy frem up-river.
have recently had with her.

-T .
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Information Test

“One Man Revolution”
To Meet a Tough Opponent
Friday Night

Every-Other-

Every-Other-Day
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it Insurance Corp.
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FUNERAL

Ambulance
TELEF1K
390 or 781-1
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11B-112 LIMERC
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Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-DaV
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TALK OF THE TOWN

ry in Defense

The Rockand High School Band
SATURDAY’S ISSUE

The Oourier-Oazette office will
be closed all day Memorial Day.
So far as possible, material in

rial Day committee to take part in
Friday afternoon’s parade.

issue

Thirst steps these days at the
Comer Drug Store where a pat
ented dispenser automatically de
livers Ccca Cola perfectly m xed
and ice ccld.

tended

. tour. Top, the Aer-O-Domo
suspended from lightweight

urliners, two of the 22 mamshow travels; below (left),
rxeeutive, examines a liquidof the exhibits of important

od for molded airplane wings
rl fuselages;
Synthetic rubber for tires and
ler military usages,
Portable Diesel power plants
military use;

•Peanut tube” high intensity,
fer-cooled mercury vapor lamps,
ich are said to have posslblll5 as searchlights for airfields; i
figh octane fuels using tetrayl lead;
rhe tent Itself, which Is pole5, constructed of lightweight
lal with synthetic, impreged canvas, and which may
neer a type of portable conaction useful for military
■poses.

M. Jerpe, director of the Paz
of* Progress, Is in charge of
staff of 50 young meA who opj It and conduct its scientific
jnstrations.

merica’s printing industry anlly uses about 250 million pounds
Hinting and lithographing inks
ed by the factories, in reports
ie Census Bureau, at more than
CO,COO.
Two hundred asteroids, cr minor
inrts were discovered in 1931.

for

Saturday’s

should be in this office Thurs
day and correspondents, adver
tisers and other contributors
are requested to kindly bear this
in m.nd.

Tippy’s Gold Watch

HAPPY NINE YEAR OLDS

Gift of Thomaston Base*
ball Fans Found In
Atlanta, Ga.

The Courier-Gazette yesterday
received the following communica
lx-glon Drum Corps Equipment Fund.
May 31—take wood opens
j
tion from the district superintenMay 31—Vinalhaven—Junior Prom at
Town hall.
■ dent of the Pullman Company in
June 5— Knox County On Parade"
The announcement that Rock
at Friendship Playhouse.
Atlanta. Ga.
ledge Inn will open on Friday
June's — Warren — Commencement
Rockland Elks meet Tuesday
C X PTC LsC 8.
*
(Memorial
Day)
is
good
news
for
"We have turned into cur office
July S—Annual Summer outing of night with supper of steamed clams
those who count it among their
Knox County radio amateurs at Oak
a gold Waltham Watch with inL
and boiled lobsters at 6.30.
land Park.
favorite resorts. Same manage
tials ‘R. C. F? Engraved in back
June 10 Rockport Commencement
exercises at Town Hall.
ment, same cool Summer retreat,
of case is ’Presented by the Base
June
12—Rockland
High School
The Rockland Liens are enter and the best in shore and chicken
Commencement.
1 bail Fans of Thomaston, Aug. 24,
June 12 Waldoboro—Graduation ex taining members cf the High School
victuals.
1924? We thought perhaps you
erclses.
patrol at Hotel Thorndike Wednes
June 14-Flag Day.
might
have some account of this
June 14—Limerock Valley Pomona
day noon.
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.,
meets with North Haven Grange.
, presentation of this honor to an
June 15—Father's Day.
and Auxiliary, Spanish War Vet
outstanding ball player of your
June 17 -Camden—Alumni Banquet
This
morning's
biographical erans and Auxiliary and all allied
at Yacht Club,
locality.
Won't you please advise,
June 24 —Thomaston
"Parade ol
broadcast from station bodies of Grand Army, including
Wedding Gowns" at Federated vestry, sketch
as no douibt its owner values it
June 24- Knight* Templar observe WLBZ related to the late Dr. Ed Anderson Camp, Anderson Auxvery highly and we should like
St. John's Day at Bath outing.
win William Gould of Rockland.
il ary. Woman’s Relief Corps and
very much to be able to return it.
Daughters of Union Veterans, at
The district superintendent of
Capt. John F. Powers and J. F. tended memorial services Sunday
the
Pullman Company was cor
Richard Baum celebrated his ninth birthday Saturday and had a
Rawdon of Portand, United States at the First Baptist Church. Rev.
party, to which several youngsters of his own age came. Games were rect. Reference to The Courierlocal inspectors of boilers will be J. Charles MacDonald delivered a played outdoors and refreshments were in order later in the afternoon. Gazette files of Aug. 36. 1904, re
at the Custom House Thursday fine sermon, in which he referred Front row, left to right: John Blackman, Fred Strout, Richard McLaughlin, vealed that Thomaston baseball
morning for several hours to issue to the Grand Army, but dealed Lee Oliver, Harlan Sylvester, Dexter Nelson. Second row: Richard Rob fans had presented a gold watch
motor boat licenses.
more with the America of today. erts, Kenneth Nelson, Jr., William Brown, Theodore Sylvester, Jr,, Herbert to Ramos C. (“Tip") Peehan In
Baum, Jr., Richard Baum.
—Photo by Cullen.
recognition of 9ome splendid work
The advisory committee for the
, Pvt. 1st Cl. J. Russell Campbell,
he had been doing on the mound
and
Mrs.
Henry
Caddy
and
daugh

7th Field Artillery Battalion, First NY.A girls project met at the ST. GEORGE
that season.
Division, Fort Devens, Mass., leaves home of Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Mcreshcad ter Charlotte called Sunday on
The Pullman Company was
Monday, June 2, for war maneuvers Miss Catherine Gross, superinten and Jchn Moreshead of Portland Mrs. Ella Robinson.
promptly notified as to the iden
in the Caribbean Sea. Pvt. Camp dent of Girls N.Y.A. Projects was were visitors Sunday at Faustina
tity of the owner of the watch.
MONHEGAN
bell is the grandson of the late a guest. Miss Gross spoke of vo Robinson’s.
The younger “Tl^py” is at pres
Oscar Burton and Maynard Orne
Judge L. R. Campbell of Rockland. cational subjects as allied to the
The name of Elosia Kinney was
ent employed by the Department
project work. Mrs. Herbert Thomas accidently omitted from the list of are adding the finishing touches
of Justice in Washington.
Spanish War Veterans are urged became a new member of the those who cleaned the cemetery. ‘ to the painting job cn the Monheto turn out in force at tomorrow board. Members present were Mrs.
Alfred Kinney has employment gan store.
Read The Courier-Oamette
Vinal Foss, Sr., and daughter
night’s meeting when plans will be Anne Snow, Mrs. Maude Blodgett, at Booth Bros, store in Long Cove.
Edwin Donovan of Lewiston as discussed for Memorial day and the Miss Maude Hall, Mrs. Edith His brother Austin who worked Jeanette are on a vacation. The
sumed yesterday his duties as man dedication of the boulder in Ralph Tweedie, Mrs. Helen Carlson, Mrs. there previously new has a posi Coast Guard boat from Burnt
ager of the local Prudential Insur- Ulmer Park. The meeting will be Wilhelmina Fogg, Mrs. Herbert tion with the Eastern Auto Supply Island took them to the mainland.
James Me Alpine Pyle and) daugh
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITE
ace office, succeeding Joseph Beau at Legion hall, and a fish chowder Thomas and Mrs. Flora Merchant. Co. at Rockland.
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
ter
Prudence arrived Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler of
lieu who went Friday to Manches supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
Belfast called Sunday on Mr. and having spent the Winter in Char
ter, N. H., to be manager of that Take prizes.
THORNDIKEVILLE
SHOW TIMES: Single Show
lottesville, Va. Mrs. Pyle is expected
Mrs.
Ardie Thomas.
office.
Mrs. Myrtie Jones of South
every evening at 8.15. Matinees
Men wlis have become 21 years old Union is employed at the home of
Miss Evelyn Fuller is spending to arrive Friday. They will occupy
Saturday at 2.30; Sunday at 3.
since
Oct.
16,
or
will
reach
that
age
a
week's vacation with Mr. and their cottage on the island until
All Shows Daylight Saving Time,
Helen Hyde Carlson, Vocational
Harry Pushaw. Mrs. Pushaw has
Fall.
in
the
next
five
weeks,
are
to
reg

Mrs.
Seymour
Fuller.
Consultant. National Youth Ad
employment at the Knox Woolen
A Pan American oil tanker
TUES.-WED., MAY 27-18
Mr. and Mrs. James Kinney and
ministration, was the guest of ister July 1 for possible military Mill, Camden.
Mrs. Bertram C. White, Machias training. The registration will be
JOAN BLONDELL
Haden Brawn of Thomaston is family of Warren visited Sunday passed here Thursday. Merle
Abbott of Bucksport, pilot, was
at Mrs. Emma Kinney's.
over the week-end. speaking at the conducted by the Selective Service at W. S. Lothrop's.
DICK POWELL
Mr. and Mrs. Ture Jacobson and taken off the tanker by Capt. Earl
Methodist Church cn N.Y.A. op system’s 6509 boards throughout the
CHARLIE RUGGLES
Howard Labe of Belfast is board
portunities for youth. Sunday country and the new men signed up ing at C. C. Childs. He is employed son Stanley and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Field, and is at his home.
in
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Winters,
night in Machias. On Monday in each area are expected to be put at the crate factory in South Hope. Anderson were dinner guests Sat
“MODEL WIFE”
Mrs. Carlson visited the new N.Y.A. at the bottom of their local draft
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ingraham re urday of Mr. and Mrs. Erold Holm- of New York arrived last Tuesday
lists in an order of priority among turned to Brookline last Tuesday strom at Rockland.
and haVe opened their cottage for
project at Danforth.
THURS.-FRI., MAY 29-30
themselves to be determined by a after a few days’ stay with Mr.
Mrs. Geneva Hall, Mr. ajad Mrs. the season. Mr. and Mrs. Win
Columbia Pictures present
The
Winslow-Holbrook
Unit, new national lottery,
Ingraham’s mother, Mi's. Elenora Almondi Hall and True Hall visi ters expect to stay until late in
ted
relatives
Sunday
in
Friendship.
the
Fall.
A. L. A , met last night Mrs. Lucille
“They Dare Not Love”
Ingraham. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
The chairman of the Knox Price of Bath were also recent visi
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanson
Friends of Mrs. Catherine Bars
Bowlby was initiated and tlie fol
A new, timely and powerful
were guests Sunday evening of Mr. tow, and family express their sym
lowing officers were elected: Presi County Chapter, American Red tors at the Ingraham home.
drama, featuring
pathy in the death of her husband
dent, Amelia Kenney; senior vice Cross, has received a donation of
Excitement prevailed Wednes and Mrs. Sigurd Olsen.
MARTHA SCOTT
Fred Robinson and son Fred and James Barstow. Mj. Barstow, 65,
president, Delia Day; junior vice $5 from Orient Chapter, Order of day evening when the woodshed and
GEORGE BRENT
president, Mildred Wallace; secre the Eastern Star, Union. These henhouse on Pushaw’s Corner prop Mrs. Ida Smith of Cushing were died suddenly at his home in New
PAUL LUKAS
tary, Adah Roberts; treasurer, Ella ladies gave the money for the pur erty known as the Clint Young visitors Sunday at J. E. Kinney’s. York. Residents of Gardiner, the
Also on the program
Sally Robinson of Lisbon Falls Barstows have also been Summer
Hyland; chaplain, Susie Lmb; his pose of helping the soldiers of our camp, burned to the ground. The
ROBERT BENCHLEY in
spent the week-end with her par residents cf this town for 40 odd
torian, Minnie Smith; sergeant at local units. Batteries E and F of origin of the fire is unknown.
“FORGOTTEN MAN’’
years. He is survived by his widow;
arms, Alice Walker; past president the 240th Coast Artillery, to fur
Ruth Crabtree has disposed of her ents.
LEON ERROL in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hilt and a daughter, Mrs. Todd Mallory; and
Mary Dinmore. Members of the nish their recreation rooms. Tlie stock, closed her home and is em
“WHEN WIFIE’S AWAY”
executive committee elected were Fort Williams boys need such do ployed at Perry's Market in Rock son Valmore were home from Bath a sen James.
for the week-end.
Evelyn St. Clair, Corinne Edwards, nations, and the Red Cross is land.
Note: Special Holiday Matinee
Lena Jones and Elvie Puller are
United States copper mines in
Catherine Libby. Delegates to the proud to be asked to handle the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill were
Friday, May 30, 3 P. M„ D.S.T.
State convention in Lewiston are matter.
guests Sunday of relatives at Morse’s to be housekeepers at the Circle 1939 recovered as by-products from
ctpper ere, 429,4f<l ounces of gold
supper Thursday,
Amelia Kenney, Adah Roberts,
Coming: “I Wanted Wings,"
Corner, Thomaston.
BORN
and
13,138,000
ounces
of
silver,
ac

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernard
Robinson
Delia Day, Mildred Wallace; alter
Lou Upham and Harry Pushaw
“Blood and Sand.”
At Rockland. May 25 to who have been engaged in masonry of Thomaston, J. E. Kinney, Mr. cording to the Census.
nates, Bernice Staples, Corinne Ed Mr.Winslow
and Mrs. Charles Winslow, a
wards, Ann Alden, Evelyn St. Clair, daughter.
at Bauchamp Point, Rockport,, fin
Dean At Camden Community Hos
Mary Dinsmore, president, appoint pital. May 24. to Mr. and Mrs Har ished work there Wednesday.
Dean, a son.
ed Bernice Staples, Corinne Ed veyTrundy
Mi’s. Elizabeth Howard is in Port
—At Stonington. May 17, to
wards and Catherine Libby, audit Mr and Mrs Burtts Trundy, a son— Clyde at the home of Mrs. Sidney
Full Line of
Delmont.
ing committee. A very impressive Burtls
Hutchinson—At Stonington, May 22. Davis where she will spend the
to Mr and Mrs Robert Hutchinson, a Summer.
memorial service was conducted by son
CHILDREN’S
Terrance Wayne.
me chaplain. Mrs. Ella Hyland and
Sidney P. Crabtree
MARRIED
assistants. Mrs. Catherine Libby
SHOES
The community was saddened at
Linscott-Ryan-At Rockland, May 26
and Mrs. Alice Walker were hos
Lloyd Milton Linscott and Dorothy
tesses. The installation will take Dale Ryan, both of Rockland—By Rev. the death of Sidney P. Crabtree
C. A Marstaller.
which occurred at his home May 6.
place June 9, with Mrs. Bernice
Dyer-Thibodeau — At Rockport. MayJackson, department vice president, 24. Arthur H Dyer and Mrs. Ruth S. Mr. Crabtree was the son of Abijah
Thibodeau, both of Rockport —By F. and Sarah Quiggle, and was born
as installing officer.
Erne, t Smith.
Young-Davis — At Rockland. Satur and spent his entire life on the farm
day. Carl Gray Young of Cushing and
For dependable radio service Agnes Belle Davis of Port Clyde.—By where he died. ’ He had been in ill
health the past two years but was
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 344, 517 Rev. C. A. Marstaller.
confined to the house only two
Main street. Complete Plulco Line,
DIED
—adv.
60-tf
Had he
Richards At Togus. Leigh V Rich weeks before his death
srds of Lincolnville, aged 51 years, 7 lived until May 26 he would have
Funeral Tuesday at 1 30 o’clock
Visitors in Washington. D. C. days
been 71 years old.
from Good funeral home. Camden.
can get copies of The Ccurirr-GaHoffses At Cushing. May 26. Oeorge
Mr. Crabtree ws a kind neighbor
Hofftes, aged 60 years, 5 months.
zette at the Metropolitan News R
Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m.. at For and held in high respect by all who
Agency, 663 15th street. North
est Hill Crematory, Jamaica Plain.
knew him.
West.—adv.
58* tf Mass
Nash—At Rockland. May 27. David
Services were held at the home,
Nash of Owls Head. Funeral arrange
ments to be announced.
nev.
Charles Marstaller' of Rock
"Silsby's Pansy Plants” (30.000)
Hannon — At Washington. May 24.
land
officiating.
Quantities of
will
be ready for distribution I.lzzle B Hannon, aged 71 year9. 11
months. 19 davs Funeral Tuesday at beautiful flowers bespoke the es
through local stores? early ln May 2 o'clock at Razorvllle chapel. Inter
ment ln Marr cemetery.
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
teem in which he was held. Burial
Fuit
was
in West Rockport cemetery.
50-tf
CARD OF THANKS
He
leaves
his
wife,
Ruth
(How

Wp wish to thank the Wlnslow-Hol
For flying Instruction see Charlie brook Post No. 1 for taking charge of ard) Crabtree: an aged sister, Mar
services at the dedication of the
Let your feet In on the fun—in a
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.— the
Merle B Foster Memorial and also tha in Santa Clara, Calif.; and sev
Winslow
Holbrook
Auxiliary
Unit
1
Walk-Over K00LIE. The new kind of playadv.
2-tf and sons of the American Legion eral cousins.
May 30 Ifemorltl Day.
May 31 Tag Day Sons

ral Motors streamlined cirrus,

ls officially invited by the Memo
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Wounded swans have been heard
to make a musical sound as they
sailed to earth, so “the death song COMING GAMES
of a swan" is not a myth.
Thursday, May 29

School Baseball
Vinalhaven at Camden

Thomaston at Lincoln
St George at Rockland.

SPECIAL NOTICE!

j

WALDO THEATRE

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

ROCKLAND
MASONIC CLUB
An Extremely Important Meeting
WU1 Be Held

THURSDAY, MAY 29
AT 7,30 P. M.
All Members Urged To Be Present

OWL’S HEAD GRANGE PRESENTS

a AUST JERUSHY ON THE WAR PATH”
AT ST. GEORGE GRANGE HALL

TUESDAY. MAY 27—8.00 O’CLOCK
Tickets: Adults 25c; Children 15c

Phone 1234 For Prompt Delivery Service
BUY THURSDAY
FOR TWO DAYS

CLOSED
ALL DAY FRIDAY

MEMORIAL
DAY
GENUINE SPRING

LAMB LEGS

he Kcndix doing the work

RADIO SERVICE
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed

MAINE MUSIC CO.

TEL. 708,

ROCKLAND, ME.
40-tf

d drops clothes through suds,
ly by a "tumble” action.

TIMES
rally rinsed 3 times in clean,
out all dirt and soap curds

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

Drum Corps for their part.
Oscar Foster, Mrs Ethel Whalen.
Clarence Fost-r. Courtney Foster. Mervln Foster. Mrs. Lola Willis.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to all who
were so kind to us. helping and com
forting us ln the illness and death of
our loved one
Alton Butler. Ruth Butler
Thomaston.

Lawn
mewers cleaned
and
sharpened, called for and delivered.
Jchn L. Beaton, Tel. 421-W. City.

63-65

shoe that fits I Airy perfs . . .
buoyant platform. NASSAU: Beige
nobby with brown.

At the present there are em
ployed in meter transport an esti
mated 6 500.000 workers.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
WOMAN wanted for general house 1
work. Write "M. A.” care Courier-Ga
zette.
63-65

Free play for your feet in this K00LIE.
Honey-beige nobby with brown—to wear
with bright playtime costumes. Fringedmoccasin look...supple moccasin Rf* xn
feel. The SUMOC.

St'MOC

—

BINGO
TONIGHT AT 745, SPEAR HALL 1
Free Dinner, Sheets and Pillow Cases
and $2 Given Away. Big Prize on
Evening Play.

Part of the play parade! Spineless,
easy-going, yet KOOLIES are as

ally whirled damp-dry—ready
YOU CAN OWN A

B E N D I X
for as little as

$1.75 Monthly
(Small Down Payment)

a demonstration—see how liti own a Bcndix Home Laundry!

PLEASANT VALLEY

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

iAINE
MPAHY

TELEPHONES
SM or 781-1 or 781-11
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MB.

PRESENTS A

MINSTREL SHOW

$2.25

Wednesday Evg., May 28
at aee oclock

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
> CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 888
ROCKLAND, ME.

M-tf

NASSAU

Other
Similar
Styles

GRANGE
Ambulance Sendee

gf
»5 .50

UPPER TALBOT AVE.
Adults 20c; Children 15c

carefully fitted to yeur feet as
a town Walk-Over. NASSAU;
SC.50
White nobby with Indian Tan. O

lb

24c

lb

19c

SHORT SHANK. LEAN

SHOULDERS

STEAKS
U. S. BRANDED HEAVY STEER BEEF

SIRLOIN. PORTERHOUSE,
N. Y. SIRLOIN, BOTTOM
LB.‘
ROUND, CUBE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FRANKFORTS
OR MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. LB.

d.

<fl

A //

CHUCK ROAST, LEAN
MEATy

lb 19c

BACON,

lb 15c

BEEF LIVER .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
HONEYCOMB TRIPE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
PORK ROAST, 2>/2 to 3 lb ave.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
PORTERHOUSE STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. . lb

ROSES!
CARNATIONS!
(or Memorial Day
, Your Choice of
Colors—

d
DOZ.

GET YOURS EARLY

lb pkg
SALAD DRESSING.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. qt jar
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO JUICE .... 47 oz tin
FRIEND’S BEANS.. .. .. .. .. . 2 pantry size tins
GORTON’S CODFISH CAKES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. tin
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ige tin
PINEAPPLE JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 46 oz tin
MOXIE—contents .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 Ige bots
CRAB MEAT, A. K. 0.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin
TETLEY TEA...........................................>/2

BLUE RIBBON
MALT
“

Shoes with "Street-shoe" Fit!

lay" right out of your life
Imagine shortening those
autes it takes to put in dry
take out clean, damp-dry
aundering a week’s wash

62-63

THE PERRY MARKETS

•III 4^3

, FLUFFY CLOTHES

NOTICE!
If you want your radio serviced by
Donald Clark er Frank Winchenbach
you may be sure of good service by
calling uk direct at—
THE RADIO SHOP
TEL. 844,
. 517 MAIN ST.
83-65

WAX PAPER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. two 40 ft. rolls
LIBBY’S CORNED BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12 oz tin
HORMEL SPAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. two 12-oz tins
RATH’S LUNCHEON MEAT _ _ _ _ 12 oz tin
POTTED MEATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . four 3’/,-oz tins
PAPER NAPKINS .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ■ pkg of 80

PERRY’S COFFEE
2 pounds, 39c

MAKES
lOGlAMi

MW.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- ■■x PERRY S SUPREME

DOUGHNUTS,

2 doz 29c

YOU’LL LIKE IT!
APPETIZING—DIFFERENT!
Just the change from the ordinary meal
all prepared—just heat and serve

. r .

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

AIN STREET,
432 MAIN

ROCKLANI
KLAND, ME.

9c
19c
49c
19c
15c
5c

. CHEF BOY AR-DEE

SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS
2 tins 25c
Acclaimed the Worlds’ Finest

WALDOBORO
MRS. IOOTS®

Every-Other-Day
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ters arrive in haste from London
In spite of the tension, the story
is charming ond typically English.
Mcuntain Meadow, by John
Buchan.
The story of Sir Edward Leithen’s
last adventure
Warned by his
physicians that he has but a year
to live, he resolves that, come what
may, he will “die on his feet." At
that moment, along comes an old
American comrade of the First
World War, with a new guest to be
undertaken. Frances Gaillard, an
important New York Banker, has
disappeared . This is a chance to
die standing, and Leithen takes it.
His adventures, both physical and
spiritual, as he follows his man to
the frozen north, make an exciting
story.
Three books “What the citizen
should know about the Navy;”
“What the citizen should know
about the army;” “Wnat the citizen
should know about the Coast Guard"
have recently been added to the
shelves.
The Aviation Mechanic, by Nor
cross and Quinn. A manual for the
beginning mechanic preparing for
work in an airplane factory or air
port. The book includes construc
tion and maintenance, the text is
simple and clear, and is illustrated
with photographs and drawings.
Guns from Powder Valley, by Peter
Field
Puzzle of the Happy Hooligan,
W
Stuart Palmer.
Faraway Island, by Elizabeth Jor S’,
n'jj
dan.

MERLE FOSTER SQUARE

ftft ftft

ALENA L. OTAKRSTT

Oorrespondeat

ftft ftft
ITeL Of

22c*.

and Mrs. Russell Cooney of
Plandome, N. Y„ are at their Sum
mer home “October Farm.”
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K. Weston
nnd son, Waite, ere visiting rela
tives in Caribou this week.
Supt A. D. Oray attended the
Lion's Club Convention Saturday in
Portland as member of the commttee on resolutions.
Mrs Leon Steward Is substitut
ing at the telephone exchange in
Madison for two weeks.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay returned
Mfonday from Atlantic City, N. J.,
where she has been attending the
Golden Jubilee of the General Fed
eration of Women’s C»ubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
Waban, Mass., spent the weekend
witn Mrs. Herrick’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler
MLss Edith Levensaler visited her
sister. Mrs. Ralph Titus Sunday in
Eliot Mrs. F. A. Levensaler who
had been visiting in Eliot, returned
home with her daughter.
Forrest O. Fogg of Bangor and
Frank Carrol 1 of Portland called
Monday at the home of their niece,
Mrs B G Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed of
New York are at their Jefferson
strict home.
Mis. Kelsey Lash returned Friday
from a visit of several days in Bos
ton.
Mr. und Mrs. Sherman Keene are
now at their Marble avenue home.
Ml. and Mrs. Carroll Cooney of
New York are at The Knoll for the
Summer season.
Installation of officers of the
Charles Lilly Post, A.L. will be held
Monday night in Grand Army hall
These officers will be installed:
Commander, James Wood; vicecommanders, Leland Orff, A D.
Gray; adjutant, Arthur Chute;
finance officer, William H. Brooks;
Americanization officer, Capt. Ralph
Pollard. Members of the Post and
Auxiliary who attended the Lin
coln-Sagadahoc County Council
meeting at Lincoln Academy in
Newcastle Sunday night were: A.
D Gray, Ralph Benner, William H.
Brooks, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Flores Well
man, Mr. and iMrs. Ralph Eugley
and children, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph
Pollard, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jame
son and daughter, Vera, Mr. and
Mrs. John Miller and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Orff and daugh
ter, Mrs. Joseph DiNapoli, Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Rodamer.
Mrs. Hazel Miller, Miss Helen
Sukeforth and Miss Grace Simmons
have returned from a visit in Mon
treal, Canada with Clyde Sukeforth.
Mr.

RAZORVILLE
Mrs. Sarah B. Day and children
of Union spent the week-end at
the home of Mrs. Maud Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Clark of
Hyde Park. Mass., are at their place
here for a few days.
Trinity Union will meet June 1
at Coopers Mills Church. Rev. R.
A L. Colby will speak at 10.30 and
other fine speakers will present a
varied program. Basket lunch will
be served at noon.
Mrs. Edith Overlook attended
church Sunday in Union when
the American Legion, Auxiliary
and Scouts were present in a body.
She called on friends there in the
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Campbell
of Augusta were at their place
here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Hagar of
Augusta were callers at Edith
Overlock's recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Clark were
recent Augusta visitors.

/MIDDLE-AGEi
WOMEN
HEED THIS ADVICEIi

Thousands of women
are helped to go smil
ing thru distress
caused by this period
ln a woman's life (38
to 52) with Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound — famous
for over 60 yrs. I Try it!

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut. Swans’
Island and Frenchboro

SPRING SERVICE
Effective May 19
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
5J» Lv. Swans Island,
Ar. 6.20
&30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.20
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 4J0
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.15
930 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 2.00
59-tf

Tai 4»

Mrs. Laura Seavey will have
charge of the public dinner to be
served Wednesday by the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V. Mem
bers not solicited, are requested to
furnish sweets.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Hastings,
and Mrs. Emma Norwood were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mi's. Ernest Hastings in South
Hope.
Twenty members of the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V., led by
Mrs. Augusta Moon, patriotic in
structor, nine Boy Scouts with the
patrol leaders Earle Moore, Jr. and
Wayne Starrett, and eight mem
bers of the Forget-Me-Not Girl
Scout Troop marched into the
Congregational Church Memorial
service Sunday to which the pas
tor, Rev. L. Clark French had in
vited them.
Members of the
Church school bore tiny flags in
their hands as they filed into the
church for the morning story by
the pastor.
George Robinson, who is em
ployed at the Windsor Hotel in
Bangor, passed the week-end- with
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett.
The meeting of the Boy Scouts
has been postponed from tonight
to Wednesday night because of
the High School Letter Banquet.
“Jesus, the Exemplar,” will be
the sermon topic Wednesday at
the mid-week service at the Bap
tist vestry.
The B.Y.P.U. will hold a box
social Saturday at 7.30.
Dr. Douglass Walker, who has
been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lee W. Walker in Thomas
ton and at Camp “Galashiels”,
Martin’s Point, Friendship, left
Friday to resume his duties as as
sistant pediatrician at the New
Haven, Conn, hospital.
Games between the junior high
schools of Union and Warren at
the local field, Friday had these
results: 7th and 8th grades, boys,
Warren 9, Union 8; girls, Warren
28, Union 7; 5th and 6th grades,
girls, Union 40, Warren 14; boys,
Union 43, Warren 5.
Flower Holds Open House

A bud on a night blooming
Cereus, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry V. Starrett, which had
been forming the past three weeks,
commenced to open at 5 o’clock
Sunday afternoon. Several neigh
bors and friends gathered at the
Starrett home to witness the open
ing of the beautiful flower on the
ten year-old plant, which last
year produced six or eight blos
soms, two of them blooming at one
time, that the most at one time
on the plant which stands about
five feet high.
It takes usually about five hours
for a blossom to open to its wid
est extent, and this one would mea.
sure six inches across when in full
bloom. The odor of the flower is
a delicate fragrance.
Among those at the Starrett
home to view the flower were, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Beane, and son,
Elden, Mrs, E. S. Carroll, Mrs.
Alice Moody, Rev. and Mrs. L.
Clark French, Miss Rosa Spear,
Mrs. Annie Watts, Mrs. Myrtle
Broadman, and Mrs. Alena Star
rett.
Memorial Day Exercises

Under the auspices of the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V, special
exercises will be held at 10 o’clock
Memorial Day, at the Soldiers’
Monument. Mrs. Augusta Moon,
president of the Auxiliary, an
nounces this program:
March,
’Marching
Through
Georgia’'; prayer, Rev. William
Stackhouse; “America”; flag salute,
led by the Auxiliary; “Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address” by Mrs. Edith
Spear; “Columbia;” Memorial Day
address by Charles Schaller of
Appleton, past commander of the
Anderson Camp, SU V., of Rockland; “Star Spangled Banner”;
reading. "Memorial of 1889" by Mrs.
Alice Peabody; placing of the
wreath at the monument by Made
leine Haskell and Christine Jones,
members of the Forgei-Me-Not Girl
Scout Troop; “God Bless America.”
The line of march led by the
' Auxiliary, will form at the home
of Mrs. Mabel Mills and will pro
ceed to the lower end of the monu
ment square, where the marchers
will remain standing during the
program. Members of the Boy
Scout Troops and pupils of all the
schools are invited to join in the
line of march, with flags. Music for
j the exercises will be by the Warren
band, the arrangement of the music
by Chester Wyylie, who will be as
sisted Friday morning by Charles
Wilson. The group will sing the
first stanza of every song on the
program with the exception of the
march.
Immediately after breaking up at
the moment, the group will reas
semble at the bridge in the village,
for the final part of the exercises,
which is the strewing of flowers
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IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

MERLE a FOSTER

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
p
• • • •

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30

m.

“A good book is the best of friends,
the same today and forever.'
-Tu piper

......
The dedication ceremony of Merle B. Foster Square at Ash Point Sun
day afternoon by Winslow-Holbrook Post of the American Legion.

—Photo by Cullen.
A square in memory of Merle B.
Foster was dedicated Sunday aft
ernoon in Owls Head, at the in
tersection of the Crescent Beacn
and Ash Point roads. The late
Merle iB. Foster was a World War
veteran and served with 303d
Field Artillery overseas. A large
group of Owls Head residents and
relatives were present.
Dedication services were in
charge of Winslow-Holbrook Pest
A. L.. and the ceremony begun
with a parade by the Post and the
Auxiliary.
Heading the parade
was the Sons of American Legion
Drum and Bugle Corps, with Miss
Gloria Ristaino as majorette, the
Post, headed by Commander G’lman Seabury and the Auxiliary,

led by President Mary Dinsmore.
Post Chaplain Eugene Lamb gave
the dedicatory prayer, and Gerald
U. Margeson of Owls Head, and
member of Winslow-Holbrook Post
spoke a brief address on patrio
tism, and urged all veterans to re
dedicate themselves to their coun
try, for the cause of our Flag.
Courtney Foster, brother of the
honored veteran, and Command
er Seabury placed wreaths on the
flag pole base w-hile taps were
sounded by Michael Ristaino and
heads were bowed. Other brothers
and sisters of Merle B. Foster, at
tending the ceremony, w’ere Mel-,
vin, Clarence and Oscar Foster,
and Mrs. Ethel Whalen and Mrs.
Lola Willis.

over the bridge rail into the Georges SPRUCE HEAD
River, in memory of the sailors lost
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilbert ol
at sea. Jill Cogan, member of the I Medfield, Mass., arrived Friday at
Forget-Me-Not Girl Scout troop,' their cottage on Spruce Head
will perform the ceremony, while Island. They go Monday to Nova
Roger Teague sounds ‘taps.’
Scotia for 10 days’ trip, returning
here for the Summer.
CUSHING
l David Montgomery, Brewster
Miss Lois E. Delano of Rockland | Jameson and Stephen McGrath of
is with her grandparents Mr. and Camden spent the week-end at the
Mrs. R. E. Stevens for a few weeks. ' Maynard cottage on Spruce IJeacj
Mrs. Philip Lestre of Thomaston Island.
was guest Sunday of her parents . Margaret, young daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Cheney is seri
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne.
Byron Thompson of Friendship ously ill at Knox Hospital. Mr.
has been in town the past week Cheney was called here Sunday
engaged in farm work. There is . from the Marine Hospilal in Port
a dearth of horses in the town, land where he was receiving treat
and farming without them, es ment tor sinus trouble.
Mj*. and Mrs. Carlton Allen of
pecially plowing, is difficult.
Rockland and Mrs L. C. Elwell
Miss Ida Olson, who recently called Sunday on friends in Ten
graduated from a beauty school in ant's Harbor.
Portland and who passed the State
Mr. and Mrs Harry Allard and
examinations successfully at Au tw-o children spent Sunday in Wal
gusta, a few’ weeks ago, is new doboro. They were accompanied
employed in a beauty salon in home by Mrs. Luda Goodwin who
Camden.
will visit here for several days.
The telephone line on Hathorne’s
Joseph Godfrey. William Nuppla,
Point is being extended to Pleas Chester Colby and Earle Rackliff
ant Fields cottage, the Austin cot spent Sunday in Portland.
tage and the McNamara-Boynton
farm.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton of
Two missionajies from Panama
New York, are expected to arrive
will talk and shefr pictures -at the
at their cottage “Pleasant Fields”
evening prayer meeting Wednesday.
Thursday for the holiday week A collection will be taken.
end.
Miss Jennie Coolbroth of Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wotton, and
who has been in ill health the past
New Bedford, Mass., were at their
few months will remain home for
two children with F. W. Atkins of
a visit with her parents a few weeks
farm for a few days tlie past week. longer.
Thirty were in attendance at the
Work has begun on the founda
newly organized Sunday School at tion of an annex to the manual arts
the Union Church Sunday of which
school, which will be used for a club
Mrs. Mary Robbins is superinten
room for the social activities of the
dent.
community—such as the 4-H Club.
MLss Orpha Killcran, R. N., was
Boy Scouts and Ladies' Sewing
at home from Lewiston for a few Circle etc. Forrest Wall is doing
days recently.
the cement and carpenter work.
A son was born at Knox Hos
pital last week, to Mr. and Mrs.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Lester Delano, Mrs. Delano was
WORK WONDERS
formerly Miss Evelynne Stevens of
this town.
Mrs. Charles Bailey of NewExcess Stomach Acid
York arrived Friday' with Mr. and
Frequently Aggravates
Mrs. Richard Gould of Portland,
Stomach Ulcers
Mrs. Bailey has opened her house
excess stomach acids
at Pilot Point for the Summer. Is Neutralizing
important in aiding nature to heal
She expects to be joined next week stomach ulcers, for ulcers must heal by
by Mr. Bailey, with whom she is natural processes. Thousands who
have used PFUNDER'S TABLETS—
to make a fishing trip in the vicin famous for more than 20 years—and
who know from their own experiences
ity of Moosehead Lake.
what the soothing ingredients of these
Preaching service is held at the tablets have done for them, are now
Union Church every Sunday after most enthusiastic in their recommen
dation of this formula to others
noon by Rev. Van Deman of who suffer from indigestion, gastritis,
Friendship, preceded by Sunday bloating, heart burn or any other form
of stomach trouble due to, or associ
School at 1.30.
ated with gastric hyperacidity.
Special Trial Offer

TYPEWRITERS
AO Makes—Sales—Rentals
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park Street
Tel. 297-W
Free Typing course

Make this unusual, convincing test
in your own case of hyperacidity suf
fering. Ask your qruggist for the spe
cial 25c test package of PFUNDER’S
TABLETStoday. Don’t delay! Try
famous PFUNDER’S TABLETS now I
C. W. SHELDON

The library extends its thanks to
the members of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U V. for their gift of a very lovely
American Flag, which was present
ed tlie library this week.
We are also grateful to the Rock
land Junior Womens Club for their
gift cf the following four books:
“What Men Live By” by Scherman;
“I Built a Temple For Peace” the
life of Eduard Benes by Hitchcock;
"Mind Through the Ages” by Mar
tin Stevers; “Oriental Assembly”
by T. E. Lawrence.
How Green Was My Valley, Rich
ard Llewellyn's best-selling novel of
Wales, is to be filmed this Sum
mer. A complete reproduction of
the Welsh mining town in the novel
has been built in the hills north of
Hollywood.
Among the new books we recom
mend:
Manhold, by Phyllis Bentley.
Manhold is the Yorkshire home of
Sam Horsfall, a clothes manufac
turer cf tlie 18th century. Deter
mined to make himself and his son
into merchant princes, he sent his
brotjier-in-law, Ned, to Norwich to
learn the art of worsted cloth, and
though he grew rich on the pro
ceeds, refused W> give Ned a part
nership, and antogonism and bit
terness resulted. How the quarrel
is finally brought to an end make
a rich and memorable story, and
one cf Phyllis Bentley's best novels.
Behind God's Back, by Negley
Farson, is the account of a seven
montlis trip through Africa just
before the outbreak of the present
war. The author began in SouthWest Africa, went down through
South Africa, then made a coast-tocoast drive across Africa. This
cross-country journey includes au
tobiography, travel, history, hunt
ing and pictures of African natives,
and of the men who are making
modern Africa.
Captain Paul, by Commander Ed
ward Ellsberg,
The author tells the life of John
Paul Jones in all his varied and
heroic achievements. This story is
toid in the words of Tom Folger, a
young Nantucketer, whose admira
tion for Captain Paul leads him to
throw in his lot with the great
fighter.' from
s early days as a
privateer to his closing years in
Europe. It is a fascinating story of
a great personality, whose mag
netism attracted men and women
alike.
Tadpole Hall, by Helen Ashton
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TWICE AS GREAT AT 20
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Jesse Jones, loan admin:strator,
announcede the alocation of $650 000.000 to build new governmentowned airplane, aluminum and
1 magnesium plants.
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$1.98 to $7.50
Children's
5

$1.00 to $1.98
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Play Suits!
Ladies’

$1.00 to $2.98
Children's
59c to $1.98

I

Swim Suits!
Ladies'

$1.98 to $3.98
Children's

59c to $1.00
Sizes
for Women ami Children

I

0^

'vn
I®

Suits, 15.50 values.

Choice $10.50
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50- Remove the skin
51- Girl’s name
53-Foe
56-One thousand one
56-Male singing voice
58- Blemish
59- River in Bohemia
61- Snarea
62- Malicious burning
of a building
63- Military assistants

VERTICAL
1- Claw
2- Plane surface*
3- Tavern
4- Type measure
5- Pronoun
6- Epoch
7- Large artery
8- lnflamed place on
the skin
9-Affable
11- Date of death of a
person

12- Bri*tte (8urg.)

J

1

1

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Stainers
19- Small rugs
20- Au*tralian bird
24-Egg-shaped
26-Unlts
26-Small salamander
28- Burden
29- Citrous fruit
30- lsland (Poet.)
32-lndefinite article
34—The (Fr.)
36- Heart
37- The projecting edge
of a roof
39- Serpent
40- A paper measure (pi.)
43- Erects
44- A soiled spot
46- Large lake
47- One who receive* a
gift
49-Emperor of Peru
52-Decay*
54-Mi at res* (abbr.)
57-Terminate
59- Within
60- Egyptian god

Answer to this puzzle on Pa<e Six

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
LEIGHTON gold wrist watch lost,
Ix-tweiui High School und Cottage St.
Reward. Return to 15 COTTAGE *-“l
62*C4

TO LET

FOR SALE

FIVE-rdom apartment to let. flue
location, bath, garage, garden plot
H. S LEACH. Tel 723-R_________ 63-tf

WASHING
machine.
stoves
and
other household furnishings fcr sale
23 ROCKLAND ST.________________63*65
?4.p-r bo-'t for sale. $75 Inquire of
RUSSELL STEWART. 15 Clarendon St
63-65
VERY desirable corner house lot for
sale ln Owl s Head village. Write "H.
L. M " care Courier-Gazette._____ 63*65

2 ROCM camp for sale on Dexter
St., lot 90 x50', also '35 Chevrolet sedan.
Cheap lor cash. Apply 20 Edwards St..
City.
63*65
20-FT. power dory for 6ale.
MALONEY. South Cushing.

CLYDE
61*63

1939 INTERNATIONAL ’4-ton pane!
truck for sale, tires, paint and body In ]
first class. Like new Actual mileage
15.000
D. E McGLAUFLIN, Boothbay
Harbor, Tel. ' 507 .
63*65
NESCO two-burner oil stove with
small oven, for sale; also small reI frlgerator, oil stove oven (2-burner|.
I 48 PARK ST. Camden. Tel. 2337 62'64
KITCHEN range ln good condition
| with hot water coll and new grate.
Apply after 6 p. m. at 46 Summer St..
or TEL. 81-W____________________ 62*64

TULIPS for sale. MRS A B HUNTLEY, 475 Old County Rd , Tel 351-R.
62-64
TWO used G E Refrigerators for
sale. E. K. JONES. Tel. 639 J. The
Electric Shop.
62-64

PORTY-foot boat for sale;also Dodge
truck and trailer; shore front house
lot on Spruce Head Island. CLIFFORD
QUINN. Rawson Ave , Camden.
62-64
RICH dark loam for sale, del. Small
quanltles of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants and win
dow boxes
WILLIAM
ANDERSON.
West Meadow Rd., Rockland
Tel
1245.
62-tf
SET of double harnesses und 100
bushel" potatoes for sale. SAMUEL OL
SON. South Cushing.
62’64

PAIR of horses for sale; also 100acre farm.
CHARLES B. TAYLOR.
So. Hope.
61*63
KING com planter for sale, used verylittle; also 4" and 8" belting, second
hand. Cheap for cash. SIDNEY HUMES
Tel 6-5, Washington, Me.
61 63

I

HOUSE for sale cheap, ln Warren
village. 10 rqoms and barn, 1 acre
land Write “T. J. S.” care CourierGazette.
61*63
SIX range shelters In good condi
tion for sale; also hay. Tel. 803-J,
PETER EDWARDS. Limerock St. 61-63
DARK loam for sale, $2.50 a load
LESTER SEAVEY, Tel. 1085-J, Rock
land.
60*65
DARK loam for sale, first class, de
livered. RICHARD MAKIE. Tel. 553 M
West Meadow Rd., City,
61*66
FLOWERS Orders taken lor flowers
for Memorial Day. No orders after 28th.
Bouquets 65c up. Carnations, etc
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
61-63
USED stoves of all kinds for ?alc,
bought and sold. C. E GROTTON.
138 Camden St., Tel. 1091-W.
56 tf
EASY washer for sale; also piano,
melodlan, household furniture, an
tiques. 4 NORTH MAIN ST.
57*68
TESTED seed from the most reliable
growers at the oldest seed store ln
the city. C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main
St.
52-tf
MODERN 8-room house at 22 Lind
sey St., for sale to settle estate. A R
BACHELDER. 110 Union St.
5i!-t<
FERTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate of
soda and greenhouse special for your
lawns and flowers Tel after 5 p. m
347-M, V. L. PACKARD. 45 Granite St
51-tf
CERTIFIED Green Mountain pota
toes for sale. SPROWL BROTHERS.
Searsmont.
51-tf
FARM. 41>,i acres for sale. 7-room
house, barn, garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, gravel pit, fine
wood lot, same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries, fine buildings V F STUDIJ1Y
283 Main St., Tel. 1154 or 330
45-tf
40-ACRE farm for sale in Washing
ton. wood and lumber Would exchange
for property ln Thomaston or Rock
land. C. M OVERLOCK 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M
44-tf
Hard wooa per toot, fitted, $150;
Sewed. $1.40: long, $1.30. M. B. A C O.
PERRY, Tel. 487.
52-tf
D. A H. bard ooal, egg. stove, nut

MODERN apartments to let, heated.
contltfUbus hot water and electric
range
MARGARET NICHOLAS. 101
No. Main St.. Tel. 671-WK._______ 63-65
5-ROOM furnished house to let.
bath, shed, garage, garden spot, ce
ment Oellar and furnace on. Broadwav
DEI. IA .YORK. Ill Pleasant St 63-tf
HOME.to let at 52 Pleasant St., 6
rooms and bath, garage, garden snot,
nil reflnlshed Inside
F. P KNIGHT
12 Myrtle St._____________________ to’65
EIGHT room house to let. All mod
ern
Centrally located. Chance for
garden.__ Tel. 770.________________ 62*tf
THE ALLEN bungalow to let, cor
ner Llhcoln and Limerock Sts. TEL
971-W, or call at Dornia.nette.
62-64
~ROOM “to" let. Tel~579“w~FLORA
COLLINS; 15 Grove St.___________ 62-tf
LARGE ettractlve front room to
let, on first floor, central location,
bath, lights, continuous hot water,
suitable for 1 or 2 persons.
TET
1247-M.____________________________ 62-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let et
14 MASONIC ST.__________________ 62*64
HELEN Waltz cottage at Crockett
Beach to let. Inquire at 6 Columbia
Ave.. TEL 651-R__________________ 61 66
FIVE-room flat with bath to lei
Rental $12. For particulars Tel. 79-M
S. H. HALL.___________________ 61-tf
DOWNSTAIR^ apt to let. 5 rooms’
In excellent condition.
Inquire I’
Knox St . TEL 156-W. _
61 tf
SIX-room apartment to let All mod
ern conveniences Located on Grove
St
Applv to BICKFORD, Beech St
Te 1. 174-W.________________________ 61-tf
HOME to let at 52 Pleasant St., 6
rooms and bath, garage, garden sroot.
all reflnlshed Inside
F P KNIOHT
12 Myrtle St.___________________ 58*60-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
modern
Apply at Camder. and Rock
land Water Oo„ TEL 634 ________ 53-tf
THRBE-room furnished apt to let.
adults preferred Inquire at 11 JAMES
ST , or 12 WARREN
T------------- —
ST.
-----50-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at
283 Maili St
V. F STUDLEY. Tel
1154 or Tel. 330__________________ 48-tf
FURNISHED 3 room apartment with
sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
St. ISADORE GORDON, Tel 299-W
43-tf
FOUR-room heated apt. to let. auto
ma’lc hoi water
At 15 Summer St
H. M FROST, Tel 318-W
52-tf

I Drop Inn.

Memorial Day Exercises
In the foienooo grave
| decorated at these cenietei
I View. Calderwood s Net
I Vinals. Ocean View.
| Brown’s Head, Pool’s Hill.
Column will form In
I Memorial hall at 1 15 in
I der: A E. Libby, marshal
I haven Band, J W Kittre
I rector; Spanish War V
I American Legion, Henry
I ccmmander; Gettysburg
Sons of Veterans, James
> wood, commander; Sons
American Legion. Norman .
[ commander; Gold Star
Fathers and Veteran's Wi<
j iSolhcol children in chi
teachers will march, to Jol
ver cemetery’ to decorate tin
of departed comrades; th
the waterfront at Smith?
to scatter flowers on the v
memory of the Naval Cc
under direction of Joseph
American Legion; thence
‘ diers Monument for V
Services, and to decorate in
ory of those who never ri
thence to Memorial hall an
ranks
At 6 o’clock a column wi
in front of Legion hall in i
der: Vinalhaven Band, Ai
b Legion, Sens of American
nnd march to Soldiers Mo
| to perform services of
after which there will be a
at the band stand by the
5 haven Band. J W Kittredge
All citizens are invited t<
| in the exercises of tlie day

I

Siillivan-Raisli

Announcement has oeen i
| of the marriage May 17
Charles Noyes Sullivan t
Marian J. Raish in St. Seb
Church, Akron. Ohio. Re.
Zwisler officiated
The bride was given in ir
I by her brother Paul L. Ran
j wore a simple dress of wh
I maiqulsette. a Juliet cap i
! pearls to which was attc
J finger-t p veil of white lllusi
carried a casual bouquet o

I

| sweetpeas

WANTED

50-ACRE farm (blueberries) over
looking St. Georges River 7-room
house,
barn, electric
lights, very
pleasant location on black road. Price
$850 F. H WOOD. Broker. Rockland
61-63

3b

W
59

HORIZONTAL
1-Artless
5-Opiniona
9-Farm building
10-Greate»t
13-Land measure
15- Legal claims
16- Exist
17-To linger
18- The arm-pit
19- Small quantity
21- Golf mound
22- Small particle
23- Act
25-A province of
Canada (abbr.)
27-Vold
30- Part of verb “To be’
31- Windmill blade*
3$-Greases
35- Over again
36- Ship of the desert
37- The (Sp.)
38-Chief actor
41- Lyric poem
42- Comparative suffix
45-Prophet >
48-Energy "

14

zx

54

1r

5"

13

50

58

7

17

r

37

6

20

n
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Woodcock-Cassie-Coomb
L., announces that dcco
graves and monuments ol
I an4 other memorial exeij
I be ooserved Friday Jjy
I assisted by Oettyabuig Ca
of Union Veterans and
pendent and patriotic
Henry Ewell, Commander
There was large atter
patriot c orders at Unior
on Memorial Sunday T:
Rev. Chuifs Mitchell gat
spiring address on “Lest
get". An appropriate ant
sung by the large cho.r a
lect on by the quartet. M
lah Gilchrist, Mrs. Floi.
H. L. Coombs and Eug«
I gess.
Kenneth Hall has eir
I in Bath.
William Chilles returnt
, day from Bath.
Mrs William Warner
| Mark, of New York huvi
at their Summer home
Mrs. Carroll Gregory is
ing Eastern Star Grand
Portland this week
C. C Webster, E L
and O V. Drew have
from Portland where the
ed Lions Club State Conv
Mrs. Beulah Drew en
the Non Eaters Tuesday

Ladies'

WHITE mare for sale, sound, good
worker. $100. F'our-year-old colt, sound,
work single or double, $175. W A
WII SON. Searsmont.
63*65

A.—Underinflated tires increase gas
oline consumption, increase the likeli
hood of puncture and decrease sidewall life. Overinflated tires cause hard
riding and rapid tread wear.
A.—A recent study showed that
doctors average 6,900 miles annually
and salesmen more than 10,000 miles.
A.—No. Wind resistance increases
in proportion with the square of the
speed. Thus, wind resistance at 30
miles an hour is nine tim-'s as great as
at 10 miles an hour; and at 20 miles
an hour it is four times as great as at
10 miles an hour.

w

3i

1I

Slack Suits!

BIRD houses, trellises, fencing for
I sale, in stock and built to order. C. L.
| RAYE, Prescott St., City.________ 63*68

Answers to Quiz for Drivers
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For the Holiday

Advertisements ln this column not
to sxceed three lines inserted once tot
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

ZA

Tll£S BE KEPT
PROPERLY „„
INFLATED

w lb

15

BCRB O0OAR O. |
Correspondent

pjwra»
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

VINALHAVl

Sj We have decided to clean house on Spring Coats and

Jjoijdan.

Colonel Heron, retired and a
widower, lives with his bustling
sister in pleasant, gracious Tadpole
Hall, in a little English village.
When the story opens, plans are
being completed for receiving evac
uated children; two Austrian refu
gees are installed in Tadpole Hall
as servants; and as the crisis
deepens, tile Colonel’s two daugh

Every-Other-Day

TWO men wanted to peel pulpwoo 1
on Gays Island. Cushing. $4 per cord
Good home to live In.
ARTHU'l
LAURILA. Gab's Island. Cushing. C3‘<"i
MALE. Instruction
Ambitious me i
who wauld Ilk" to become expert Wel
ders. We will train you quickly In
spare hours to qualify for Jebs ln Air
craft. Shipbuilding and other essen
tial industries
Men trained In ga»
and arc welding have steady work
top wages. Training Includes actual
shop practice. Pree placement ser Ice
Write for facts
UTILITTF
INST, care COurler-Oazette
63*65
REl TABLE girl for general house
work wanted.
Good wages.
TE!
655-W._____________________________ 62-61
GIRL wanted for housework
no
children. Tel 645-J. 455 OLD COUNTY
RD :_Cltyi_________________________ 62 ’61
FARM wanted to ren*,, or buy cn
rent pla.t; no more thni la-18 mti«
from Rockland
Write ‘ A. B.“ care
Courler-Qazt-ttc.
b2*C4
HERE Is a real opportunity for a
few experienced saleswomen between
36 and 50 to sell an ethical product
Approved by the American Medicj.
As-oclatlou
No peddling High com
missions. Hours to fit home respon
sibilities Class being formed to teach
the business, free Write TELEX BAN
GOR CO . Bangor. Me___________ 61*63
ENERGETIC type woman desires
part or full time employment near
Rockland. Write BOX 92. Stoneham
Mass,
'___________________________ 61 *63
MI DDLS-aged man wanted to do

i

farm cbqrea Must be able to milk, few
cows, year round lob E E CHAPMAN
West Nqqk Rd.. Nobleboro, Me 60 65
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
ING. 19 Birch 8t.. Tel 212 W
63-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
-1 ■
1

LAWN mowers and'saws sharpened
the factory way. also clippers, shears,
scissors knives at your home. Work
guaranteed. Will call for and deliver.
W E BLACK 10 Sweetland St. 63*65
PIAJ4O moving, reasonable rates
Call the RADIO SHOP. Tel 844. 317
Main St.
_________________
58-tf
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft ooal
LAWN mowers sharpened. Called for
$8 per ton. del. Nut slae New River soft, and delivered. Prompt service. $1.25
not screened $9 ton del. M B. A C. H H URIE A CO., 328 Main St.. Tel
a PSRBY, 518 Maia St., Tel. 487. 63-V 205, City.
51-tf

Mrs. Robert J Raish of
Ohio, sister-in-law of the br
matron of honor. Her dr«
of pale blue bridal taffe'a
wore a tiny Juliet cap of m
I taffeta and carried blush al

i

I

■ ender sweet peas.

John D O’Connell cf 1
Falls, N. Y., brothe.-.n-law
bridegroom was best man.
® The ushers were E R fi
of Bayside. N. Y . brother e
groom; Robert and John R
Fuclid, Ohio, brothers of th
and Robert H Langdon of Y
sin.
A reception and wedding
■ fast at the University C
■ Akron, Ohio followed the cer
Tlie b. ide, daughter cf tl
■ Mr. and Mrs. Edward L
|Cleve:and. Ohio is an alun

I

■Wellesley College.

Dr. Sullivan, son of Mr. ar
D. F. Sullivan of Harrison
New Britain, Conn and fc
of Fall River and Worcester
is a graduate of Dartmcu;
liege and M G.il University
■ treal, Canada.
His frat<
| are: Alpha Sigma Phi and
1 Kappa Kappa.
1
The bride s traveling c
was a suit of dusty pink
She wore a dusty pink felt h
black accessories. Her corsa
of maroon carnations.
After a motor trip Sot
Ashville, N. C„ Dr and Mr:
livan will make their home
Lincoln road, New Britain
■

I

Mrs. D. F. Sullivan, the i
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Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post. A.
1 announces that decorating of
\
\z
, - jve.s and monuments of veterans *«•*
-uid other memorial exercises will
‘I 111
1,1
oe noserved Friday py the Post. r*
sted by Gettysbuig Camp, Sons
, ( Union Veterans and other apg-ndent and patriotic orders.—
Htnry Ewell, Commander.
There was large atterdance of
•ja'iictt orders at Union Church
Memorial Sunday The pastor,
Hrv Ci'.t’ifs Mitchell gav? an in
uring address on “Lest We For.f An appropriate anthem was
ung by the large choir andi a seThe new road machine just put in service by the street department.
• on by the quartet. Miss Beulih Gilchrist, Mrs. Flora Brown, The unit cost in the vicinity of $6000 and is expected to do in a matter of
hours the work that would ordinarily require the tervices of several men,
H i, Cocmbs and Eugene Bur-

(X
K> nmth

Hall

has

empoyment

in Bath.
William Chilles returned Satur
day from Bath.

Mr

William Warner and son

Mark

of Now York have arrived

on Spring Coats and

;ii their Summer home.
Mis Carroll Gregory is attend;n; Eastern Star Grand Lodge in
Portland this week.
C C Webster, E. L. Glidden
and O V. Drew have returned
,oin Portland where they attendi,‘ Lions Ciub State Convention
Mrs. Beulah Drew entertained
the Non Eaters Tuesday at Drew
Drop Inn.
jp

ioicc $10.50

\l< nwrial Day Exercises

WS
Crj*

7/ S’/ih

IT AND FOUND
rold wrist wutcli lost.
School and Cottage St.
ltd urn to 15 COT i'AGE ‘■*'1'.
62*64

jlToN

Hull

LET
-f- -in apartment to let. fine
hath, garage, garden plot
:,EACH. Tel 723-R
63-tf
RN apartments to let, heated,
, .
water and electric
MARGARET

NICHOLAS.

101

n St Tel 671-WK._______ 63-65
OM furnished house to let.
she I. garage, garden spot, ceie' ir and furnace on. Broadway
YORK 111 Pleasant 3t. 63-tf
E t > let at 52 Pleasant St.. 6
and hath, garage, garden snot,
ini hed inside
F P KNIGHT.
■ 11 e St.__________________________ ta-65

IT room house to let. All modentrallv located. Chance for
rw 770 _______________ 62*tf
ALLEN bungalow to let. cortle In and Umerock Sts. TEL
or call at Dormanette.
62-64
.M •. ~.~t ~“fe 1 ~579~W. FLORA
Orove St _________ 62-tf
t»E
ttractlve front room to
ii Ilrst floor, central location,
lights, continuous hot water,
for 1 or 2 persons. TET .
_____________________ 62-tf
NISHED

apartment

to

let

ft

SONIC ST.________________ 62-64
SN Walt/ cottage at Crockett
let. Inquire at 6 Columbia
I
>
R _________________ 61 66
an flat with hath to let.
12 For particulars Tel. 79-M
li._____________ m-'f

-TAIRS npt to let. 5 rooms.
lent condition.
Inquire 1*
TEL 156-W.___ _____ 61 tf
m apartment to let. All mod. enlem-e- Located on Grove
T to BICKFORD. Beech St .
W
61-tf
to let at 52 Pleasant St.. 6
id bath, garage, garden spot,
bed Inside
F. P KNIGHT.
. St
58*60-tf
room apurtment to let. all
Apply at Camder. and Rockter Co . TEI. 634________ 53 "tf
■om furnished apt. to let.
prelerred Inquire at 11 JAMES
>r 12 WARREN ST__________ 50-tf
KHED apartment to let at
ii St
V. F STUDLEY. Tel
Tel 330
___________ 48-tf
SHEl) 3 room apartment with
h to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7u»e and garage at 27 Chestnut
DoRE GORDON. Tel. 299-W
________________ 43-tf
-room heated apt to let. autoi water
At 15 Summer St.
ROST. Tel 318-W
52-tf

iNTED
O men wanted to peel pulpwood
i" I-.land Cushing $4 per cord,
h me to live In.
ARTHUR
n \ Gao - Island. Cushing. C3‘i'7
li Instruction
Ambitious me i
d Ilk to become expert We’.We will train you quickly in
h irs to qualify for Jebs In AlrShlpbulldlng and ether essennrtustrle
Men trained In gas
an welding have steady work.
Training include* actual
practice
Free placement ser. Write for facts
UTILITIF
rare Courier-Gazette
63-05
[JAIiLE girl for general honseGood wages.
TEI.
62-64
LL wanted for housework
no
u Tel 645-J. 455 OLD COUNTY
City
62-64
t xi wanted to retr.. or buy on
plan; no more thai la 18 miles
R
land
Write ' A. B.“ cure
er-Oaka-tte.
62*64
RE i- a real opportunity for a
experienced saleswomen between
id so to sell an ethical product,
med by the American MediCal
■lation
No peddling High comons Hours to fit home respontlr Clas- being formed to teach
m-mess. free Write TELEX BAN
CO , Bangor, Me__________ 61*63
ERGETIC type woman desires
or full time employment near
.land. Write BOX 92. Stoneham.
_ _____________________ 61*63
DOLE-aged man wanted to do
chores Must be able to milk, few
-■■ear round Job E E CHAPMAN.

fh‘ek Rd
RNITURE
d for and
19 Birch

. Nobieboro. Me 60 65
wanted to upholster,
delivered. T. J FLEMSt.. Tel 213 W
63-tf

ISCELLANEOUS
.WN mowers and'saws sharpened
lactory way. also clippers, shears,
ob knlve« at your home
Work
anteed Will call for and deliver.
E BLACK 10 Sweetland St. 63-65
1ANO moving, reasons ble rates,
the RADIO SHOP. Tel 844 , 317
St ___________________
56-rf
KWN mowers sharpened Called for
delivered. Prompt service. $125U CRIE & CO.. 328 Main St.. Tel.

City.

STONINGTON

A POWERFUL MACHINE

VINALHAVEN

U-t<

In the foienoop graves will toe
de;crated at these cemeteries: Bay
View. Calderwood's Neck, Mills,
V.nals, Ocean View. Coombs.
Brown’s Head, Pool’s Hill,
Column will form in front of
Memorial hall at 1.15 in this or
der A E. Libby, marshal; Vinal
haven Band, J W. Kittredge, di
rector; Spanish War Veterans;
American Legion. Henry Ewell,
commander;
Gettysburg Camp,
Son* of Veterans, James Caderwood. commander; Sons of the
American Legion. Norman Johnson,
commander; Gold Star Mothers,
Fathers and Veteran's Widows.
Sxhcol children in charge of
♦ eachers will march, to John Car
ver cemetery to decorate the graves
of departed comrades; thence to
the waterfront at Smiths Point,
to scatter flowers on the water in
memory of the Naval Comrades,
under direction of Joseph Headley.
American Legion; thence to Sol
diers Monument for Memorial
Services, and to decorate in memoory of these who never returned,
thence to Memorial hall and break
ranks.
At 6 o’clock a column will form
in front of Legion hall in this or
der: Vinalhaven Band. American
l egion. Sens of American Legion,

and march to Soldiers Monument
to perform services of retreat
after w'hich there will be a concert
at the band stand by the Vinal
haven Band. J. W. Kittredge leader.
All citizens are invited to assist
in the exercises of the day.
Siillivan-Raish

Announcement has oeen received
of the marriage May 17 of Dr.
Charles Noyes Sullivan to Miss
Marian J. Raish in St Sebastian's
Church. Akron. Ohio. Rev. Hilary
Zwisler officiated
The bride was given in marMage
by her brother Paul L. Raish. She
wore a simple dress of white silk
maiquisette. a Juliet cap of seed
pearls to which was attached a
finger-t p veil of white illusion and
carried a casual bouquet of white
sweetpeas.
,v
Mrs. Robert J .Raish of Euclid
Ohio, sister-in-law of the bride was
matron of honor. Her dress was
of pale blue bridal taffeta. She
w ire a tiny Juliet cap of matching
taffeta and carried blush and lav
ender sweet peas.
John D O’Connell cf Niagara
Palls. N. Y, brother-in-law of the
«

bridegroom was best man.
The ushers were E. R. Sullivan
of Bayside. N. Y.. brother of brideyrcom; Robert and John Raish of
Euclid, Ohio, brothers of the bride
and Robert H. Langdon of Wiscon
sin.

•'

Mr .and Mrs. H. D. Earle have
returned from a trip to Aroostook.
Tug Eugenie Spofford has re
turned from a trip to Boston.
Genice Greenlaw is employed in
Crockett’s store.
Cora Gray has returned from I
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley passed
Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carter are
visiting relatives in Boston and
Portsmouth.
Mrs. Florence Cousins of Isle au
Haut was recent guest of her
daughter Mrs. Amy Hutchinson.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Bridges
and Shirley Bridges have returned
to Torrington. Conn., after visiting
relatives here and at Swans Island.
Mrs. George Richardson and Mrs.
Clifford Gray have gone to Charles
town where their husbands are em

trucks and an old fashioned grader several days. It is driven by a diesel ployed.
motor and can be converted for snow plowing in the winter, making a
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Weed were
piece of apparatus that will be highly useful the year around. According Rockland visitors Saturday.
to Mayor Veazie, the unit will later be rented for use on the new airport.

—Photo by Cullen.

Rural Religion

worship.

Mrs. D. F. Sullivan, the mother and Mrs. Charles Noyes.

Mrs. Emery Cole of Sunset passed
Saturday with her mother Mrs.

The classes and teachers Pearl Hutchinson.

a
have taken their turns in leading.
The Young People's Society (C.
Miss Lane Gives Complete Y.A.) founded by Miss McKnight
Report of Sunday
carries on without the help of the
School Work
'director, furnishing an evening
____
The annual meeting of the Knox'service for the village.
The Young People went to South
County Association for Rural Re
Hope on the evening of April 20 and
ligious Education was held recently gave a part of the Easter play in
in the Universalist Church at Rock conjunction with an Easter service
land. The following officers were given by the South Hope school
elected:
President, Rev. H. F. The young people were also asked
Brown, Camden; vice president, Earl to lead this service.
Achorn, Rockport; secretary, Jesse
The South Thomaston Sunday
Bradstreet, Rockland; treasurer, school has at present an enrollment
Joseph W. Robinson, Rockland; of 66. Our pianist, Mrs. Emrine
auditor, Harold S Leach. Rockland. Tyler, and the superintendent Miss
Six members elected to act with Louise Butler, are ever ready to
the officers as an executive commit promote the welfare of the school, as
tee, are: Eugene Stoddard, Rock are all the leaders.
land; Arthur K. Walker, Rockport;
The Sunday School at Hope Corner
Jessie Stewart, Thomaston; Fred continues its good work with ob
A. Carter, Rockland; H. V. Tweedie, servance of all the church holidays.
Rockland; Alena Young, Rockland. Mrs. Etta Fernald, the beloved su
A group from the South Thomas perintendent, has been ill. and all
ton Sunday school conducted the the teachers have helped Mrs. Wil
worship service, and Mrs. Katherin" lard Brown, the assistant, to carry
Veazie sang, accompanied by Miss on. This Sunday school came to
Stahl. The impressive service con life with Miss McKnight’s work, and
ducted by the South Thomaston it still keeps a friendly touch with
group, and the exhibits of work done the Association. Although it car
by other groups, clearly indicated ries on independently, it sometimes
the success of the work of the re asks for counsel from the Associ
ligious director. Miss Hazel N. Lane, ation, and the director has attend
whose report is here given;
ed two of the monthly teachers'
Since Sept. 1, 1949, the Associa meetings.
tion has continued the Sunday work
carried on by Miss McKnight in Rural Public Schools
The main part of the Association
two Sunday schools—Clark Island
work is done in these rural schools
and South Thomaston.
The Clark Island Sunday School where all or many of the pupils are
has an enrollment of 32 which in unable to attend Sunday schools.
cludes two adults, flve High School We now have 22 of these schools,
girls who are also efficient teach which receive Christian character
ers of the younger children, and 25 instruction for one-half hour every
boys and girls under High School two weeks. The regular days for
age. We are especially indebted to this work are Tuesday. Wednesday
Mrs. Leslie Milne, pianist teacher, and Thursday, and the first lessons
and counselor for the Teachers’ of the day begin at the opening of
Club. The club has met several the morning session. The course
times during the year, and some this year has been The Life of
times acts as choir to lead the sing Christ. The lessons are conducted
with conversation, stories, pictures,
ing in the Sunday school
A special Thanksgiving service Bible study, and occasionally drawas held with gifts of vegetables and matics. Bible readings have been
canned gcods for a new family in j assigned cn the Psalms or Gospels.the village which was in need. The Certificates are to be awarded to
Christmas tree, financced by the boys and girls who have done all
community was held in the chapel ( these readings. Probably;more than
on Christmas Eve, with a Christmas a hundred will qualify. A special
play by the boys and girls, and many certificate of honor will be given to
of the parents present. A devotional! the sohcols in which all the pupils
service was helct the Sunday night, above the third grade have done aH
before Easter, with 20 present. The i the readings. Three schools. Spruce
Easter service was of unusual sweet-; Head. South Hope, and Lawry
ness. The chapel was decorated school have this record to date,
beautifully by the boys and girls, Others will probably do so. Outwith pussy willows and pines. A' standing work has been done by the
cross was added, the gift and work- , Razorville school in Washington,
manship of two boys. House plants J West Washington school. Bassi"k
were sent in by neighbors. Six J school in South Thomaston, and
hyacinths were taken later to six Rockville school. Long Cove School
in the village who were ill. A beau in St. George has done unusual
tiful lily was given by his daughter work in memorizing Psalms, and
in memory of Mr. Baum who car Willardham school in learning
ried on work in this chapel more hymns.
The teachers are all Christian.
than 39 years ago.
The Sunday school has had three I co-operative, and original in the
parties for the children, and thre,- ways in which they add these lesmeetings of the boys’ class for' sons into the lives of the children.
Two schools have been dropped
painting and carpentry work. The
from
our schedule as active Sun
director has called frequently in the
homes of the children, and where day schools, have been started in
there has been sickness. A neigh these villages by local leadership.
borly spirit exists in the village, One school. North Appleton has
with a readiness to help one another been added.
The Association now reaches 440
in an offhand way in time of need.
The South Thomaston Sunday boys and girls. Including those in
School of the Peoples’ Methodist the two schools not in our list now
Church has extended its service two we have come in touch with 497
to flve miles beyond the church. Mr boys and girls through some time
Cline’s truck, the Association car, in the school year, and directly 24
and often another car have fur communities.
The children of the schools are
nished transportation for many chil
dren. Our Association car is in now moving back to the local
sured as a Sunday school bus. The chapels. The South Hope School
faithful and efficient teachers have had a service in the Advent Chris
accepted the responsibility for these tian Chapel April 24 (post Easter),
and the Razorville School held a
additional children.
Rally Day and Christmas Sunday Mother s Day Service in the C. E
were observed with the teachers do Chapel. Others would like to have
ing much of the work with their their certificates awarded in chapels
own classes. Easter was almost a instead of the schoolhouses where
community festival. A Good Friday it is practicable. One school held
service was held with Rev. Sjdney its Christmas program in the
Packard as speaker. The Young church nearby.
The Knox County Cradle Roll:
People’s choir and the Junior choir
have added much to our services of1 Miss McKnight left a list of 38
babies on the Cradle Roll and
of the groom. Dr. Charles Noyes birthday cards have been sent to
Sullivan, is a former resident of these and some calls have been
this town (Miss Eva Noyes) and made.

A reception and wedding break■ ast at the University Club in
Akron. Ohio followed the ceremony.
The b. ide. daughter cf the late
Mr and Mrs. Edward L. Raish.
Cleveland. Ohio is an alumna of
Wellesley College.
Dr. Sullivan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
D. F. Sullivan of Harrison street.
New Britain, Conn and formerly
of Fall River and Worcester, Mass,
a graduate of Dartmouth Col■ ge and M 0.11 University, Mon
treal. Canada.
His fraternities
are: Alpha Sigma Phi and Alpha
Kappa Kappa.
The brides traveling costume
was a suit of dusty pink tweed.
She wore a dusty pink felt hat and
black accessories. Her corsage was
of maroon carnations.
After a motor trip South to
Ashville. N. C., Dr. and Mrs. Sul
livan will make their home at 530
Lincoln road. New Britain, Conn. is the daughter of the late Mr.
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Frank Pinnette and family have
moved to the Seth Webb rent re
cently occupied by the Clifford

Grays.

Mrs. Woodrow Cousins and
daughter Diane were recent guests
of Mrs. Ruth Robbins o' Sunshine.
All the Protestant Churches of
the Island united in a union Mem
orial service Sunday at the Oceanville church. Rev. Ralph Benson
of the Sunshine Advent Church
preached the sermon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Merchant
and Charlotte are in Bar Harbor
for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stoddard
and son Robert have returned to
their home in Boston.
Walter Prescott of Rockland was
a recent visitor at the home of Mrs.
Celeste Coombs on his way to Isle
au Haut.
Caroline Turner is staying with
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Crozier until
school closes when she will join
her mother Mrs. Gregory Merchant
at Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Glenn of
Havre-de-Grace Md., Mrs. Ada
Glenn of Baltimore, Md., and Miss
Annie Randall of Sy Resville, Md..
spent the week-end with Mr. and
Msr. Hubert Kline.
Mrs. Ida Cripps and son Donald

are expected here this week from
Crystobal, Canal Zone to visit her
father, John Simpson.
The Senior Class left Thursday
for their annual trip to Lubec. In
the party were: Ethna Conley,
Phylene Sturdee, Shirley MacDon
ald, Mabel Haskell, Herbert Jones.
James Gray, Connie Coombs, David
Sturdee, Marjorie Tewksbury. Grace
Fifleld, Helen Gray, Frances Bye.
Charlotte Goodrich and Basil
Greenlaw.
These accompanying
them were John Dunton, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Crozier, Lena Morey, Mrs.

Mabel Sturdee and Mrs. Adeline
Gross.
Merrill Knowlton and Mrs. Ade

laide G. Knowlton both of this
place were married May 10 at Bluehill by Rev. Carl Hall.
department by virtue of their use
of the devotional booklet. The
Upper Room, most of which are
furnished by Dr. Tweedie.
The Association car has traveled
8400 miles. The director has spoken
five times about the work.

Out Of State Cars
Alabama
California
Connecticut
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine

Every year after the Women’s ( to the pound* ir. cold water for
u ard add one
City Club gives its annual Spring three hours,
slice
lemon,
stalk
of celery, small
Flower Festival and Open House
raw carrot, one onion, sprig of
we’re besieged with requests for the parsley and 1 tei peon sa't. Cover
recipes used at the luncheon. The with cold water and boil until firm
stately twin Beacon Sstreet man (about 20-30 minutes). Corl and
sions that house the club are festive remove membrane and roll in flour,
.X
€
with the loveliest flower arrange paprika, salt and pepper mixed to
gether. Saute in 2 tablespocns but
ments imaginable; every mantle,
ter until golden brown Add 1 cup
every recessed nook in the winding of thick sour cream to sweetbreads
staircases, every table has the per in pan and cook five minutes until
Remove sweet
fect arrangement of Spring flowers sauce thickens.
breads
and
strain
sauce, season
in the perfect container.
But
with salt and pepper. Place sweet
throngs of guests find the luncheon
breads on pineapple ring which has
Miss Goodrich, club manager, ar
been grilled with brown sugar and
ranges, perfection too.
a little pineapple juice until well
This year on Wednesday a Chick
glazed
Pour sauce over all as
en in Mushroom and Wine Sauce
served. Serves four.
served with potato croquettes, car
Herb Dressing — One-half tea
rot ring with green peas and hot
spoon Sterling salt, L teaspoon
rolls was the highlight of the
paprika. *« teaspoon dry mustard,
luncheon and we have the recipe
ISy Margaret Chase Smith
1 teaspoon chopped chives. 1 tea
for you today. Dessert on Wed
spoon
minced parsley,
teaspoon
nesday was as colorful as the main
Washington, May 25 — Official date thus observed was Thursday,
minced
thyme,
1
tablespoon
granu
Washington is to have a “long Nov. 26. 1789. by order of President course . . . orange sherbet and cof lated sugar, 3 tablespc: ns lemon
fee mousse combined and flower
week-end’’ over Memorial Day, and Washington. It has been cele
Juice, 1-3 cup salad oil, 1 fim ly
cakes,
iced in delicate pastel colors
like most members who live near brated at various times until in
chopped hard-cooked egg
as accompaniment.
the Capital. I shall be home for 1866 the last Thursday In Novem
Mix all Ingredients, m i ten
On Thursday luncheon guests ate
a few days. Later in June expect ber was named by President John
lightly
with Juice and thin add rest
a fresh fruit appetizer salad, fol
to be home for a week. We have son. In 1939. President Roosevelt
of juice and oil. Beat two minutes
lowed by Sauteed Sweetbreads on
reached a lull in legislative busi designated the next to the last
Pineapple
Slices with Sour Cream with fork Add egg Chill, beat
ness and it has been proposed that Thursday. Maine would not go
and serve poured over crL p cab
Sauce and again we begged the
we take a period cf three-day re along with this, and celebrated the
bage, or lettuce or green vegetable
recipe for you from Miss Goodrich.
salad.
cesses later, aggregating perhaps last Thursday as States have the
Asparagus on toast with the Sweet
a month or six weeks. Members right to do. The President based
This dressing will keep several
breads and for dessert, Baba au
could be assured that no ‘important his change on the request of re Rhum and demi tasse.
days stored in covered jar or bottle
business would be considered. We tail stores which said they want
In refrigerator. Always shake well
File these menus and recipes for
before serving
could then go home to visit with ed a longer time between Thanks
a luncheon you may be planning
constituents and catch up with giving and Christmas for mer The simplified version of Baba au
Veal Loaf—Three pounds veal, ’w
affairs of the District.
Under chandising. Last week the Chief I Rhum isn't too much for anyone ; pound Morrell Ham, or L pound
that plan, we could reassemble on Executive said that the Depart | to cope with. Hollowed out cup i salt pork, 2 eggs, 1 cup line bread
ment of Commerce had studied
or cracker crumbs, 1 teaspoon Ster
a day's notice in case of need.
'cakes filled with vanilla Ice cream,
• • • •
the result of the change of date
ling salt, *6 teaspoon pepper, l tea
luin sauce and a fluff of whipped
and
found
it
had
no
effect,
so
in
spoon onion jupice, pinch ground
This week-end the State Con
cream as topping.
inace.
1942
the
last
Thursday
will
again
vention of Post Office Clerks will
Sponsors of tnis program are out
be
Thanksgiving
Day.
This
year
be in session at Pittsfield. Harold
doing themselves in wonderful of Chop tiie veal and ham very fine,
of
1941,
the
next
to
the
last
Thurs

mix into it the ether ing/edients,
Ambrose,
senior
administrtaive
fers. For instance, if you send a
officer to the Postmaster General day will be celebrated because the Land O’ Lakes Indian Head Girl and mold it into a loaf; or press it
and
football cut from a wrapper or carton with into a mold cr tin to form a loaf;
will be one of the speakers. I have calendar-makers
also been invited to participate coaches have been counting on the 25 cents and your name and ad then .turn it on a baking di h
and am especially pleased to do earlier date and made all their dress you may liave a Melody Brush it with beaten egg, anJ
so since I have been assigned to plans fcr it, so the President an Maker Door Chime that attaches to sprinkle it with bread crumbs. Crok
the House Committee on Post nounced at a recent press con your own electric doorbell easily. in oven 350 degrees F. for two
ference.
Offices.
These are dollar values, but for a hours, basting it several times with
• • • •
* * * •
short time you may have them this melted butter and water. This di h
is to be served cold.
Mrs.
Lena
B.
Haskell,
of
Me

Memorial Day is one of the es
way. People are asking for two
Pecci Icing—One cup sugar, 1-3
pecial holidays here because of chanic Falls, my secretary, was a and three, to use themselves or as
cup
white corn syrup, cr 4 tea
many tombs and statues of Na guest cf Elisabeth May Craig, cor gifts and it’s a grand chance for all
spoon
cream of tartar, '« cup col 1
respondent
lor
Maine
papers,
at
tional heroes. Congress has in
of you. Address Marjorie Mills,
water,
li cup egg whites, h f t*a
recent
luncheon
of
the
Women
’
s
vited every State in the Union to
Yankee Netwoik, Boston, Mass., or
speen
vanilla, speck of Sterling
contribute two statues of famous Press Club, when Mary Barber, ycur own station.
salt.
men cr women for the Hall of j dollar-a-year dietitian loaned to
You may get the Good Luck an
'Mix sugar and either cream of
Fame in the Capitol. Many States the War Department to plan Army nual plants too if you will send a
tartar
or corn syrup, add cold
menus,
told
how
she
feeds
the
have contributed, seme have only
Good Luck label from any Good
water
and
cook to 230 degrees F.
Army,
and
handed
around
samples
one statue, some not any as yet.
Luck product, prepared pie crust ci
or
until
you
have 12 to 14-inch
cf
beef
stew,
“
iron
ration
”
chocoMaine has two, one of William
desserts, witn 25 cents. About 50
thread.
Beat
egg whites until
ate.
and
the
experimental
para

King, her first Governor, the other
plants, ready to set out and the list
soapy,
add
syrup
in a thin stream.
chute
pemmican
wafer.
Mrs.
Kann.bal Hamlin, who was Lin
includes petunias, snapdragons,
Continue
beating
until
frosting will
Craig
’
s
other
guest
was
Mrs.
Nesbit,
coln's Vice President.
marigolds, cosmos, bachelor buttons,
stand
in
peaks.
Arid
flavoring
and
White
House
housekeeper.
Mrs.
The Hamlin statue, a fine bronze,
calendulas, zinnias, strawflowers,
coloring
if
desired.
Makes
enough
stands in Statuary Hall, next to Haskell sat at 'the head table be chrysanthemums and asters. The
the Rotunda which is under the tween Mrs. Felix Frankfurter, plants are guaranteed to arrive in to frost the . top and sides of one
great Dome. The weight of the wife of Supreme Court Justice good condition or your money re cake or enough to decorate two
cakes.
metal and stone statues is so great Frankfurter, and Mrs. Nesbit.
funded. Sendi to Marjorte Mills,
•
•
•
•
MENU
that only ohe from each State is
Yankee Network, Boston. Mass., or
B.
eakfast
A Somerset County constituent ycur own station.
in the Hall. The ethers are scat
Fresh Strawberries on
tered about the Capitol. King’s writes that he has 900 acres of
Do you like contests? Then get
Bran Flakes
land
in
California
which
he
will
statue, of marble, is the first on
in cn the G. Washington Broth Ace
Toast
Scrambled Eggs
sell
to
the
Government
if
it
is
the right hand side cf the corri
contest now running. Every’ week
Coffee
needed.
This
may
be
interesting
dor as one comes from the Cham
the 25 best G. Washington Broth
Lunch
ber of the House of Representa to others in similar situation. I Ace Summer recipes sent in by you
Toasted
English
Muffins
talked
with
Government
agencies
tives. On this Memorial Day I
listeners to us are chosen and the
With
Welsh
Rarebit
and
asked
Congressman
Anderson
have placed at the foot of each
senders receive electric Hot Cups
Rhubarb Sauce
statue from Maine flowers, a sym of California, in whose District the as prizes. Twenty-five prizes given
Cookies
bol that they are not forgotten. land is located, about it.
every week and all you need do ls
Tetley
Tea
• • • •
The Adjutant General of the send us your best Summer recipe
Dinner
National holidays are not real War Department says that it is using G. Washington Broth Aces.
•Veal Loaf
Potato Salad
ly so in the sense of being estab impossible at this time to say Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Currant
Jelly
lished by Congress for all the peo whether or not the property will Network, Boston, Mass., or your
Carrot Ring with Peas
ple because Congress cannot do be needed, but the proposal will own station.
Greens with ‘Herb Dressing
Quite a few recipe books are
that. Legal holidays in each be put on record to be handy in
Sponge Ca’kes
case
of
need.
The
county
assessor
being offered. All are free and
State are established by the Leg
Pecci Icing
of
the
County
cf
San
Mateo,
Calif
yours for the asking. The list in
islatures of the States; Congress
Coffee
sent
the
estate
administrator
de

cludes the new Three Diamonds
can declare hoi.days for the Dis
•Recipes
given.
tails
of
the
property
from
his
Fancy Crabmeat recipe book, the
trict of Columbia, for government
employes wherever they may be files. The owner lived on the Kemp's Sun-Rayed Tomato Juice
Memorial Day was first declared ranch, died at a hospital there, recipe book “46 Ways to Use To
for May 29, 1880. as a day when and left the property to relatives. mato Juice.” the Knox recipe books,
The Division of Central Admin ithe “Quickies” book of O. Wash
government employes at Wash
ington would get a holiday with istrative Services of the Office of ington Broth Ace suggestions, the
pay. in February of 1887. Memo Emergency Management says the I Midco folder, the Nestle recipe book
rial Day and July 4th were de War Department has final de and the Kirkman catalog of premi
Address Marjorie Mills,
clared holidays with pay for gov cision on acquisition of land for ums.
ernment employes everywhere in defense purposes and turned my Yankee Network. Boston, Mass , or
the United States. Memorial Day, inquiry over to the War Depart ycur own station.
Chicken with Mushroom and
May 30, was declared a holiday in ment.
•
•
•
•
Wine
Sauce—One pint O. Washing
all subsequent Congressional legis
May
17.
I
was
guest
speaker
at
ton
Yellow
Band Ace Stock, '■i cup
lation relating to such holidays.
the
convention
of
Business
and
cream,
1'4
cups milk, 12 medium
The Fourth of July was the first
tf**-—
Professional
Women
’
s
Clubs
at
mushrooms,
sliced, 2 tablespoons
holiday set up by Congress. This
CM'*
was in March, 1799, when the Hershey, Pa., and spoke on “Wo Land O Lakes butter, 'j cup sherry,
men
in
Defense.
’
The
suoject
was
4 tablespoons Ceresota Flour.
Fourth and Sundays were excep
Heat chicken stock, cream and
ted from a provision of law which wide enough to cover defense tax
required customs inspectors to at ation, heme defense, and nutri milk. Saute mushrooms In butter.
tend to the delivery of cargo each tion. Miss Barber, Army menu- Add sherry and simmer until,
day. At the close of the War of planner. is a Pennsylvania woman, blended. Add flour ana cook. Add
1812, vhe President was asked by so my listeners were interested in hot liquids, stirring until blended
resolution of Congress to recom hearing of the inspection trip and thickened. Season whh saIt
mend a cay of Thanksgiving In Miss Barber and I made lately to and pepper. This will serve eight
1870, New Year’s Day, Fourth of Camp Meade to see how the menus generous orders.
Prepare chicken as for fricaasee.
July. Christmas Day and Feb. 22 were working out.
Another speaker was Mrs. Linda serve on steamed rice well sea
were declared holidays for the
District of Columbia and to be Littlejohn, lecturer and former di soned. Pour sauce over all and
treated as Sunday in the matter rector of recruiting of Australia, garnish with paprika and chopped
who told us about the war situa | parsley.
of payment of bank checks.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
Sauteed Sweetbreads on Pine
Labor Cay the fir^t Monday in tion in her country. She disagrees
AND WIRED OUT
Septe.ir.be’, was added in 1844- Lin with me on the need for uniforms apple with Sour Cream SauceNEW SEWERS LAID
coln’* Buthday. Feb. 12. in 1909; and bands for women—she oelieves Soak two pair sweetbreads (2 pair
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
Armistice Day, Nov. 11. in 1938. that they help to make women feel
SEPTIC TANKS R CESSPOOLS
although in 1931. Nov. 11 was desig they are doing their bit fcr de Representative Margaret Chase
AND CEMENT WORK
Smith. Room 231. House Offl-e
nated as a holiday in connection fense.
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Seme cf the folks who write to Building, Washington. D. C. In
with the burial of the Unknown
me say they do net knew exactly side, ycu can say "Dear Mrs.
Soldier at Arlington.
No Act of Congress ever desig how to address a woman in Con Smith” or “Dear Congressman” or
TEL LLI7-B, ROCKLAND, ME
,
nated Thanksgiving Day. The first gress. The envelope shou'.d read Just “Dear Margaret’’.

wAS!HI NGT0N-AN1D YdIU

^US£/

Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

Missouri
Nebraska

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Texas
(noted by Ruth Mazzeo)
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
• • • •

Alberta
Hawaii

Mexico
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

NOW IS THE TIME!

Ontario
Quebec

SAVE!
Time. Mistakes
Worry, Expense,

Rentals
Only J1.M Week
ROCKLAND
Knox County Home Department.
71 Park St.,
Rockland,
More than 150 are members of this

V

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

S. E. EATON

CO.
Tel. 297-
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"The Sea Breeze”

THOMASTON

Paul Bemont Entertains

BHZKLETr T. WTLLIAMB
Correspondent
ft ft ft A
TeL 190

One cf the outstanding achieve
ments of Thomaston High School
is the annual publication of "The
Sea Breeze.” come now to be al
most as obese as the Maine Reg
ister.
The current edition is dedicated
to that prince among school mas
ters, Lewis C. Sturtevant, “our
teacher and friend, who through
his utmost interest and most gen
erous co-operation in all high
school activities has come to be
known to all students and towns
people as 'Styvie
The Editorial Staff comprises:
Editor-in-chief. Frances Johnson;
Joke Editor. Warren MacOowan;
Assistant Editor, Esther Achorn;
Business Manager, Maynard Linscott; Exchange Editor. Marion
Burkett: Art Editor, Nathalie Bell;
Assistant, Maxine Mitchell: School
Calendar, Lizz.e Tuttle; Alumni
Editor, Marie Jordan; Athletic
Editor (Boys), Norman Rogers;
Athletic Editor (Girls), Pauline
Burnham; Assistant Joke Editor,
Richard Staples; Local Editor,
Maxine Chapman.
The members of the Senior
class are: Phyllis Stevens, Frances
Jchnson, Maxine Chapman. Natha1 e Bell. Pauline Burnham, Lizzie
Tuttle, Marie Jordan, Donald Cur
tis, Walter Henry, Frances Wot
ton. Leah Allen, Marion Burkett,
Bertha Condon, Evelyn Hahn,
Elizabeth Fales. Virginia Foster,
Dana Sawyer, Glen Simpson, Ray
mond Hoffses. Charles Jameson,
Harland Davis, Charles Grover,
Warren Macgcwan, Richard Mitch
ell. Norman Rogers, Edward Lakeman, Maynard Linscott and How
ard Miller.
The leading ed.torial. by S. G.
'42 is an excellent consideration
of “What We Owe America,” and
it is supplemented by other excel
lent material, which is equally true
of the literary and other depart
ments.
The whereabouts of Thomaston
boys and girls who have graduated
the past three years are told thus
in the alumni column:

Mrs. Ada Chadwick has returned
from Rockland where she has spent
the Winter and opened her home
here for the Summer.
Miss Alice George is visiting this
week in Limerick, as guest of Mrs
Arthur Lougie.
The Thursday Niters Club was en
tertained Friday night at the home
of Mrs. Estelle Newbert. All mem
bers except one were present and
prizes went to Mrs. Josephine Stone
and Mrs Perley Hall.
Mrs. Francis Tillson, son George,
and Mrs. Fred Howard spent Sun
day at Boothbay, with Mrs. Till
son’s father, Rev. Isaac V. Mayo.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gutoske
returned Sunday to Freehold, N. J.,
after two weeks' visit with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Felt. They
were accompanied as far as New
ton Center, Mass, by Miss Marian
Felt, who spent the weekend at
home.
x
Mrs. Forest W. Stone and son
David Lee, are spending several
days at Foxboro, Mass, with her
grandmother, Mrs. Ira Jenkins, and
Miss Carol Griffith and at Belmont,
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts.
There will be no parade Memorial
Day this year, but services will be
conducted by Williams-Brazier A L.
at the Soldier's Monument on the
Mall starting at 9 30 a. m. and at
the cemetery immediately after
ward.
Miss Rita C. Smith and Miss
Jessie Crawford are in charge of the
flower sale being conducted Thurs
day afternoon at the former Ames
Store, Main street, and the sale of
food at that time is under the di
rection of Mrs. Weston Young and
Miss Nellie Gardner.
Katherine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Lewis, was honored
on her ninth birthday Saturday with
a party given by her great-aunt.
Mrs. Evelyn Snow. The guests,
Naomi Henderson, Alice Jenkins,
Catherine Hardy, Paula Bouchard.
Edith Hunt, Barbara Anderson and
Beatrice Lewis, enjoyed an after
noon of games after which refresh
ments were served. Decorations 1938
Corydon Adams, Augusta House.
were of appleblossoms and tulips, a
Howard Anderson, Whiten Ma
birthday cake decorated with green
chine
Co., Whitinsville, Mass.
and white formed the centerpiece
Ina
Anderson, Maine School of
and there were dainty place cards
of white tied with violets: Many Commerce, Bangor.

nice gifts were presented the hcnor (Ruth Butler, Black & Gay Canners Inc.
guest .

Paul Bemont celebrated his
eighth birthday Saturday afternoon
at a jolly party given by his aunt,
Miss Betty LeSan. After an hour
of games the guests were taken to
the Thomaston Cafe for refresh
ments. Here .they were greeted by
a gaily dcorated scene with paper
hats and favors of assorted colors
for each guest and ice-cream ani
mals and cakes for refreshments.
Following lunch the party returned
to Paul's home for more games and
fun The guests were Irving Lufkin
Orrin Treat, Edward Vinal, Reynold
Anderson, Arthur Elliot, Wendall
Henderson, Richard Stone, Durant
Sheffield, Reger Libby, Ila Gasper,
Jean Williams, Virginia Pease, Sally
Gillchrest, and Mary Hysom.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson
(Belle Coates) of New Bedford,
Mass. , are spending several days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Ccatcs here, and his mother, Mrs.
Anders Anderson, in Rockland.
The pregram which will follow
the public supper served by the
Baptist Ladies Circle,

will

be

CAMDEN

in

charge of Mrs. Grace M Strout.
The musical numbers will be giv
en by members of the Junior Choir,
and Stanley McCurdy of Rockland
will deliver an essay.
Mrs. Margaret Fifield, worthy
matron of Grace Chapter, Mrs.
Madolyn Cpear and Mrs. Leila
Smalley went yesterday to Portland
to attend the annual session of the
grand chapter of Maine OE.S.
A look party was enjoyed Satur
day night at the heme of Eteputy
Warden and Mrs. Theodore E. Rcwell. At the three tables awards were
made to Mrs. Weston A. Young.
Warren Knights. Mrs Knights and
Orvel Williams. Lunch wras served
Others in the group were Mr. and
Mrs. Howard F. Cole of Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. Albert R. Anderson,
Mrs. Williams and Mr. Young

Oliver Niemi,
Thomaston.

at

heme,

South

Donald Smith, at heme, Thom
aston.
Miriam Svrjala (Mrs. Robert
Winchcnbach), resides in Waldobero.
Lewis

Tabbutt,

Morses

Eoat

Building Corp. Thomaston.
Shirley Torrey. Modern Pants
Factory, Rockland.
Arthur Upham, at home, Thom
aston.
Russell Young. Portsmouth Navj
Yard.
1939
Lucy Adams, at heme, Thomas
ton.
Kathleen Anderson (Mrs. How-

MILK CONTROL BOARD
NOTICE OF HEARING
Under authority of Chapter
ter 13 of the Public Laws of 1935. as
amended 'by Chapter --------139. Public
sWtc Laws of 1939, the Milk Control Board
of the State of Maine, will hold a public hearing in the KNOX
COUNTY COURT HOUSE. ROCKLAND. ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 39,
1941, AT 3 P. M., for the purpose of establishing or changing mini
mum wholesale and retail prices to be charged tor milk, meaning
fluid milk and cream, distributed for sale within the Rockland mar
ket. wherever produced, including the foliowring classes:
1. Bv producer to consumer, dealer or producer-dealer.
2. By dealer or producer-dealer to stores either for consumption
on the premises or resale to consumers.
3. By dealer or producer-dealer to consumer,
4. By stores to consumer.
5. By wholesaler to retailer.
6. By any person not Included in the foregoing classifications
to another person for commercial purpose*.
Saidi Rockland market as designated by said Board, Include* the
city of Rockland and the towns of Rockport. Owl's Head and Cam
den. all within the County of Knox and the towns of Damariscotta,
Newcastle, piobleboro and Waldoboro, and the villages of Pemaquid,
New Harbor. Pemaquid Point Pemaquid Beach and Chamberlain,
in the town of Bristol, all within the County of Lincoln.
Ail persons interested are requested to attend and offer testimony.

MILK CONTROL BOARD, by Dorothy F. Folsom. See.

DANCE RECITAL IN CAMDEN
Pupils of Miss Doris Heald School To
Entertain Tonight In Opera House

NAOMA MAYHEW

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Mrs. Samuel Rich ot
spent the weekend wit
Rogers.

Tel. 711

George H. Thomas spent Monday
in Poitland.
Rev. W. F. Brown of the Baptist
Church delivered an address before
the ministers of the Kennebec Val
ley Minister's Association Monday
in Waterville. While there he also
attended a meeting of the Roger
Williams Fellowship in the after
noon. At the annual meeting of the
Kncx County Association for Re
ligious Education, Rev. Mr. Brown
was elected the president.
*
Community
Hospital:
Frank
Paul Bemont, aged nine years, son of Mrs. Earl Star rett of Thomaston, who entertainej a group of his Ames, Jr. is a surgical patient. A
schoolmates at the Thomaston Cafe Saturday afternoon in a party given by his aunt, Miss Betty LeSan. son was born Saturday to Mr and
Left to right, seated at the table: Richard Stcrer, Mary Hyson, Wendell Henderson, Irving Lufkin, Sally Gil- Mrs. Harvey Dean of Lincolnville.
Christ, Paul Bemont the host, Virginia Pease, Durant
Sheffield, Roger Libby, Edward Vinal. Orin Treat.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid Society
Standing: Jean Williams, Arthur Elliot, Ila Gasper, Reynold Anderson.
—Photo by Cullen.
will meet in the vestry Wednesday
ard Cole), resides in Rockland.

ROCKPORT

Arthur Bucklin, U. fi: Navy.
Barbara Autio, employed at Cam
bridge. Mass.
I

Phyllis Cushman, at home.
Friendship.
Nerita Dodge resides in New Jer
sey
'
Helen Fales, at home, Friendship.
Hester Foster, at home, Thom
aston.
Barbara Gilchrest, employed at
Hotel Alabama, Florida.
Gladys Hutchins, training for a
nurse at Portland.
Margaret Hysom, governess in
Boston.
OWve Leach, at home, Thomas
ton.
Sumner'Leadbetter. N.Y.A. School,
Vleno Lindell, private home. New
York.
Audrey Moore, Parisian Beauty
Shop, Rockland.
Richard Neal, Gorham Normal
School.
Doris Olson, Black & Gay Canners, Inc.
Kendall Orff at home Cushing.
Howard Orne, N.Y.A. School.
Dexter.
Leland Overlock, Overlock’s Lum
ber Mill, Warren.
Norman
Overlook,
Waltham

ft ft ft ft
UDAQ. CJHAMRNKY
Correspondent
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Mr. and Mrs. Harold Graffam
were dinner guests Monday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Sims.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Salmond ar
rived Sunday for the Summer.
A. Ernest Smith returned Monday
to Presque Isle after a brief visit
with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. F.
Ernest Smith.
Mrs. Emma Torrey is visiting in
Portland as guest of Miss Myrtle
Stacey and mother, Mrs. Amanda
Perry.

Ralph Marston, stationed at Ft.
McKinley is spending a furlough
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Marston.
Mrs. Rose Blackington was the
recipient of the hand hooked rug
which was given away Saturday
night at the Rockport Ice Co.
Citizens willing to donate the use
of their cars to convey the members
of Fred A. Norwood W.R C. on Me
morial iDay are asked to communi
cate with Emma Torrey. The usual
Memorial Day exercises will take
Watch Factory.
Olive Rowell, University of place the afternoon of May 30,
with Rev. C. Vaughn Overman de
Maine.
Reino
Saastamoinen, United livering the address at Amesbury
Farmers Grain Company, Rockland Hill Cemetery and the prayer at the
Russell Sevon. Leachs Machine Spanish War Veterans’ Boulder;
Rev. Robert Carle, the Gettysburg
Shop. Providence.

imaginative, sensitive boy who has
just found the meaning of the word
“ideals,” and the latter as a charm
ing and wholesome girl ready for
life. In tire absence of their par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hollis,
enacted by Harold Hall and Con
stance Lane, who were on a trip to
Havana as a result of a soap nam
ing contest won by Mrs. Hollis,
Paul takes the opportunity to ex
ercise his authority as the head of
the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Rolf Heistad are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad
for the week. They expect to leave
on June 2 enreute to Beaumont,
Texas, where Mr Heistad has em
ployment as electrical engineer.
The working out of his conceived
plans, which involved his father's
business, the Hollis Shoe Company,
his sister Marjorie, Norma Hoyle,
and her suitor, Crandal Smytlie,
Maynard Ingraham, furnished the
nucleus of the interesting plot. Hr
was assisted by the “Secret Seven” a
society of 16-year-olds, of which he
was president, the members of
which were Daniel Andrews, Cyn
thia Eaten, Gerald Richards, Lucille
Dean, Marjoroie Noyes and Hazel
Nutt. The pranks of “Sookie,”
Priscilla Fester, furnished much
amusement, and

doboro.

Edward Estes, employed at Rock
land Marble Granite Works.

Harold Lash, machine shop, New
Bedford.
Wiljo Maki, butler in New York.
Marilyn Miller. Black & Gay
Canners Inc.
Richard Moore, at Fort Levitt.
Verena Neal, at home. Friend
ship.
Ida Olsen, Golden Beauty Cul
ture School, Portland.
Jchn Olson, at home, Cushing.
Doris Prior, at home, Friendship.
Edna Ranta. employed by Alan
3rd, Rockland.
Averyl Reed, Welding School,
Portland. •
Mildred Rich at heme. Thomas
ton.
Raymond Robinson Snow’s Ship
yard.
Haiold Sawyer, Twoecho Dairy
Farm. Brunswick.

Virginia Spear, training fcr nurse
at Lewiston.
Toivo Sucmela, A. & P. Market,
Rockland.
Harr ette Tillson. Maine Gen
eral School of Nursing. Portland.
Leah Til sen. Farmington Nor
mal School.
Dorothy Wallace (Mre. Hazen
Cock), resides in Thomaston.
Willimenna Watts, at home,
Thomaston.
Charotte Welch, employed by

the bridge; and Mrs. Overman, the
prayer at the Cemetery. George
Cunningham will lead the line cf
march, headed by the High School
Band under the direction of Earle
Achorn.
Daniel Andrews was at home from
Alford Lake Camps over the week

end.
Guests Sunday at the home of
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey were
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, her mother,
Mrs. Lillian Perkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. Edward OB Gonia.
Mrs. Nancy Turner has returned
from a visit with her daughter,
(Mrs. Jennie Simmons in Bath. An
other daughter, Mrs. Lila Allard of
Spruce Head was her guest Sunday.
Mark Ingraham has returned to
his duties at the Camden Hills
Park after being confined to his
heme by illness.
Mrs. Diana Pitts spent the week
end in Waterville with her daugh
ter, Miss Josephine Pitts, a student
at Colby College.
Arthur Herbert Dyer and Mrs.
Ruth Spaulding Thibodeau, both of
this town were united in marriage
at 7.30 Saturday night at the Meth
odist parsonage. Rev. F. Ernest
Smith officiating, using the single
ring service. They were attended
by the bride’s sister, Miss Virginia
Carleton and her nephew. Herbert
Carleton They will reside here.
A union Memorial Day service
was held Sunday morning at the
Methodist Church with the Fred
A. Norwood Womans Relief Corps
attending in a body and the Boy
Scouts acting as eclor bearers. The
pastor. Rev. F. Ernest Smith, who
delivered the sermon, was assisted
in the service by Rev. C. V. Over
man of the Baptist Church and Rev.
■Robert Carle of the Pentecostal
Church. 'Mr. Smith used as his sub
ject “In Their Memory and For
Their Sakes." Special music was
furnished by the adult choir, antnem "The Day cf God is Break
ing,” and by the junior vested choir,
“Jehoval Reigns.” The effective
decorations in the auditorium were
arrartNfed by Mrs. O ra Burns.

Norma

Spear as

“Hilda” made a typical Swedish
hired girl.
A large audience witnessed the
performance and the financial re
sults were very satisfactory. Much
credit is due Richard Thomas of
the faculty who directed the cast.

Charles Simpson, in the Army, Address; Mrs. Carle, the prayer at

Alfred Chapman. Ren a Id'si Whole Hawaiian Islands.
Leslie Simpson, Augusta House,
sale Tdbacco Co.. Portland.
Augusta.
'Hazen Cook. Gray’s Boat Shop.
Robert Starrett, at home, Friend
South Warren.
ship.
Frederick Ellwell, employed at
Clayton Stewart, at Fort Levitt.
Biddeford.
Celia Stone, Castine Normal
Barbara Fales (Mrs. Winfield
School.
Lash), resides in Cushing.
Dorothy Stultz, employed at
Phyllis Felker (Mrs. Arthur MacFairfield.
Farland), resides in New Bedford,
Hazel Winslow, at home, Thom
Albert Harjula, Bath Iron Works.
aston.
Lauri Hendrickson, at heme,
Elonia Woodcock, at Hebron.
Friendship.
Frederick Young, employed in
■Iva Henry, University of Maine.
Harold
Jameson.
at
home, Providence.
Raymond Andersen.IN.Y.A. School
Friendship.
Dexter.
Helen Johnson, Senter Crane’s,
Charles Bell, employed by Wal
Rockland.
ter
Bucklin of Warren.
William Johnson, Johnson's Serv
Louise Bums, at home, Friend
ice Station, South Thomaston.
Robert Lash. Jr., employed by S. ship.
Marie Clark, Farmington Nor
E. Prior Hardware Store, Friend
mal
School.
ship.
Earl
Coates. Whitin Machine Co.,
Earle
Maxey. • employed
by
Whitinsville, Mass.
Frick’s Trucking Co., lesides in
Gordon Crie, employed by Dr.
Waldoboro.
Farnsworth, Chicago.
Dcuglas Merr.U, at home, Thom
Kelsey Cushman, Ballard's School
aston.
Rockland.
Estelle Mcore. employed by Helen
Grace Davis, employed at Wal
Carr, Thomaston.

Arlene Nelson, Van Baalen Heilbrun, Rockland.

Every-Other-Da

ft ft ft ft

Sets Forth Very Com
pletely the Doings of
Thomaston High School

ft A ft A

Every-Other-Day

L

TENANT’S HARBOR
A new street light has been in
stalled at the Creek at the left of
the industrial school.
The degree was conferred Thurs
day upon Mrs. Mamie Mills at Puri
tan Rebekah Lodge. Refreshments
were served. Other recent candi

dates were Misses Margaret Mar
riott and Marion Dowling.
•

A family from the Burnt Island

Coast Guard station has rented the
Watson Barter tenement .
Allison Morris is suffering from
a broken toe, sustained at the
Clark Island quarry where he is
employed.
Several women from here are
employed at the J. B. Pearson Co.
in Thomaston.

“Maybe there’s some curative
magic in the very fragrance of
flowers.”—Dr. Allan Rcy Dafoe

at 2 o’clock.
Dr. Saul Polisner, who has been
away, has returned.
The sardine smack "Kingfisher”
owned by William Underwood Co.
left the wharf of A. L. Anderson
early Monday, after having a marine
radio-telephone installed.
Dr. and Mrs. James Carswell, Jr.
halve returned from a vacation
of ten days.
Tlie recital of the Doris Heald
School of Dancing will be held to
night at the Opera House. This
annual affair is always a pleasure to
these who are interested in chil
dren. Both Rcckland and Camden
will be represented and the brilliant
costumes and arrangements are
even more beautiful than ever be
fore. Tne snappy gypsy number
and the “Cinderella” Ballet, pre
sents entirely different pupils and
different types of dancing. There
will be no reserved seats.
Funeral services will be held this
afternoon at 130 o’clock for Leigh
V. Richards of Lincolnville, who
died Saturday at the Soldiers' Home
in Togus. Born in Lincolnville 51
years and 7 days ago, he was a
World War Veteran. He is survived
by a sister, Mrs. Mildred Dunton of
Newport|. Rev. Duncan Rogers will
officiate and burial will be in
Youngtown Cemetery, from Good
funeral home, Camden. The bear
ers will be Harry Thurlow, Wilmont
Heald. Harold Munroe, Austin Ran
kin. George H. Thomas and Luther
Goodman.
The Camden Theatre is present
ing today the greatest entertain
ment value in the history of Cam
den. All seats in the beautiful
nc/w, air-conditioned theatre will
be 2Oc for the Matinee and eve
ning performances for the adults
and 10c for the children. On
screen will be that stirring new
picture “Naval Academy” starring
Freddie Bartholomew. This in
teresting film depicts the develop
ment of character and the inten
sive training undergone by the
young men of America. Today no
more poignantly dramatic pan
orama of the life of a young man
in the service can be imagined. To
day’s draftees, and, trainees, are
the men who are upholding the
traditions and fulfilling the dreams
and hopes’’of our forefathers. To
all who love America and wish to
see it prosper in this modern day
of strife and unrest "Naval Acad
emy” should be No. 1 cn their
"must see" list. Sea life; bravery
and patriotism are the key notes

PART I.
Grand March

Entire Srin,(1|

............. ........................v....................

1.

Nursery Rhymes; Sandra Goodwin, Constance Rohart, Judith
Rhodes, Barbara Tounge, Nancy Harmon and Julia Spear

2.
3.

Soloist: Marie Diane Lewis
Checkerboard Tap: Betty Lou Pettapiece, Ginette Perrin, \ i,.
ginia Ellis, Margaret Keller
Lazy River Soft Shoe: Robert Bishop

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Mr. and Mrs. Frei
and family. Alfred Ca
Everett Gross we •
Friday to attend the :
gene Cates.
Mrs. Frank Hardin;
chairman of tlie p.
Saturday night from
in St. Peter's Undercrc

Modern Minuet; Jane Carter, Doris Mae Hopkins
Her First Buck: Sandra Perry
Good Morning: Sandra Goodwin, Constance Robarts, Juith
Rhodes, Barbara Tounge, Nancx Hannon, Julia Spear. I )■ ,
olicrtv.
Edmands, Nan Jones, Gwendolyn I hornton, Sylxi.i
Jean Newcombe, Janice Hutchinson
Strawberry Lane—Sally Cameron
Black & Gold Rhythm: Marilyn Davis
Part II.

Mrs. Donald Farr
avenue, will be hoste
night to Tonian Circli

Mrs. B. B. Smith en
Saturday (Night Club
camp In South Hope

CINDERELLA BALLET

Step-mother’s House:

Mrs. Lydia Storer \x

'The txvo sisters, Joyce Pettapiece, Sina Hanson
The fairy God mother, Betty Boardman
Kitty: Sandra Perry
Cinderella: Doris Mae Hopkins
'The Scene with the Slipper:

1st Sunday morning at
gational Church, singii
orial solo. “There Is P
O'Hara.

Mrs. II. C. Voorl
Temple) of Medford. K
ting her sister, Mi
Morton, Franklin str<

Pas de deux: Cinderella, who is Doris Mae Hopkins
Prince, Grace Lenfest

Ballet by Group:

PART III.

1.

Sleepy and Sweet: Virginia Ellis Maigaret Keller,
------ -- e/
,

Domi

1 .!
'.in

I
11

Newcombe, Janice Hutchinson

3.

Dance of the Wooden Soldiers: Beulah Young, Nan Dow, I lull
Brewster, Louise Priest. Ethel Eaton, Eleanor Ausplund nri
Betsy Kochs (four months training).
_
—
Soloist—Patricia Wall
Three Sisters’ Tap—Mary, Joanne and Peggy Connellx

4.

Rhythmette- Jeanette Genthner

2.

|

* %

visit Lucien K

the
NEW

NOW, BARGAIN
Matinee and Fvi
Adults 20c, ('hildr
See
“NAVAL ACAD
Freddie Rarthol<i
Three Stooge Co

Gypsy Camp

2.
3.

fAM
LA1YI

Three Shows Daily: 2

PART IV

1.

On

second floor, 16 Schoo
Fellows Block, City, f<
Coats and Cloth Coats,
prices.

Gypsy Tap: Minnie Tranquillo, Virginia Harvey. I’nlly
Osier, Jane Carter, Patsy Kelley, Carlene Eaton, Nancy
and Hope Cunningham, June Pettapiece, Toby Perry, ( noline and Joan Chisholm, Elaine Ann Hilton, Constance
Emily Randolph
Russian Dance—Anne, Alain and Jean Pierre LeGloahec
Queen of the Gypsies—Marilyn Daxis
PART V.

1.

Acrobatic Tap—Patricia Wall

2.

Merry Month of May—The Strawberry Blonde, Beverley (
'Fhe City Dude, Robert Bishop
PART VI

WEI).-TUCKS., MA

“SEA W0LI
Edw. G. Robinson, id

an

Coming: “Ziegfcld Gij
American Hr< adeast,”
Wings.” On Stare:
Mysteries, with Will IJ

IN BLUE HAWAII

1.

Hula Girls—Nancy Cunningham ami Grace Lenfest, Sim
Hanson, Joyce Pettapiece and Doris Mae Hopkins

2.

Original Haxvaiian Dance—Doris Heald

3.

Beachcomber and Maiden; Phyllis Arnold and James Wentworth

and those who are young in heart ;

and mind cannot afford to miss
“Naval Academy”.

SUNSET
Damon Gross spent a few days
at home the past week.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Henry

Maskell,

Gladys Black, Lena Haskell and
Elsie Cole were Bangor visitors
Thursday.
Henry Sheffield 1s spending a few
days at his Summer home here.

First savings and loan associa
tion in the United States was or
ganized in 1831.
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Students Present Ccmedy

Ail the whims, fancies and ideals
cf youth were portrayed in the
three-act comedy "Life Begins at
Sixteen” presented Friday night
at Town hall by the High School
for the benefit of the Junior Class.
Of the large cast only two of the
characters were supposedly over 21
years of age. the majority of the
others being of the interesting and
dramatic age of 16.

A whirlwind of romance ana
action is premised in “The Cow
boy and the Blende,” new shew
ing at the Park Theatre. The top
featured roles* are filled by Mary-

Dr. Greenleaf, Thomaston.
Beth Hughes i nd Gecrze Mont
Joyce Whitehill, at home. Thom
The story centered around Paul gomery, two of the most promis
aston. Maine.
and Frannie Hollis, 16-jear-old ing screen nersenarties of recent

Douglas Young, attending Becker I twins, portrayed xby Lewis Tatham years. She is portrayed as a temCollege. Worchester.
and Mary Daucett, the former as an peramental screen etar and he’s

the silent handsome bronco-buster
from the lone prairie. But as they
both discover, busting hearts hurt
more than busting broncos, and
cupids little arrow has more sting
than the bullet of a .45.
The second big feature "Wash
ington Melodrama” with Frank
Morgan. Ann Rutherford. Fay Hol
Ellen Drew find* this better than walking, as she travels through
den. Kent Taylor, Lee Bowman, woodlands.in
the brawny arraa of handsome Joel McCrea, with wh-nn lie
. Virginia Grey and Sara Hayden.
co-stars In the new Paramount comedy, “Reaching for the Sun,”

Reg. 110.00

Supreme
Oil Wave

[

375 Ml

Every-Other-Day

CAMDEN

Evcry-Other-Day

Entire School
I, Constance Rohart, Judith
arinon and Julia Spear

apiece. (iinette Perrin, Virkhop
> Mac Hopkins

Constance Robarts, Judith

Mr Samuel Rich of Isle au Haut
Mrs. Seth Low of New York and
• pent the weekend with Mrs. Add e her guest Mrs. Mansfield Kidder
Rogers.
^f Englewood, N. J., return today
after spending a week with Mrs.
Mr. an 1 Mrs. Frederick Cates Low’s mother. Mrs. E. D. Spear.
■ nd family. Alfred Cates and Mrs.
1 .crett Gross wcr? in Lew’ston
Miss Mary Haskell of Augusta
Friday to attend the funeral of E t- spent the week-end with her par
gene Cates.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Haskell,
Talbot avenue.
Mrs Frank Harding Sr., will be
chairman of the public supper
Mrs. Margaret Hollis is spending
Saturday night from 5 to 7 o’cloe {, a few days at her home in Bar
in St. Peter’s Undercroft.
Harbor.

larmon. lulia Spear, Donna

Thornton, Sylvia Doherty,

lav is
iXIJ.KT

sina Hanson
rdinan

iris Mae Hopkins

Jaigaict Keller, Donna Edjrnton, Sylvia Doherty, Jean
tlali Young, Nan Dow, Edith
Iton, Eleanor Ausplund and

and Peggv Connelly

CAMDEN

Three Shows Daily: 2, 7, 9 P. M.
NOW,BARGAIN DAY

Io, Virginia Harvey, Polly
lev, Carlene Eaton, Nancy
'ettapiece, Toby Perry, Caro
Hilton, Constance

ind Jean Pierre LcGlouhcc
1lav is

Matinee and Evening

Adults 29c, Children
See

10c

“NAVAL ACADEMY’’
Freddie Bartholomew
Three Stooge Comedy

WED.-THURS., MAY

28-29

“SEA WOLF ’
Edw. G. Robinson, Ida Lup no

,»ein Blonde, Beveiley Cogan

Coming: “Ziegfeld Girl,” “Great
I American Brcadeast,” "I Wanted
Wings.” On Stare: Thurston’i
i Mysteries, with Will Rock.

VAII
and Grace Eenfest, Sina
Mae Hopkins
Heald
krnold and fames Wentworth

Miss Dorks Borgerson entertained
at a weekend houseparty last week,
her guests being Miss Norma Frost
of Worcester, Mass., and classmates
at Bates College, Miss Marion Ludvvick and Miss Dorothy Frost of this
city. Miss Helen Mason of Fram
ingham, Mass., MLss Blanche Wood,
fall of Saugus, Mass., Miss Dorothy
Tuttle and Miss Lucille Leonard of
Providence. R I., and Miss Frances
Cooper of Camden, N. J. The group
of students were dinner guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Borgerson
before returning to college. Miss
Ludwick and Miss Tuttle remaining
overnight with Mr. and Mrs. Earle
Ludwick and returning yesterday.

Cleanses and Refreshes Instantly!
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By K. B. P.

Sir Gerald Campbell has said,
“England’s secret weapon ls made
not cf materials but of spirit,” and
one might add blue blood filled with
true heroism and nobility vitamins.
„• • • •
Four Nazi heads were playing
contract bridge in Hitler’s mountain
retreat.
“Three diamonds," said Goering.

&
.-J

“Pass."

“Five diamonds,” said Von Rib
bentrop.
“One club,” said Hitler.
“Pass.”
“Pass."
“Pass.”

Dorethy Thayer, ’43
William Hopkins, ’43
Thelma Parsons, ’43
George Young, ’43
Donald Stone, 43

Richard Waterman, ’40
Pauline Thayer, ’42
Emery Hopkins, 42
Grace Beverage, '42
llershall Haskell, ’42

Miss Mabe! Spring joins the com
pany going to Lcs Angeles, Calif.,
fdr the National Music Federation
in mid- June, as a delegate from
Rubinstein Club.

Victcr Beverage, '43
Lillian Gregcry, '43
Bnrtis Brown, Jr., ’44
Carolyn Greenlaw, ’44
Phyllis Thayer, '44

HELENA RUBINSTEIN’S

WATER LILY CLEANSING CREAM
I-arge Jar, regularly 2.00.
AA
Now. for a limited time, only ............. 1»W

ay-Thursday

Water Lily Cleansing Cream has a light fluffy tex
ture that instantly whisks away every trace of dust,
dirt, Male mai^-up. You’ll love its silky coolness on
your skin . . . -Ita exquisite fragrance. You’ll want to
take advantage of this Important beauty offer FOR
ONE WEEK ONLY—to get your year’s supply! Helena
Rubinstein Water Lily Cleansing Cream (regularly
2.00), now $1.00.

■i

376 MAIM ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

63-64

SPECIAL $4.00

rr

WERE MARRIED SATURDAY

NATURALISTIC
OIL

Miss Corinne Smith was honored
at a surprise party last night, given
by her classmates at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mis. Ralph A.
Smith, the occasion being her 13th
birthday anniversary. Games, and
a luncheon filled the evening's pro
gram. and present were the Misses
Vittrice Hayes, Edna Sherman,
Charlotte Cowan, Emma Lou Peasiee, Joan Hunt, Margaret Valenta,
Nancy Calder, Beverly Glendenning.
Babara Koster, Lois Tracy, (Helen
Paul and Virginia Mills.

• « • •

Emile Joyal and bride (Mrs. Dorothy Jones) of Rockland, who were
married at St Bernard’s Church Saturday morning. Mr. Joyal is the
junior officer at the Camden Hills C.C.C. Camp and is a native of Keene,
New Hampshire.
—Photo by Cullen.

YOUNG-DAVIS
Carl Gray Young of Cushing and
Agnes Belle Davis cf Port Clyde ,
were united in marriage Saturday
night with Rev. C A. Marstaller of
the Littlefield Memorial Church of
Rockland officiating.
The bride was attended by her
sister, Mrs. Helen Andersen of
Thomaston and Lester Delano of
Cushing friend of th< bridegroom
also attended.
Mrs. Young was graduated from
the St. George High Schocl in
1940
Mr. Young ts emplcyed by
the (Rockport-Rockland Lime Co.
They will reside in Rockland.

The 23 states of the Unicn in
—From a speech by Representawhich ol has been found have a COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS Jive Plumly cf Vermont.
WORK WONDERS
total of 360000 wells.

Big Features

Intrigue! Mystery’ Aoveiu_re.

Stolen Romance . . . Murder . . . That
irlw.pr»s 2,009.000 Innocent Lives!

s A

$7.00 Deluxe
Oil

Permanent

$3.00
52&54-Ttf

Wednesday, Thursday
Ttvo

i
T

WASHINGTON
MELODRAMA
M GM PICTUtt
WITH

FRANK MORGAN

MN WTHEWMO • KENT TKYIM • LEE MffiMN
mn tour. m • Tat noiden - anne ewyinej
VIRGINIA GRU * SARA HAGEN
Second Major Hit

A hRMMwnt

It's the “Y»ppee-est” ro
mance vcu’ve ever seen.

Reg. $10.00

Supreme
Oil Wave

“I AM AN AMERICAN”

"This ‘ ls my country mine to keep
Within my heart until I sleep
Teo soundly to give heed to song
Beyond my window. I belong
Within these borders bounded by
New England walls and mountainhigh
Horizons. You who do not know
The drifted loveliness of snow
Upon theie glacial hills, deride
These pinelands greening to the tide
That rose and broke, historically.
Against a rock ln Plymouth. Key
Your laughter to the sterner note
COUNTRY SIDE
Of Men. unmusical, who smote
On granite with the ancient rod
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Of Moses—watering the sod
Twas night In deepest nature s hush.
With faith abundant for their needs.
With quiet overspreading the lake
I love this toll where even weeds
No rlppUng breezes awake
Grow beautifully as gojdenrod.
To lift the mists of cooling rake
Or chicory, and faith In God
Ladenlng fern and spldeT lace
Is adament as are the hills.
With jeweled ornaments encaje.
From whose aloofness Summer spills
And fringing grasses bending lew
The grace of rain upon the land.
Freighted with fog showers aglnw
Where whispering rows of cornstalks
Stand attention for morning sun
stand
To drink their ornaments one-by-one.
In fertile valleys. Fere mv heart
A mellow note from winged flight
Abides
I am an integrant part
Miss Emma A. Wellington is con Of
Pierces the denseness of the night
stubborn soil
My rorts are here
Unlatching crimson gates of mom
man companions with t.ie deei
fined to Knox Hospital with a frac Whrre
And then a iglowing day Is bom.
And shares the Vesper spirrows- son
tured left hip. the result of a fall, At silver eventide. I belong
K S. F.
To Yankeeland
Mv neighbors are
Rockland.
in her home Sunday.
The s rong-llmbed offering of a star.”

Two

CC

and the

Plus
POP-EYE CARTOON
NATURE’S NURSERY

BLONDE

FAYE-OAKIE

COWBOY
Mary Beth Hughes
George Montgomery

375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. PHONE 142

TODAY
‘Great American Broadcast"

Slkand
ROCKLAND

• • • •
Someone has said of a man who
had a scant amount of tresses,
"he wore his hair departed in the
middle.”
• • • •
Sweet Rocket belongs to that class
of plant which one associates with
Colonial cottage gardens. But these
typical forms of Hesperis matronalls
deserve a broader fate, for they are
admirable plants for grouping
among shrubs cij along woodland
margins. Growing erect to 3, 4 or
more feet they bear in profusion
their white, pink, or rosy-lilac flow
ers from May onwards. In addition
to their cheerful colours and stately
demeanour they can claim to be one
of the most fragrant of flowers and
are beloved by the butterflies. Yet
another estimable attribute is their
ability to do well in almost any site
or soil with a minimum of cultiva
tion.. They are not long-lived
plants, but as they yield plenty of
self-sown seedlings, that need not
be considered a drawback. Rock
ets should always be grouped, and
seed sown in September will ensure
a stock of plants for a trifling out
lay.

The little brook is singing
All day as it wanders free
From Winter’s ice and freezing,
vj.ad for Spring's decree.
And the quiet woods responding
With bursting buds, mayhap
Is coaxing the early birdllngs
To make homes in their lap.

Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook has
returned frem a ten-day stay at
Philbrook Farm Inn at Shelburne,
N. H„ for a continued visit with Mr.'
and Mrs. W. O. Fuller
—
Annie M. Flint, who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wendell C.
Flint, has returned to Boston.

TODAY
WED.-THURS.

alking, aa she travels through t*,r
ie Joel McCrea, with »h«n» **,e
Reaching for the Sun/’

Erma Witherspoon, ’44
John W’aterman, '44
Jane Grant, ’44
Wilfrid Mil’s, ’44
Marion Carver, '44

Mrs.. Louis Cock entertained
T.H.E. Club last night for bridge
and refreshments. Honors in cards
went to Mrs. Grace Veazie and Mrs. *
Sherman Rokes, Mrs. John M. Rich
ardson receiving the traveling prize.

a'rnBm

A T;O tt

This And That

Mrs. Donald Farrand, Talbot
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ward of Los
;i venue, will be hostess Wednesday Angeles, Calif., were overnight
guests last night of Mr. and Mrs.
night to Tonian Circle.
John A. Ward, and go today to
Mrs B. B Smith entertained the New Brunswick to visit Mr. Ward’s
Saturday (Night Club at the Smith sister, Mrs. Fannie Wadlin.
camp in South Hope.
Mrs. Fred Vinal entertained Mon
Mrs. Lydia Storer was guest solo- day Niters Club at her heme on
; t Sunday morning at the Congre Orange street last night. Awards
gational Church, singing the mem for high scores went to Mrs. O. B
orial solo, "There Is No Death’’ by Brown, Mrs. William Hooper, Mrs
O Hara.
Katharine Small and Mrs. John
Mills, Mrs. Austin Huntley receiv
Mrs. H. C. Voorhees (Carrie ing consolation and Mrs. Arthur
Temple) ol Medford, Mass., is vlsl- Bowley the traveling prize.
tmg her sister, Mrs. Charles A.
Morton, Franklin street.
Members of Golden Rod Chapter
O.ES., attending sessions of the
visit Lucien K. Green
Son’s Grand Chapter of Maine in Port
second floor, 16 School street, Odd land are Mrs. Doris Jordan, worthy
Fellows Block, City, for Fur3, Fur matron; Mrs. Leona Whitehill, as
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate sociate matron; Mrs. Clara Watts,
prices.
9-tT secretary; Mrs. Gertrude Boody.
Mrs. Belle Frost, Miss Katherine
Veazie, Mrs. Matie Spaulding, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet.
THE

NEW

line Ann

“DEFEND OUR DEFENDERS"

^SOCIETY North Haven High School Students

ild School To
era House
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How gay the greening roadside
With ever increasing bloom;
Hew sweet the meadow fragrance
Wit.. rutting birds in tune.
And fragrant are the orchards
With promises quite soon
Of fruits in all varieties, for
Man's eternal boon.
K3F.
• • • •
The Negro soprano who held her
audience spellbound in her recent
concert in Portland, sings with deep
feelings of reverence in all her mu
sical interpretations which shews
this art to be tlie moving impulse of
her deepest thoughts in life. She
started her musical career as a sing
er in her father’s church choir. She
has said, "I hope only to be worthy
of the great music I sing.” Wherever
Miss (Maynor has sung, she has en
raptured her audiences and they all
agree with the leading critic of the
New York Times who wrote. “She
has virtually everything needed by a
great artist.” 8he sings the Negro
spirituals with expressive jubilation
and not with the stilted sorrows that
-ome artists undertake. Her religi
ous numbers show sincere devotion
and are among her best, but she is
no less eloquent in Schubert's great
"Ave Marla.” The country is for
tunate to have two great women
artists from the Negro race.
• • • •
A Rockland lady who banks in
Portland drew $150 while there re
cently and put the bills in a roll in
her purse ba.g The day had been
rainy and she was burdened with
an umbrella which she carried along
with her purse bag ln her hand, not
bothering to strap the rain protec
tor into closer folds. Soon she went
into a shop fcr a purchase, and
when she went to pay for the items
she found that her bag was epen
and no money was there. She sent
out. an “8.03 ’ wherever she had
been, but there was no happy solu
tion. and she was in deep deepair.
The dismal day did not help her
spirits any, but she started out
again, and it was now raining. As
she opened her umbrella for protec
tion, it gave her that and more. Tlie
roll of bills fell out at her feet. Be
lieve it cr not, it’s the truth.
• • • •
Did it ever occur to you to think
out the true meaning of tolerance,
and realize that it's the narrow
minded person who is apt to make
the broadest statements and be the
most positive on almost any sub
ject. Bear in mind the old Scots
man’s prayer: “God grant I may
be right, for ye ken I never change."
• • • •
The delightful English lavender
plant furnishes the very best laven
der oil in the world More of it
should be grown in this country.

State W. C. T. U. President
Tells Knox County President
of Progress

MRS. LOTTIE G. BARTER

Lettie O. Barter, wife of Eugene
O

Barter,

died

suddenly

at

her

home in Abington, Mass. (May 14.

She was born in Littleton, N. H.,
Editor of The (Courier-Gazette:
the daughter of the late Charles
For the interest of those who ftnd Katlp Gregory MeAlHster. In
wrote letters to Members of Con- jier eariy jjfe she nvecj jn Rockland,
gress in regard to enactment of leg- and was educated in the public
islation to “defend our defenders” schools. She attended the Littlefield
in the Army camps-letters and Memorial Church, and sang in the
articles having been previously choir, foi many years.
printed in The Courier-Gazette-1
Barter le»ves besides her
here is an open letter from the husband, a daughter. Mildred F.
State president of the W. C. T. U. Barter- who Iives at hcmei and a
Clara Emery
brother Charles McAllister. Jr., an
Dear Local Members and Friends:- auntVesta Sava^= alld «vAt last the bill about which we f'ral covins, all of Brockton; and
have been thinking and talking so ,hrpp couslns in Roland. Mrs.
much. S-860 is out. voted on favor- W'oda Hamilton. Mrs. Emily Muraibly by the Military Affairs Com-/“V and Mrs' Alke S Hal1
mittee. Won’t' you urge now. es-1 Funeral "rvices were held 1,1
pecially, that everyone possible Brockton. Burial wa.s In Sea View
,, _
.
_
.
.
cemetery, where committal services,
write
Senators Brewster and White,
Kill
9
urging the passage of this bill! were conducted by. Rev. Charles
.. A.
Pray, too that this bill may go Marstaller of the Littlefield Memothrough.
,rial Church
We all realize how very Impor
EVERETT E. CATES
tant It ls to "defend our defenders" I
Everett Eugene Cates. 57. died
so let us not delay in send ng in
May 21. at h s home in Lewiston,
our letters.
i
after an illness of five weeks. Mr.
When writing it would be well
Cates was wire chief for the Lew
to ask that in considering this leg
islation affecting the camps, they iston district cf the New England
Tel. & Tel. Co. He was a mem
do not ignore the dangers of al
ber of the United Baptist Church
cohol but enact a bill that will
cover both alcohol and prostitution and of the Masonic bodies. As a
Remember also when it is done ycung man. he was active in sports,
and was fcr several years con
to thank Senator Edwin C. John
nected
with tlie Ariel club base
son and Senator Styles Bridges of
ball
team.
New Hampshire fcr what they have ,
Mr. Cates was bern in Cutiedope for us.
the
son of Alfred and Evelyn
Augusta K. Christie, |
(Jones)
Cates, and had lived in
President.
Lewiston 33 years. He was mar
ried in 1912 to Margaret Craig,
BUZZELL- ROBERTS
who
survives him. besides two
Miss Vera M. Rcberts, daughter
r
„
.
.
„
.
,
daughters,
of Mrs. Flora Roberts and the late (
’
.Mrs.. Royce Day of Bangor
and Marion Cates of Lewiston;
Orlando C. Rcberts of Jackson,
three sisters. Mrs. Ernest Rcdmun
and Hillard C. Buzzell, eldest son
and Mrs. Emile Vezina cf Auburn
of MY. andi (Mrs. H. C. Buzzell of
and Mrs. Everett Gross of Rock
Belfast were married Friday after
land; h s father, Alfred Oates and
noon at the home of the officiating
clergyman. Rev. A. T. McWhorter brother Fred Cates, also of this
city.
in Augusta.

The double ring ceremony was
used, the couple being attended by
Mr. and' Mrs. Norman Rcberts of
Augusta, the former being a
brother of the bride.
Mr. and Mis. (Buzzell are both
residents of Belfast, Mr. Buzzell
serving his seventh year as countyattorney of Waldo County. Mrs
Buzzell has been employed in Rcck
land at Hotel Thorndike.
They left immed ately for an
extended trip to New York, Penn
sylvania and Washington, D. C„
and after June 15 will be at home
at 35 Court street, Belfast.
STARTING IN BUSINESS
[For The Courler-Oazette|
At a singing school ln the Winter
time
I first attempted my way to climb
Up the heights of the buslne s w rid
And dreamed boy dreams of things
unfurled.
For me my sifters made candy twret
For the boys to buy, the girls to treat
Forget It? no never forget the night
That I stood by the stove ln a sorry
plight!

Too frtehtened to offer my goods for
fcale.
So mv buslne s plans reemed doomed
to fall.
But a fine young man, with a entile
of cheer.
Took my box. treated a ladv near;
Then others followed, and the box
was cleaned.
And happy was I with the cash I had
gleaned.
So all through life I've been pu hc:l
•long.
Sometimes with a Jibe, then r» cheery
song—
Still here today On the last lap of
life—
Still willing to stem the storm and
the strife.
W. R. Walter
North Waldoboro.

Because of oil, Tyler. Tex., in
creased mere than 10.C33 in popu
lation between 1939 and 1940

Hew

JMiMt

Ask for a Coca-Cola at our

fountain — served from the
automatic dispenser.

\ Perfectly Mixed
V Ice-cold (below 40°)
V Uniformly Delicious
V Truly Refreshing

CORNER DRUG STORE. Inc.
422 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND, MU.

DRINK

The Refreshing Thing to Do
------- ---------------

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

X
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White buck elasticized
step-in. All widths.
Same style also in
Cuban heel. A smart,
snug-fitting shoe that
makes the foot look
smaller.

White buck ventilated
elasticized Colonial
step-in. Walled last.
Cuban heel. All widths.
Fits snugly, making
ankle more allufing.

346 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES

CopTriah.

1941

nUa Sm*U Ch"»e ,Or P‘Mt’re

Endicott
lieott Johnson
Johns' Corp.

EHOIEOilMKHSDN
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ADVENTURES IN THE ANDES

Notable Sodality Reception in Camden

• Fourth Installment)
with the plane while it was being
repaired told me that the plane
was ready to go. Next morning we
got started from Lima for La Paz,
Bolivia, via Arequipa.
The city of Lima is always cov
ered with haze at night and part
of the day. On our take-off we had
to climb up through this for three
or more thousand feet. We then
broke out in bright sunshine and
flew along over the top until we
came to the town of Pisco, about
one hour flight from Lima. Here
the haze had cleared Up and we
flew for awhile along the coast.
After about two hours of this flying
we headed for Arequipa which is
inland and much higher. My wife
had never been at high altitudes
and it began to bother her head.
We landed at Arequipa Airport,
took on gas and oil and headed for
La Paz.
In order to get over the Andes
Mountains we had to circle and
climb to better than 19,023 feet.
To top it off we ran into a had
sterm at this altitude. The mech
anic and I were accustomed to this
but m.v wife was not. Between
bumpy air and high altitude I think
from the way she acted she would
just as well been dead. We felt
sorry for her. St.11 there was
nothing we could do but hope that
we would soon run cut of the storm.
I could not leave my post as the
mechanic could not fly.
After
about an hour of this we ran out
of the storm and found ourselves
over Lake Titicaca.
Captain William H Wincapaw.
(To be continued

Airship Stewardess
Ella Mathews of Lin
colnville, Knox Hospital
Graduate, Tells of Her
Experiences

t)

Locked Doors at the “Bed Apple"

Altar of the Mission Chapel, Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden

Front row: Frances Nuccio, Katherine McDonald, Helen Dougherty, Anna Crynes, Alice Clancy. Katherine
Eagley, Mary Barrett, Father Cummings, Florence Young, Florence Carr, Florence O’Keefe, Lillian Piper,
Margaret Connelly. Bark row: Marion Holloway, Katherine Walsh, Julia Barrett. Sarah Bagley, Evelyn Hughes,
Anna Keating. Elizabeth Johnson, Vemice Bowden, Viola Spear, Emma Windvand. Other member* of the
Sodality not in picture, Gertrude Howard, Edna Gaffney, Vera Arico, Antoinnette Arico.

Reception Day for the Sodality the book “Beau Brummel,” by Wil-I cated to santification of self and
of Our Lady of Good Hope was ob- j lard Connelly affording her au- j neighbor, have a mighty duty to
served Sunday at the Camden' dience a veritable acquaintanceship contribute to the greater glory of
Catholic chapel where, for the first with the one-time "Prince of God and country, and at no time in
time in this mission parish, an or- Dandies.” Mrs. Welch, who is a histoy has there been a greater
ganization received Communion in member of the Colson-Leigh Lee- need for a united front against the
a body.
ture Bureau has labored unceasing- , onslaughts of paganism.
Following Mass, the Sodalists ly over a wide field to the end that; Before the altar, resplendent in
and guests partook of breakfast at the church may assert its force as bouquets of colored carnations and
Wadsworth Inn. the tables beinga power in the combatting of sala- . flickering candles, the
religious
tastefuly appointed with carnacious literature.
ceremonial took place.
A statue
tions as centerpieces and the
“Books recommendedfor Catholic1 of the Blessed Mother was enspeakers’ positions arranged in the reading are net necessarily written p framed in a lighted trellis made by
form of a cress. Several were pres- by Catholic authors, but all litera- William G. Carr, and intertwined
ent from St. Bernard's Church in ture worthy of the name must have through this bower were pink and
Rockland.
a high moral tone,” affirmed the, white carnations mingled with
Miss Gertrude Howard, chairman speaker, who cited as among the | fernery, while at the base were 10of the Eucharistic and Our Lady's j current outstanding and meritori- piece candelabra flanked by potted
committee, introduced as toastmas-; ous works; "Michelangelo” by Mar- hydrangeas. Miss Howard and he:
ter. Mrs. Stephen J. Gaffney, first1 cel Bricn”; "No Other Man" by Al- | committee were in charge of tne
vice president of the National fred Noyes; “Silence of the Seas” altar arrangements. Medals, diploCouncil of Catholic Women. Miss j by Hilaire Belloc; and “Mountain mas and manuals, were bestowed
Ethel McCallum of Portland, dio- , Meadow” by John Buchan.
individually.
cesan chairman of Youth in Maine: Solemn reception to the candiThe choir from St Bernard s
Council spoke briefly, as did Mrs. dates of the Sodality was conduct- Church in Rockland furnished
John T. Hughes, prefect, and Rev. ed in the evening by
Director music for the ritual and also for
Fr. John A. Cummings,spiritual Father Cummings who
prefaced Benediction of the Blessed Sacradirector.
the formalities with a brief address ment at which the pastor. Rev. Fr
In lucid and smooth flowing dic accenting the importance of spiri- James F. Savage, was celebrant,
tion. Mrs. Arthur D. Welch of Port tual defense in the chaotic world, and which concluded the memorland gave an engrossing review of of today. Sodalists, who are dedi- | able occasion.

statues was awarded first prize. It fat cigar which is unpleasant to the
was of a little girl playing an ac rest of the passengers. Miss Math
ews tries in some way to get him to
cordion.
Graduate of Rockland High
smoke
it in the rear of the plane.
“Most of my paintings,” she said,
School, 25 Years a Teacher
“are landscapes done in Maine dur “If all else fails,” she said, “I ever,
ask
him
to
put
it
out,
then
sootic
ing the Summer time—oils and
In Winchester, Mass.
his ruffled feelings by means of
water colors.”
chatter or by getting him to talk
Miss Edna M Hatch, principal of
Although she does not play the1
about himself.”
the
George Washington School in
piano. Miss Mathews has written
Throughout her first six months’ j Winchester, Mass., was honored at
two popular songs. “Rain Drops
experience as a stewardess. Miss i the annual meeting and tea of the
Bring Memories of You,” and “I
Mathews said, she has found the ■ School Chapter of the Winchester
Fool Myself About You." Horace
passengers sociable, friendly, and ; Mothers' Association May 13, in the
Heidt played the first tune at the
highly pleased when she showed in school hall. Miss Hatch completes
Biltmore in New York city.
terest in their traveling problems.
her 25th year of teaching in the
“I’ve never sold a copy and prob
On landing, she passes out coats, school in June. First assigned to
ably never will,” the composer went j
says goodbye, then fills out flight the old Washington School on
on. But she’s still hoping the tunes
reports telling about the trip and Cross Street, she came into the new
will be "dusted off" some day and
anything of interest that happened. George Washington building as
prove to be popular.
At the airport an American Air principal and teacher of the sixth
What does a Flagship stewardess i
lines station-wagon mpets the stew grade.
do?
ardess, regardless of the time of The incident invites local inter
“Flight control notifies me the
day or night, and transports the est due to the fact that the teacher
day before I’m to go out on a trip.’*
crews to suites of rooms maintained is a daughter of Mrs. Eva Hatch,
Stewardess Mathews said. “I arrive
by the airline.
formerly of Rockland and a niece
at the airport operations depart-;
“Next morning some of us air of Ralph B. Loring of Myrtle street.
ment and sign the crew sheet one'
line personnel may go out for golf, j She graduated from Rockland High
hour ahead of departure time.
swimming, or bowling, depending on ■ School in 1908.
“I plan my trip by consulting and |
the time of the year and the return i From an extended account of the
learning the scheduled stops and
trip schedule," she said.
reception, published in the Win
times of arrivala and departures. I
At her New York base, she cleans chester Herald, the following para
get a list of the passengers, learn
the apartment, alternates carving, graphs are quoted:
their names and any information
painting and music with sports and
“Following a talk by Mrs. Helen
about them which might aid in giv
entertainment. "It’s not just a gad Sorokin the meeting adjourned only
ing them better service. The me
about life, as you can see,” Steward to again be in order when Miss
teorologist tells me the flight condi
ess
Mathews declares.
Hatch came in the door. She was
tions so I can inform the passengers.”
“Indeed. I often remember that greeted by loud applause and ap
By this time Stewardess Mathews
Miss Ellen C. Daly, superintendent pearing completely surprised, Mrs.
takes time out for dinner or lunch,
of Knox County Hospital encour Madeleine Zimmerman told her that
as the case may be, for once aboard
aged me to become a stewardess be it was her tea party and expressed
the Flagship she devotes all her
cause it offers me travel, a wide va the love and appreciation of par
time to the passengers.
riety of experience,-and—I believe— ents and children of the District.
Twenty minutes before departure
makes me a better nurse.”—From the
“On behalf of the people Miss
time, she boards her ship with the
Bahgor Daily News.
Hatch
was given a Potters' Wheel
captain and first officer.
in
recognition
of her hobby of clay
“I check my equipment and see
SOLDIERS IN KHAKI AND BLUE
modeling
and
the very finished
that everything is conveniently
I Por The Courier-Gazette]
placed, in good condition,” she said. Year by year the ranks are thinning. work .she can do. Marking further
the 25 years of her connection with
by year steps slower grow;
By this time she has received InYear
the hearts the fires of patriotism the school, a special cash gift was
Ever burn a steady glow
from the ramp agent a final list of
Year by ye^r more flags are floating given her to secure for the school
passengers, and as they board her
Where they sleep In peaceful rpst.
some one thing which she woult
no sound of gun or cannon
Flagship the stewardess greets Where
Breaks the slumber of the bleat.
them. When they are seated she Through the years they have grown like to have in the school. The
choice was left to Miss Hatch and
weaker.
checks to see that everyone is on the
Yet love of country ever stands
her teachers.
right plane.
The torch of freedom and democracy
“Mrs. Arthur L. Cameron and her
They
pass
to
younger
hands.
“Usually before we leave the Side by side today are mtcchlng
social
committee served a cold
ramp.” she continued, "I put away Age and youth with flashing eye,
For the honor of their country
punch
and
crackers following the
coats and other accessories, pass out Side by side they'd gladly die.
program
while
Miss Hatch held an
newspapers. And if it’s meal time. Younger men are mobilizing—
Staunch
of
heart
and
strong
of
will.
informal
reception.
Miss Mary
I begin serving a meal as soon as Please God. may we never see them
Barr
and
Miss
Jane
Davis
of the
Give their lives, their young blood
we are aloft.”
spill.
faculty
of
Junior
High
School
were
During the flight she supplies God grant they never cross the ocean,
present.
May
they
never
face
the
foe.
cigarettes, matches, passes out mag May we never know the anguish
•’Miss Barr gave a tribute to Miss
azines. points out places of interest That a war would have us know.
Hatch,
voicing the friendship and
We're
so
proud
of
our
young
man

along the route.
hood.
admiration of the Winchester teach
Perhaps Miss Mathews discusses Who will never face defeat.
will never see our freeodm
ers and her own pleasure for a
topics of the day with her passen They
Trampled neath the traitor's feet.
friendship
of long standing. Mrs.
Loyal
hearts
with
pride
are
swelling
gers. answers questions about avi
As we see them march away.
Eva
L.
Hatch,
Miss Hatch's mother
ation. If a woman is traveling with In His hand we give their keeping
Keep them safe, dear Lord, we pray. was present as was also her sistera young baby, she may relieve the
Margaret Elwell
in-law from Arlington, Mrs. Mau
mother of her responsibility as much
Spruce Head.
rice L. Hatch.”
as possible without neglecting other
Because
of
the
urgent
demand
passengers. “I sometimes feed the
Switzerland ls collecting old agri
baby, change it. hold it. or discuss j for manpower in the defense in
cultural
maachinery and equip
with the mother certain baby care dustry. the 1342 automobile out-,
ment
not
being used by the prselearned in hospital days.”
put may be only 50 percent—more i ent owners and distributing it to
If a gentleman is smoking a big. or less—of the total 1941 output
fanners lacking such.

Miss Match Honored

Ella Mathews recalls encouragement
given by Miss Ellen Daly

Miss Ella E. Mathews, daughter
of Mrs. Elizabeth Mathews, of Lin
colnville. is one of the 250 registered
nurses who fly in the Flagship Fleet
of the American Airlines, Inc., hav
ing been a stewardess for six months.
In this time she has encountered
most of the unusual as well as the
routine experiences of a veteran in
this fascinating service.
When interviewed recently, she
recounted “a day in the life of a
stewardess” and said it consisted of
a pleasant mixture of work and play.
As to play, she declared, “I al
ways spend my vacation in Maine
because it is the vacation spot of
America We have a leaky canoe on
Lake Megunticook, and it’s there I
like to relax in the Summer time.’’
Stewardess Mathews is based at
New York, flies between New York
and Chicago, and between New York
and Boston, alternating every month.
She works an average of 80 hours
per month.
She lives in Jackson Heights. L.
I., with three other American Air
lines stewardesses.
“We see each other every once In
a while.” Stewardess Mathews said
“Whoever is at home gets to wash
the dishes and clean the house.”
Miss Mathews was graduated from
Classical High School, Springfield,
Mass., In 1932. trained at Knox
County General Hospital at Rock
land. Me. and affiliated with Port
land (Me.) Children's Hospital, re
ceiving her diploma in 1936.
Later she did general duty at
Cornell-Medical Center, New York
city, did private duty in Manhat
tan. and in 1940 until joining Up
with American Airlines Dec. 9 was
at Ross-Loos Medical clinic, Los
Angeles, doing clinical nursing.
Asked how she happened to be
come a stewardess, Mias Mathews
celared. “I thought is would be a
glamorous, adventurous life. But I
soon found that the job requires me
to assume a good deal of responsi
bility. There's nothing glamorous
or adventurous about it. as the pub.
lie generally believes, but It is in
teresting work."
Away from her job. Stewardess
Mathews amuses herself by writing,
painting and carving. In the 1939
The mechanic I had left at Lima Lincolnville lair, one of her carved

(Continued from Page One)

small schoolboy named Donald
Anderson, whose knowledge of the
town and its citizens was little
short of amazing. Taken aboard
of our car he directed Bob through
a maze cf streets, until we reached
the top of a hill and came abreast
of a white circular structure as
round as skilled builders could
make it.
There was nobody in or around
the building of whom I could make
Inquiries, so I shall not be able to
gratify your curiosity as to details.
I should say* the building is 25 or
30 feet in diameter, and high
enough for a two-story structure.
The exact purpose of the owner in
building a round house Is not
known to the writer, but Don An
derson, our young guide knew. “He
told me that it was so his wife
couldn’t get him in a comer,” the
youngster explained.

Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw Flies High To
Take Patient To a Strange Airport
Our steamer left the deck at
Cristobal "the next morning about
seven for the trip through the
Panama Canal.
ThLs p e:e of engineering amazes
everybody who sees It. No wonder
this 50 Vi miles of water ways with
Its fortifications cost $400000.000
This it indeed a small amount
when you hear them talk in bil
lions at Washington
Our boat
rtcpped at Balboa City on the
Pacific side of the canal. Here
w? again did some more exploring
and visited the old ruins of Panama
City, destroyed years ago.
Our boat left Panama City that
night and we proceeded down the
west coast of South Amer'ca. Our
next stop was Buanaventura. a
small town and a seaport for Columjia cn the Pacific Ocean. There
is on end of the railroad here
which connects with the main railtoad of the valley of the River
Cauca. This Is a very rich valley
for farm lands and mines. This j
railroad elso connects with the
City of California. This is one of
the principal cities of Colombia
After discharging passengers and
cargo here our boat left early next
morning for Guayaquil which is a
two day trip. This city Ls the
main seaport for Ecuador. It is
situated on the Cana of Jamtoeli
or the Ricbamba A railroad here
connects with Quito, the capitol of
Ecuador. The lity of Quito lies in
the valley of volcanies and is with
in a few m Ies of the equator.
Guayaquil lies in very low land
and is very dirty. It is becoming
A;m .'icanized very fast. It is from
hi re that your well known Panama
hats come. This city also boasts
cf one of the very few first class
hotels in South Amreica
They
tell me that the best and the finest
Panama hats were woven under
water.
The river current here is very
strong and d rty. Our steamer
anchored in the stream and we
were soon surrounded by all types
cf boats. We were allowed ashore.
As it was late when we got in mest
of the stores were closed so we
toured the city and then returned
to the boat where there was a
chance of cooling off as it was very
hot and muggy cn shore.
The boat was taking on an enor
mous quantity of bananas. We
clso noticed here that herds of
cattle swam down the river with
their heads lashed to logs or rafts.
I made an inqu ry about this as to
hew many cattle were drowned.
They told me that it was nothing
for these cattle men to swim their
cattle fcr days with this method
and that they lost very few They
claimed that they lO6t more from
snake bites than they did from
drowning.
It was here that we were begged
to buy the shrunken heads. These
are human heads cut off by Indian
head hunters and by some secret
method they shrink them from
their natural s ze to the size of an
orange
They are a gruesome
sight when ycu first see one. Later
on I got use to seeing them as I
was traveling in the country of
these head hunters for a while.
Our boat left Guayaquil early
next morning to get the benefit of
the cutgoing tide. Our next stop
was Talara. Peru. This is a great
oil center. We did not get ashore.
We could see great numbers of oil
derricks from the boat. We laid
here fcr about three hours and
then got under way. Our next
stop was Salavery. Here again our
beat anchored off shore, and .pas
sengers and cargo were taken
ashore in small boats.
Our boat lays here a full day
and night. This gives those who
wish a chance to go ashore and
visit the Inca Ruins at Chan Chan.
We were among those who made the
trip. They are well worth seeing.
Feme of these relics are supposed
to be one or two thousand years
cld. One of the things nas im
pressed us most was the remains
of an Inca woman and her child.
They were 300 years old so they
told us. It was hard to believe this
as both the child and its mother
were in very good shape as well as
the native clothing they had on.
Their bodies were almost perfect.
Tiiis Inca tribe must have been a
great race. They were hardy and
intelligent. Also great engineers of
their time. They were all of this
until the Spaniards came and then
they started to degenerate. Our
steamer left early next morning
and cur next stop was Callao the
teapert for Lima Peru. Here we
left our steamer to pick up the
Aramayo Ford and proceed by air
to La Paz Bolivia.
We were passed through the cus
toms at Callao, which is an ordeal
b> itself. We landed at 10 a m..
and did not get through the cus
toms until after 4 p. m., as thev
have lunch at the custom house
from 12 until 3 and everything is
closed for that time.
We stayed overnight at the Boli
var Hotel in Lima. This is the best
hotel in Peru. It was at one time
the best hotel on the Pacific coast
of South America until the new one
was built at Guayaquil.

Roving Reporter

I wish time had permitted us to
look up one of my old friends, John
Lande
who, I unaerstajnd. is an
auditor for the Great Northern
Paper Company, and I would also
have liked to meet some of the East
Millinocket Lions.
Leaving Millinocket we rode to
the Aroostook County town of Macwahoc, expecting* to dine at the
Red Apple Camp, where, along with
other Rockland residents, I have
been hospitably received In the past.
Disappointment awaited us there
for the place had not opened for
the season. What proved to be a
bit of hard lix~ turned out for
tunately, however, for we stopped
at “Half Way Motor Cabins—’’ so
called because they are 63 miles
from Bangor and 63 miles from
Houlton on the outskirts of Mattawamkeag.
The proprietors had
added a dining ream since last
season, and here, as the first cus
tomers we had a most excellent
chicken dinner, and were the re
cipients of pleasing courtesies.
Riding down tnrough Mattawamkeag we espied a sign which in
terested us:

FIDDLEHEAD GREENS
This subject has recently been
discussed in The Black Cat column.
Thirty-five cents a peck was the
price.
A Lawn’s Strange Tenants
Strange creatures decorated the
lawn in front of a residence in
Winn—a dinosaur
(apparently)
about to gobble two humans. The
figures were of heroic size, and
have attracted the attention of
many passers-by.
Lincoln, with its three divisions
—is spread over a considerable sec
tion of Penobscot County. Once
the home of many black fox farms,
we were told that disease killed
those valuable creatures by the
hundreds.
Where Thew Walk On Stilts

They don't roller skate on the
pavements in Enfield, they walk on
stilts. Both furnish many an op
portunity for “taking a header.”
If

I

read

the

name

llll

correctly

Thursday
Saturday

PROBATE COURT NEWS

Established January, U
Wills Allowed: Mary H. Holbrook, R. Magee, admr.; Lewis A. Arey, 0(
Owl's Head, second account pre.
late of Tenant's Harbor, deceased, sented by Vinal Perry, Cons ; Wal.
Charles E. Holbrook of Tenants ter H. Wotton, late of Friendship
Haibor appointed exr.; Ella Watts deceased, first and final account
Dunn, late of Cushing , deceased, presented by Mary E. Wotton. exx;
Richard E. Dunn of Cushing ap Elden P. Lamb, late of Camden, de.
pointed exr.; Albion G. Caddy, lifte ceased .first and final account pre.
of Soutn Thomaston, deceased, sented by E. H. Lamb, admr.; Ccra
Minnie L. Caddy of South Thom P Lamb, late of Camden, deceased,
aston appointed exx.; Benjamin C. first and final account presented
Perry, Jr., late of Rockland, de by Elden H Lamb, admr.; Erne, t L.
ceased Margaret Kalloch Perry of Starrett, Jr. and Ruby F Starrett
Rockland appointed exx.; Willard P. minors of Warren, first account pre.
Sleeper, late of South Thomaston, sented by Irven A. Gammon, gdn;
deceased. Helen E. Sleeper and Susie Clara R Spear, late of Camden de’
C Sleeper, both of South Thomaston ceased, first and final account pre.
appointed exxs.; Caroline Slater sented by Charles C. Wood, exr
Washburn, late of Worcester, MassHere are some pas ages
Petitions for Probate of Will pre.
Tuesday night:
deceased, Reginald Washburn of sented for notice: Etta Upton, late
It is unmistakably appa
Worcester,
Miass.,
James
A. of Camden, deceased, Malcolm w
vance of Hitlerism is forcll
Hutchinson of Newton, Mass., and Upton of Appleton named exr;
sphere with be within range <
James D. Regan of Groton, Mass- Georgine D. Clark, late of Cam.
appointed exrs.; William J. Curtis, bridge. Mass., deceased. Petition lor
late of New York , N. Y.. deceased. Probate of Foreign Will presented
Foreign Will filed artd allowed: by Wilfred L. Clark of Arlington,
If the Axis Powers fail to
Warner R. Buxton, late of Long Mass.; Valentine Chisholm, late of
talnlv defeated. Their dream
the board.
meadow, Mass., deceased. Mabel Rockland, deceased, Thomas h
Allen Buxton of Longmeadow. Chisholm of Rockland named exr.;
Mass., appointed exx.; Harry W. Sidney P. Crabtree, late of Hope,
Libby, late of Camden, deceased, deceased, Ruth Howard Crabtree of
The present rate of Nazi
Mabel A. Libby of Camden appoint Hope named exx.; Melvina S Craw,
than three times as high as
ed exx.; Carrie Olsen, late of Rock ferd, late of Rockland, deceased,
replace them; it is more th
land, deceased, Carl D, Olsen of Orissa W. Horton of Rockland
American cutput of merchant
Rockland appointed exr.
named exx ; Martha L. ChadPetitions
for
Administration bourne, late of Boston, Mass de
granted: Estates, James B. Webster, ceased. petition for probate of ForIt Ls time for us to reali
late of Vinalhaven. deceased, Lottie eign .Will presented by Joseph s
even in the center of our i
M. Webster of Vinalhaven, admx.; Luther of Quincy. Mass.; Nicholas
the continued safety of hi
Susie E. Davis, late of Thomaston, L. Berry, late of Camden, deceased.
Brazil.
deceased, Charles C. Bucklin of Grace.B Bemis of Camden named
Cushing, admr.; Amanda H. Whit exx.
ney,, late of Appleton, deceased, Petitions for Administration pie- I
Our patrols ai4 helping
Jennie W. Conant of Warren, sented for notice: Estates, Almon
mipplie, to Britain. All add
adinx ; Lillia A. Alden, late of , Bird, late of Rockland, deceased,
the goods will be taken.
Union, deceased, Edward A Alden Adelie L. Bird of Rockland named
of Union, admr.; Emma A. Went , adrnkK; Lcuise J. Small, late of Camworth, late of Union, deceased, Bur 1 den, deceased, John E. Small of
Your government has th
leigh M. F. Esaney and Beulah B. j Camden named admr.; Mary E.Ia
they take loyal part in the
Hilt of Union, admrs.
—take loyal part from this m<
I Ferry, late of Appleton, deceased
Petition for License to Sell Real , Perley D. Perry of Appleton named
Estate granted: Estate Adella N ' admr.; Emerson C. Simmons. late
Townsend, of Thomaston, present cf Friendship, deceased, James c
Collective bargaining will
ed by Adella T Kirkpatrick of i Murphy of Friendship named
expect that impartial rwomm
Thomaston, gdn.
will be followed both by capil
admr.; iMary A. Norwood, late of
Petition for Appointment of Camden, deceased, Rose K Norwood
Trustee granted: Estate Elizabeth S. of Camden named adinx dbn.
Achorn, late of Camden, deceased, c.t.a.
With profound consciousii
Zeima M Dwinal of Camden ap
Accounts presented for notice:
trymen and to my country's
pointed Trustee
Guv C. Feaslee, late of Vinalhaven
•nation that an unlimited na
Petition for Change of Name deceased, first p.nd final account
the strengthening of our defi
granted: Maud Garber Crall, of presented by Maude E. Peaslee, exx;
ional power and authority.
Camden, name changed to Maud Albert L. Esaney, late oi Hopp, deGarber Wolcott.
decea$edt first and final account pre.
Accounts Allowed: John K Dunn, sented by Annie L. Esaney, exx;
late of Warren, deceased, first and |Mary C. Farnsworth, late of Rcckfinal account presented by Eva A. ,land, deceased, first and final ac
Dunn, admx.; Gracie H. Cooper, count presented by Boston Safi- De
MARTINSVILLE, ME.
late of Rockport, deceased, first and posit & Trust Company of Boston.
final account presented by Charles Mass., adntr. d.b.n.; James R
OPENS
Farnsworth, late of Rcckland de
Howland has a St. Peters Restaur ceased. first and final account pre
SUNDAY, JUNE 1
ant. The window sign on a Ban sented by Boston Safe Deposit &
gor restaurant said they sold Trust Company of Boston, Mass.
"sandwltches.”
I suppose they Admr. d.b.n., c.t.a; Lucy C Farns
SPRUCE KiAD
taste just as good with the “t” or worth, late of Rcckland, deceased,
first and final account presented by '
without It.
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Com
A freighter flying the British flag pany of Boston, Mass., exr.
EVERY SATURDAY Nl'
was at the wharf of the Eastern
At The
Manufacturing Company in Brewer;
COMMUNITY CLUB
MAY 31
and not far away rode that Penob
Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
scot River veteran the William H.
63Jewell.
The rise in the price of gasoline
has not hit some of the up-State
sections for we frequently saw it
BENEFIT
advertised six gallons for $1.05, and
19 was the highest price we saw
LOOK GETTER LONGER
listed last Sunday.
The Pontiac’s log showed 324
miles, and good time considering
FOR
rough roads.
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ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
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“BOSTON”

“Steamboat Lore” will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot. See the old

steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail biasing men
who ran them.
“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries
through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the
“nineties” with its wars and its amaxing development—and continues down the
sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.

It is the story of “Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi
tional pictures and stories.

Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.
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